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Dafydd’s colophon on page 133 of the Peniarth 22 manuscript 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Llyma ual y terfyna ystoria y brenhinedd brytaneit o 6rutus hyt CatWalydyr 6endigeit yr 
hon a yscriuenawdd dauid ap meredith Clais:-  
Llyma ual i dechreu ystoria brenhinedd y saesson a ymchoelawdd y racddywededic david 
o ladin yn gymraec oet crist Mil CCCCxliiij˚: -‘ 
 
 
 
 
This extract from page 133 of Peniarth 22 is reproduced by permission of the Llyfrgell 
Genedlaethol Cymru/National Library of Wales. 
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Summary  
 
Candidate’s Surname/Family Name   Himsworth 
Candidate’s Forenames    Katherine Joan 
Candidate for the Degree of     PhD 
Academic year the work submitted for examination 2015/16 
 
Full title of thesis:    
The Peniarth MS 22 Brut y Brenhinedd and continuation chronicle, and its 15th century 
Aberystwyth scribe, Dafydd ap Maredudd Glais 
 
Summary: 
The Peniarth 22 manuscript is, except for the last four pages, a fifteenth-century copy of Brut 
y Brenhinedd, the Welsh translation of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae; 
it was penned in 1444 by one Dafydd ap Maredudd Glais. It belongs to the Dingestow family 
of manuscripts, which in turn is related, in part, to the Llanstephan Version and Liber 
Coronacionis Britanorum manuscripts, although the detail of this relationship - and that of the 
Dingestow manuscripts to one another - still begs a number of questions.  
Peniarth 22 itself is very similar to, though not a copy of, the early fourteenth-century NLW 
3036B manuscript. But there are differences in the orthography, and to a lesser extent in the 
grammatical constructions used by Dafydd which shed light on the changes that were being 
gradually adopted in the fifteenth century. This is particularly true of the last four pages, 
which contain Dafydd’s own translation of a Latin chronicle, which comprises a continuation 
of the Brut. While incomplete, largely formulaic and in parts illegible, it includes detail of 
historical as well as linguistic interest. 
Dafydd himself, far from being an institutional scribe, led a colourful life including both 
murder and public service in fifteenth-century Aberystwyth. But he was not, as previously 
thought, a cleric. 
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Abbreviations 
Manuscripts and versions  
DV   Dingestow Version    
Jesus   Oxford Jesus College 
H   Havod      
LCB   Liber Coronacionis Britanorum 
Llst   Llanstephan 
LlV   Llanstephan Version  
P   NLW Peniarth     
RBH   Red Book of Hergest 
Titus D.xxii  BL Cotton Titus D.xxii 
Where MSS have NLW prefixes this has been omitted, e.g. NLW 5266 is referred to as 5266. 
Similarly the suffix B (denoting the size of the MS) has been omitted, e.g. 3036B is for the 
most part referred to as 3036.  
 
Grammatical and linguistic 
 
adj.    adjective MW Middle Welsh 
aux.   auxiliary n. note 
c.   circa p(p). pages 
col.   column pers. personal 
fem. 
imperf. 
feminine 
imperfect 
pret. 
pron. 
preterite 
pronoun 
l(l).  line(s) pl. plural 
masc. masculine plup. pluperfect 
ModW  Modern Welsh poss. possessive 
MS(S) manuscripts sg. singular 
 
  
! , as in, e.g., ‘ym!deith’, indicates a word that has been written as two words by the scribe.
 
Introduction 
 
 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
About five miles south-west of the town of Monmouth lies the village of Dingestow. Not a 
name perhaps that is familiar to many, but the name of the nearby house, Dingestow Court, is 
well-known to those with even a passing acquaintance with the Welsh translations from the 
Latin of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae (HRB) his History of the Kings 
of Britain.   
In all there are 15 Dingestow MSS which were brought together by Sir Bernard Bosanquet, 
Justice of the Common Pleas,
1
 and which included what was then thought to be the oldest 
known Welsh version of the Brut y Brenhinedd, written in the fourteenth century.
2
 They were 
preserved at Dingestow Court and when sold at auction in July 1916 were bought and given 
to NLW by two anonymous donors.
3
 The name Dingestow subsequently attached to the 
family of MSS which are related to the Dingestow Court MS and of which the Peniarth 22 
(P22) MS is a mid-fifteenth-century member. Henry Lewis’ transcription and publication in 
1942 of his Brut Dingestow (BD) led to its becoming the most familiar published version of 
the complete Brut,
4
 until the recent creation of the thirteenth-century and 1300–1425 prose 
websites.
5
  
Our knowledge of Geoffrey himself is limited. That he had connections with Oxford is clear 
from his having been a signatory to six different twelfth-century charters. He was also 
ordained as a priest at Westminster in 1152 and consecrated a week later as Bishop of St 
Asaph. But there is no evidence that he ever visited his see. He did use the Latin name 
                                                          
1 Sir Bernard died in 1848.  
2
 Huws (2000:58) has now placed 5266 in the second half of the thirteenth century.  
3
 NLW Annual Report (1909:24–5). John Ballinger, the first librarian at NLW, believed that the credit for the 
discovery of 5266 in recent times was due to Egerton Phillimore. It was collated by J. G. Evans when he was 
engaged on the text of The Bruts from the Red Book of Hergest (see bibliography).     
4 There were two earlier published (diplomatic) versions: the Red Book of Hergest, published in 1890 by Rhys 
and Evans, and the Cotton Cleopatra Version, published in 1937 by J. J. Parry (see bibliography). Brynley 
Roberts published in 1971 his Selections from the Llanstephan MS 1 Version. 
5
 Rhyddiaith Gymraeg o Lawysgrifau’r Drydedd Ganrif ar Ddeg, Fersiwn 2.00, and Rhyddiaith Gymraeg 1300-
1425.   
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Galfridus
6
 Monemutensis, which suggests that he came from Monmouth,
7
 but there is no 
evidence as to his ancestry, Welsh or otherwise.
8
 
Geoffrey wrote his Historia
9
 in about 1138, following his writing of Prophetiae Merlini a 
few years earlier. Unlike his contemporary, William of Malmesbury,
10
 Geoffrey did not set 
out to produce a chronicle of historical accuracy. He claims in his prologue, and in his 
epilogue, to have translated an ancient book ‘in the British tongue’11 brought to him by 
Walter of Oxford,
12
 and the existence of some such document cannot be wholly discounted.
13
 
But what he creates, drawing on tradition and Welsh genealogies as well as other sources, 
including the ninth-century Historia Brittonum,
14
 is a literary presentation of British history 
from the fall of Troy and the arrival of Brutus in Britain down to the death of Cadwallader in 
689. It became enormously influential.
15
  
In one sense the picture that Geoffrey paints, of a decline in the fortunes of the Britons, is a 
gloomy one for the Welsh. Moreover in his conclusion Geoffrey does not mince his words 
about the responsibility that the Welsh bear for this. The final sentences of his Historia 
explain that ‘they were no longer called Britons, but Welsh, a name which owes its origin to 
their leader Gualo, or to queen Galaes or to their decline’. Geoffrey speaks of the Welsh as 
‘unworthy successors to the noble Britons’ who, ‘squabbling pettily amongst themselves and 
sometimes with the Saxons, kept constantly massacring the foreigners or each other’.16  
But despite this the Historia had considerable appeal in medieval Wales as well as elsewhere, 
for a number of reasons.
17
 The themes which Geoffrey weaves through his narrative, those of 
the unity of Britain, a single kingship, sovereignty and its loss, are ones that will have found 
resonance in Wales. So will his borrowing of Welsh names, his incorporation of Welsh 
                                                          
6
 Or Galfridi or Gaufridus. 
7
 Roberts (1991:99) assumes he was born in Monmouth. 
8 Padel (2000:72). Roberts (1991:98) suggests, in the light of Geoffrey’s apparent sympathy towards the 
Bretons, that his family might have been among those Bretons who had played a significant role in William 1’s 
forces and settled in south-east Wales. Padel (1984:1–28) also stresses Geoffrey’s interest in Cornwall.  
9
 Which he called De gestis Britonum. 
10
 William’s Gesta Regum Anglorum was completed in 1125. 
11
 britannici sermonis. 
12
 Archdeacon of Oxford in the twelfth century. 
13
 Roberts (1991:101).  
14
 Attributed to Nennius. 
15
 Tatlock (1950:3) writes of an ‘almost wholly imaginary history of the Briton kings from shortly after the fall 
of Troy to the seventh century’ and ‘one of the most influential books ever written, certainly one of the most 
influential [books] in the middle ages’. 
16
 Reeve and Wright (2007:280). 
17
 For full discussion of these see Roberts (1991) and Padel (2000).  
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traditions, including the prophecy of Merlin, with his promise of ultimate restoration of 
British sovereignty. The prominence given to Arthur, who is transformed from a figure of 
supernatural legend to a successful military leader, will have been welcomed. There is much 
that can explain the popularity that Geoffrey’s Historia achieved in Wales, attested by the 
fact that not only are there over 200 extant Latin copies of the Historia but also over 60 
extant copies of Welsh translations. The influence of Geoffrey’s Historia lasted longer in 
Wales than elsewhere, though by the eighteenth-century belief in the history had waned.  
Study of the early Welsh versions of Geoffrey’s work has continued intermittently over the 
last 150 years, as I describe in Chapter 4. This has led to the conclusion that by the end of the 
thirteenth century there were three independent Welsh translations, to be seen in Peniarth 44 
(P44), Llanstephan 1 (Llst 1) and the Dingestow Court MS, (NLW) 5266.
18
 There are later 
MSS which, while not necessarily direct descendants, are closely related to each of these, but 
there is only one extant medieval relative of Llst 1 – Havod 2 (H2)19 –  and none of P44. In 
contrast there are four surviving MSS  – 3036, Peniarth 45 (P45), Peniarth 46 (P46) and 
Havod 1 (H1) – which are all related to 5266 and all date from the fourteenth century. The 
next extant member of this branch is the Brut y Brenhinedd text in P22, penned in 1444 and a 
very close relative of the early fourteenth-century 3036. Much valuable work
20
 has already 
been done to analyse the relationship of these MSS to one another; I seek to add to the detail 
of this in Chapter 4 by looking at the relationship between these members of the Dingestow 
recension (and also that between the early descendants of the Llst Version (LlV)).  
Although the content of the three thirteenth-century translations is similar (and does not stray 
far from Geoffrey’s account), there are marked differences in the style of the writing. To a 
lesser extent, there are differences of style between the various MSS that stem from the 
Dingestow Version. There is a marked contrast between the conservative approach adopted 
by the scribe of P22, who seems, like the scribe of 3036, to be particularly faithful to his 
exemplar, and that of the scribe of H1, whose approach is much freer and more individual. I 
consider these differences in Chapter 7.  
                                                          
18
 Huws (2000:58) has placed P44 and Llst 1 in the middle of the thirteenth century, with 5266 in the second 
half of the thirteenth century. 
19
 H2 dates from the first half of the fourteenth century; see Huws (2000:59). 
20 Roberts (1976-8); Sims-Williams (LCB:in preparation). 
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P22 is one of a still relatively small number of fifteenth Welsh MSS that has been 
transcribed, although a number of others are now accessible.
21
 It is therefore a valuable 
source of information as to how the language was developing; Iolo Morganwg describes the 
Brut as ‘one of the principal Depositories of our Language’ and ‘certainly one of our 
Philological, if not Historical Classics’.22 In Chapters 5 and 6 I therefore consider what we 
can learn about fifteenth-century Welsh, both in terms of orthography and grammar, from this 
and the other MSS now available; with a view to rendering this task manageable, I have taken 
as a starting point the differences between P22 and its early fourteenth-century close relative, 
3036. To make matters more interesting, the scribe gives increasingly free rein throughout his 
MS to his own ideas on orthography, though he is much more conservative in introducing 
grammatical innovation.  
There have been two very significant bonuses in studying this MS. First, we know who wrote 
it and when. The colophon on p.133 reads: 
Llyma ual y terfyna ystoria y brenhinedd brytaneit o 6rutus hyt Catwalydyr 6endigeit 
yr hon a yscriuenawdd dauid ap meredith Glais.  
Moreover, Dafydd ap Maredudd Glais was no professional scribe toiling in a monastic 
scriptorium. He was, in contrast, a colourful figure in fifteenth-century Aberystwyth whose 
(in part felonious) career merits narration in its own right as a case study of a member of one 
of Aberystwyth’s leading families. His murderous activities and the circumstances in which 
he made his copy of the Brut also warrant exploration (in Chapter 2), although in the case of 
the latter in particular I have to resort to some speculation.  
The second bonus is that Dafydd, after copying his Brut, went on in the same MS to translate 
a short chronicle from the Latin which he calls his ystoria brenhinedd y saesson. As his 
colophon continues: 
Llyma ual i dechreu ystoria brenhinedd y saesson a ymchoelawdd y racddywededic 
david o ladin yn gymraec oet crist Mil CCCCxliiij˚: 
Only three and a half pages of this exist – it breaks off in 1045 with the marriage of Edward 
the Confessor to Edith, daughter of Earl Godwin of Wessex. But it is of considerable interest 
in more ways than one. First, it is a rare, possibly a very rare, example of a fifteenth-century 
MS which is not a copy of an earlier document and, as such, offers an insight into the 
orthography and grammar of a fifteenth-century scribe free to write in his own language and 
                                                          
21
 Five others have now been included on the Rhyddiaith y 15eg Ganrif website (Roberts et al (2015); details of 
these are given on p.53. 
22
 Quoted by Roberts (1970–72:15). 
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style. I therefore give special attention to these three and a half pages in studying the 
orthography, grammar and indeed style of P22 in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. Second, although the 
source of much of the material in the chronicle seems to be shared with that of the 
Brenhinedd y Saesson (BS), MS BL Cotton Cleo. B.v,
23
 there are a number of elements that 
are new and which cannot readily be explained. Scribal error in translation may be 
responsible for some of these; others are more intriguing. There are also clues as to the date 
of the Latin document that Dafydd translates.  
Finally, my transcription of P22 is at Appendix A; I have included the Cardiff University 
transcription of the very similar 3036 MS to assist comparison (where the equivalent section 
of 3036 is not extant, I have substituted the relevant part of the 5266 MS). Appendix B 
records apparent errors in earlier transcriptions that I have come across.  
I have also, in Appendices C and D, provided: 
(i) a summary concordance of all the early Dingestow Version (DV) and LlV Brut MSS, 
together with the Liber Coronacionis Britanorum (LCB)
24
 Peniarth 23 (P23) MS as well as 
the Latin vulgate; and  
(ii) a complete concordance of all the early DV MSS for those sections for which P22 is 
extant. I have included the Latin vulgate, together with English translation,
 25
 throughout and, 
where the source text is shared with the LlV, also Llst 1, H2 and the Latin First Variant 
version.
26
 I hope that all of these documents may facilitate further study.  
 
 
 
                                                          
23
 MS BL Cotton Cleo. B.v, as edited by Jones (1971). 
24
 The Liber Coronacionis Britanorum title is included in the colophon of the Peniarth 23 MS. The earliest 
extant MS of this Version is Peniarth 21. For further detail see Sims-Williams (awaited 2016).   
25
 Reeve and Wright (2007). 
26
 Wright (1988). 
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Chapter 2: Dafydd ap Maredudd Glais: a scribe of many parts 
 
The town of Aberystwyth was founded in 1277 following Edward 1’s war against Llywelyn 
ap Gruffudd and the building of a new Aberystwyth castle. At first it adopted the name of the 
ancient monastic settlement (or clas) of Llanbadarn Fawr, some two miles away; it assumed 
the name of Aberystwyth in both official and common parlance in the time of Owain 
Glyndŵr. There appears to have been confusion over the next 300 years about the use of the 
names Llanbadarn and Aberystwyth; it may be that in the early fifteenth century the tendency 
was still to call the castle Aberystwyth and the town Llanbadarn.
27
 
The evolution of medieval Aberystwyth society has been described by Ralph Griffiths
28
 and 
Matthew Stevens.
29
 Within 25 years of its founding it was close to fifty per cent Welsh.
30
 
While the reeves and bailiffs of early Aberystwyth were usually drawn from the immigrant 
section of the community,
31
 as time passed the Welsh element grew stronger. In Griffiths’ 
words ‘Well before the Glyndŵr rebellion Welshmen were coming to dominate the affairs of 
the town and in the mid-fifteenth century a small group of urban patricians emerged, 
monopolising borough office and engaging in cut-throat rivalry that occasionally burgeoned 
into open violence and even murder’.32  
This group of urban patricians comprised three notable families, including the Glais family. 
The others were those of Jankyn ap John ap Gwilym Fychan,
33
 appointed reeve in 1430, who 
filled the office on several other occasions during the next 20 years, and Thomas Roubury, 
who was prominent in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries and whose kinsman 
Jankyn (John) Roubury
34
 was reeve in the 1430s and 1440s. John Roubury was to become 
particularly involved in the affairs of Dafydd ap Maredudd Glais.  
 
                                                          
27
 Bowen (1979:44–47). 
28
 Griffiths (1994:306). 
29
 Stevens (2012:147).  
30
 Sanders (1954:282–86). In the early fourteenth century at least 51 of the 112 burgesses bore Welsh names (in 
comparison with Cardigan where the figures were 5 out of 102) and those bearing Welsh names held 43% of the 
burgages. When in 1343 the representatives of Prince Edward received oaths of fealty from ‘all the tenants of 
Aberystwyth’ only three or four of the fourteen names recorded were English.  
31
 Griffiths (1994:315). 
32
 Griffiths (1994:315). 
33
 Griffiths (1972:432 and 434). 
34
 Griffiths (1972:433). 
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The Glais family 
The word glais means stream or rivulet and is found not only in Y Glais, a village near 
Swansea, and in Aberlash near Llandybïe, but possibly also in Penglais, Bronglais and 
Craiglais in Aberystwyth;
35
 the use of glais for a local river may therefore have been the 
reason for its adoption as a family name. The name existed as early as November 1303, when 
Edward 1 at Dunfermline granted a pardon to one Robert de Horspade (and many others) ‘in 
consideration of their service in Scotland’; in the case of Robert de Horspade the pardon was 
for the death of a Richard Gleyse,
36
 but we have no evidence of a link from Richard Gleyse to 
Dafydd’s family. 
The earliest member of the Glais family for whom we have records is Dafydd’s father, 
Maredudd, who appears to have been a tradesman as well as serving as an archer
37
 and later 
as bailiff, and subsequently reeve, of Llanbadarn. The Cardigan Ministers’ accounts record 
Dafydd as acting as attorney for Maredudd (presumably his father) in 1432-33 and being 
committed to Cardigan castle for the arrears that had accumulated.
38
  
Dafydd appears to have been, like his father, an archer and between March 1436 and April 
1437 he served (as also did one Henry Glais) in the retinue of Edmund Beaufort, Count of 
Mortain. Edmund had been granted the office of constable of Aberystwyth town and castle on 
9 December 1435, with the royal grant referring to his good service in the wars in France.
39
 
As Dafydd’s service, with his father, is recorded in the Cardigan Ministers’ accounts40 and 
Beaufort had just become constable of Aberystwyth castle, it seems likely that they were 
employed as archers at the castle. Beaufort himself was, however, retained by the English 
council for service in France for two years from early 1436, with an army consisting of 400 
men-at-arms and 1,600 archers. His army was ordered to muster for France at Winchelsea in 
April 1436 and crossed the Channel soon after Easter (8 April). Despite having been 
originally destined for Anjou and Maine, it was at the last minute diverted to swell the 
garrison of Calais to twice its size. Thereafter Beaufort played a decisive part in bringing to 
an end the siege by the Duke of Burgundy.  
                                                          
35
 GPC (s.v.glais). 
36
 CPR (1303:177). 
37
 Grummitt (2008:47–8).The term ‘archer’ equated to a soldier who received a daily wage of 6d but may not 
have borne a direct resemblance to the actual military role undertaken. The mass of ‘archers’ at 6d a day may 
have been lightly armoured men carrying bills (i.e. weapons like halberds with a hook instead of a blade). 
38
 Griffiths (1972:433) citing TNA, SC6/1161/5 m9. 
39
 Jones (1983:91). 
40
 Griffiths (1972:433–434), citing TNA, SC6/1288/2. 
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Dafydd may not have been at Calais in the eventful year of 1436, but on 5 May 1438 he was 
– as David Glays, together with a Thomas Glays – given a letter of protection41 to go abroad 
in Edmund Beaufort’s retinue.42 Early in 1438 the king and English council had decided on 
the despatch of substantial reinforcements to the war effort in France and a force was 
prepared under Beaufort, who indented with the king for half a year’s war-service, with an 
army including 350 men-at-arms and 1,350 archers; recruitment of the army was carried out 
from April 1438.
43
 Preparations for the expedition had been underway from March 1438; the 
army assembled at Poole and, after a number of weeks delay, crossed to Cherbourg in June.
44
  
The focus of this campaign was to be Maine rather than Normandy.
45
 A brief campaign was 
launched against small enemy fortresses in northern Maine and Sonnois, though with only 
modest success, and the amassing of a substantial army by Charles VII caused the return of 
the expedition to Normandy early in August. Beaufort’s troops were to re-assemble at Le 
Mans at the end of September to receive their pay but the campaign itself was over; Edmund 
was at his castle of Harcourt for the rest of the year.
46
 It seems likely that Dafydd and 
Thomas Glais will have returned to Aberystwyth in the autumn of 1438.  
The years that followed Dafydd’s return appear to have been turbulent ones for him – and 
others in the leading families in Aberystwyth. By 1440–41 Dafydd had murdered two 
members of the Prouth family, Gruffydd Prouth and his son Dafydd Fychan ap Gruffydd 
Prouth (and this may have been the reason for the seizure of his lands in that year).
47
 
Dafydd’s father Maredudd, Thomas Glais and John Roubury were all accused of being 
associated with him. Dafydd was pardoned in return for a £40 fine,
48
 but the murder led to a 
feud with the Prouth family, as a result of which Sir William ap Thomas
49
 and Gruffydd ap 
                                                          
41
 Royal letters of protection gave immunity from legal process in England during the duration of the 
individual’s period in the retinue. They were apparently frequently obtained to escape creditors in England. 
Grummitt (2008:76). 
42
 Calendar of French Rolls, 5 May, 1438, in Deputy Keeper of Records Annual Report (1887:48:323). The 
retinue is said to be that of the Earl of Dorset, which title technically became extinct on the death of Thomas 
Beaufort, Edmund’s father, in 1426. Edmund seems to have been promoted to the title before the expedition of 
1438 though it was not confirmed until 1442. (Jones (1983:102–3)).   
43
 Jones (1983:99) citing Calendar of French Rolls, pp.321–3. 
44
 Jones (1983:104). 
45
 Jones (1983:99–100).  
46
 Jones (1983:105). 
47
 Griffiths (1972:433). 
48
 TNA, SC6/1162/1. 
49
 For further details of Sir William ap Thomas see Griffiths (1972:147). 
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Nicholas
50
 were accepted by both sides as arbiters to quell the ‘dyverses dissenciones, discord 
and debats’. On 12 September 1441 the parties concluded a tripartite agreement whereby 
Dafydd and his kinsmen agreed to pay 304s for the use of the dead man’s relatives; Dafydd 
was also required not to come into the  
towne of Aberystwyth no in the town no churche of llampadarne vawr betwyxte this 
and the said fest of Est’ and aft’ the said fest then for to be demened in his abyding in 
the contrey there aft’ our discrecion… .51  
An indication that this was not an isolated incident is suggested by the fact that, on 2 July 
1445, the king ordered Gruffydd ap Nicholas and others to make inquisition in the county of 
Cardigan ‘touching all treasons, felonies and trespasses done there by David ap Mereth 
Gleyse of Haberustoth’.52 Ten years later, there was another murder in the Glais family, this 
time of John Glais, who, according to his widow, was killed by Jankyn ap John ap Gwilym 
Fychan and his son, John Fwya.
53
 Despite these episodes Dafydd went on to serve as reeve of 
Llanbadarn (or Aberystwyth) from 1457–59, 1460–63 and 1467–68. He also gave at some 
stage a burgage ‘for his soul to the Church of the Blessed Mary, on the sea shore’,54 perhaps 
seeking further to enhance his standing in the community.   
 
Was Dafydd a cleric? 
Dafydd has been described by E. D. Jones in the Dictionary of Welsh Biography (DWB) as a 
cleric.
55
 However, on closer examination it appears that this is unlikely to have been the case.  
E. D. Jones refers in the DWB to the earliest reference to Dafydd being in 1429, when he 
stood pledge with John Roubury and Griffith Prouth for Thomas Kirkham, abbot of the 
monastery of Vale Royal in Cheshire, in respect of a fine. This he did, but not in 1429 (when 
Thomas Kirkham was not abbot of Vale Royal) but in 1439; the document in question
56
 
refers to a ‘certain great session’ held at Cardigan on 21 September in the eighteenth year of 
the said king (i.e. Henry the sixth), i.e. 21 September 1439. The document relates (in part) to 
                                                          
50
 For further details of Gruffydd ap Nicholas, see Griffiths (1972:143).  See also Williams (1976:252) in which 
he describes West Wales in the second quarter of the fifteenth century as having been dominated by Gruffudd ap 
Nicholas.  
51
 Bond 1582, cited in Jenkins (1953–4:86–88).  
52
 CPR (1441–46:369, m20d). 
53
 Griffiths (1994:316). 
54
 Deed 879, dated 4 August 1489, referred to in Jenkins (1953–4:88).   
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 DWB (1959:98). 
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a fine to be paid by Thomas Kirkham for felonies and transgressions committed and 
perpetrated by him before 21 September ‘as contained in the rolls of the [aforesaid great] 
sessions’. It gives the dates on which the fine is to be paid in three instalments; the next Feast 
of All Saints (1 November 1439), Pentecost 1440 and Michaelmas (29 September) 1440.
57
 
The document also records the names of the three men standing as pledge for Thomas 
Kirkham as Johannis Roubury, Gruffuth Prouth and David ap Meredith Glais. They are listed 
in that order. However, the ‘G of ‘Glais’ is unclear. It may be an imperfectly-formed ‘G’, 
caused by scribal error or uncertainty. Alternatively, it may be a capital ‘C’, although it is  
slightly more angular than some other examples in the document; Clais, ‘ditch’, would make 
sense and initial ‘C-‘ and ‘G-‘ alternate regularly in Welsh.58 Either way, it seems likely that 
E. D. Jones has read the letter as a ‘C’ and has mistaken ‘Glais’ for ‘Clericis’, given also that 
the cross-stroke indicating the ‘re’ abbreviation in ‘Meredith’ continues into the next word 
and could possibly have been read to indicate an abbreviation (for ‘er’). 59   
 
 
Extract from TNA
60
 SC/1161/8: the names of Dafydd and his colleagues appear in the 
last three lines. 
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 A full transcription reads: ‘Et respectuatur ei – lxvj li. xiij s. iiij d. de fine predicti Thomas Kirkham Abbatis 
monasterij beate Marie de Valle Regali in Com’/Cestr’ pro omnimodis felonijs et transgressionibus per ipsum 
factis sicut supra cont’. Solvend’ ad festum Omnium Sanctorum proxim’ futur’ xx marcis, et ad/festum 
Pentecost extunc proxim’ futur’ xl marcis, et ad festum Sancti Michaelis Archangeli extunc proxim’ sequen’ xl 
marcis, perplegium (?) Johannis Roubury Gruffuth Prouth et David ap Meredith Glais sicut sibi estallat’ per 
predictos locumtenentes Justiciaros, sicut cont’/ in rotul’ sessionis predicte.’ I am indebted to Dr Susan Davies 
for her help in deciphering this.  
58
 Owing to inconsistency in leniting epithets in Welsh (e.g. Hywel Dda versus Rhodri Mawr), uncertainty may 
have arisen as to whether the epithet of Maredudd Glais was Glais or Clais. More specifically, there may have 
been a tendency to neutralise the distinction between C- and G- before l; see Sims-Williams (1999:218–9). 
59
 Again, I am indebted to Dr Susan Davies, Dr Oliver Padel, Prof. Ralph Griffiths and Mr Graham Thomas for 
their help in interpreting this confusion. 
60
 The National Archives. 
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This apparent error seems likely to have led to the DWB entry describing Dafydd and his  
fellow pledges as clerics, and to this being compounded by the further statement that ‘they 
undoubtedly belonged to the church of Llanbadarn, which had been appropriated to Vale 
Royal since 1360’. E. D. Jones does not give his sources in detail (listing only ‘Public Record 
Office – Ministers’ Accounts 1160 et seq.’). But he does not refer to any other evidence of 
Dafydd and his co-pledgers’ being clerics – which in view of their other attributes might in 
any case appear unlikely. It seems reasonable to conclude that they were not.  
This error may well have led to other misleading assumptions in the entry in DWB. This says 
that Dafydd was in 1442 convicted of the murder of Griffith Prouth, but ‘being in holy orders, 
he was not condemned to death’. I have searched E. D. Jones’ (as yet uncatalogued) papers, 
now in the NLW, but cannot find a source for this statement. In fact there are drafts of his 
entry for the DWB which do not include this suggestion. It appears that the statement that 
Dafydd was not condemned to death because he was in holy orders may have been an 
editorial addition based on the (erroneous) statement that Dafydd was a cleric.  
This in turn begs the question of why, if he was not a cleric, he was not condemned to death. 
One possibility might be that he was, despite not being a cleric, able to claim benefit of 
clergy simply by being able to recite Psalm 51. But a perhaps more likely explanation may be 
that, given the apparent frequency of murder between feuding families in Aberystwyth, and 
indeed the evidence of other legal remedies involving fines, compensation and restriction of 
movement, there was little appetite in Aberystwyth in the fifteenth century for applying the 
law rigorously. Griffiths comments on the apparent near paralysis of the normal agenices of 
law enforcement in this part of Cardiganshire.
61
  
A futher question, again discussed by Griffiths,
62
 is whether the ‘treasons, felonies and 
trespasses done there by David ap Mereth Gleyse of Haberustoth’ were connected to the 
ongoing dispute between the abbots of Vale Royal and Strata Florida. Llanbadarn Fawr 
church, which had been appropriated to Vale Royal since 1361, contributed very significantly 
                                                          
61 Griffiths (1994:316). Jenkins (1953–4:86) comments that ‘The old order of vengeance (founded on the 
principle of an eye for an eye) no doubt died hard among the aggrieved, but gradually gave way to the less 
satisfying but more ethical conditions enforced by a legal settlement’. H. T. Evans (1915:26–34) sets contempt 
for the law, which he believed to be general throughout the country, in the context of hostility between English 
and Welsh and official tyranny.  He speaks (p.32) of contempt of law being general throughout the country with, 
about the year 1442, a ‘blaze of riot’ raging ‘with amazing fury, private property and public finance being 
equally involved in the general ruin’.  
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to its coffers; the Vale Royal ledger of 1509 shows that over £133 of the Abbey’s total 
‘receipts, farm-rents, and profits due’ of £346 was provided by Llanbadarn.63  
This is very likely to have been a cause of tension between Llanbadarn and Vale Royal as 
well as between Vale Royal and Strata Florida and it is clear from the few extant records that 
there was considerable opposition in Cardigan to the activities of the Vale Royal agents. The 
abbot of Strata Florida is recorded on 28 May 1435 as having a recognisance for £500 to be 
levied of his lands and chattels and church goods in Wales, the condition being that he ‘keep 
the peace towards Henry abbot of Vale Royal … causing him no unlawful hindrance of 
trouble in taking from time to time … the fruits, obventions, rents and proventions of the 
chuch of Llampadervaure’.64 There is a note that ‘at that day and thereafter he and the abbot 
of Vale Royal did appear in chancery and the latter did acknowledge that the abbot of Strata 
Florida did and attempted nought contrary to the above condition, neither did he procure 
aught to be done or attempted’.  
However, in 1442 a petition was presented in parliament on behalf of the abbot of Vale 
Royal, who complained that he, being:  
siesed of a perpetual estate, as in the right of the said monastery, of a church called 
Llanbadarn Fawr ... And whereas previously in the said counties there have been, and 
are still, several Welshmen to whom the said abbot and his predecessors have not 
given such rewards as the said Welshmen have desired and still desire, they have 
indicted the said abbot and his predecessors of various felonies … of which they were 
never guilty, … in order to compel the said abbot … to give them such fees and 
rewards as they themselves desire … And when the said abbot has come … to appear 
to the indictment… he was unable to pass through various royal lordships which were 
on his route… and also he has been assaulted and his fellowship beaten and wounded 
and some of them maimed… . 65 
Griffiths suggests that Dafydd and his accomplices might have been taking the part of the 
abbot of Strata Florida,
66
 which might explain why Dafydd and Jankyn were in 1441 required 
not to come into the ‘towne of Aberystwyth no in the town no churche of llampadarne vawr’ 
for a time. Moreover, as Dafydd and his fellow pledgers had stood surety for the abbot, the 
latter might have had them in mind among those looking for ‘fees and rewards’.67 This 
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 Brownbill (1914:Appendix F).  
64
 Calendar of Close Rolls 1429–35, p.364. Abbot Rhys, abbot of Strata Florida from 1430–40/1, is named as 
Richard in both this document and the Parliament rolls 1442 item 13.    
65
 Parliament rolls 1442, item 13. The parliament was in session from 25 January to 27 March, 1442. The king 
granted the abbot’s petition that such suits should be referred to the great rather than the petty sessions so that he 
would be fully informed and find it possible to respond.  
66
 Griffiths (1994:316). 
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argument may be strengthened by the fact that it was as recently as 1439, rather than 1429, 
that he and his friends had acted as surety for the abbot.
68
  
 
Dafydd the scribe  
Amid these turbulent years following Dafydd’s return from serving abroad in the retinue of 
the Duke of Beaufort, Dafydd managed to find time – and the inclination – to pen the MS 
now known as P22. Given that the date of Dafydd’s colophon is 1444 it would appear that 
Dafydd’s scribal activities followed soon after his conviction. Was he perhaps held in prison 
for a time? This does, however, seem unlikely as the Bond which encompasses the agreement 
that Dafydd should pay compensation to the family of Gruffudd Prouth also refers, 
immediately thereafter, to another of those named as being involved in the murder, Jankyn 
(or John) Roubury, who was apparently released from prison following the tripartite 
agreement.
69
 Roubury also had to agree not to visit Aberystwyth or Llanbadarn for a time, but 
there is no stated arrangement for compensation. This does not of itself explain why he 
should have been sent to prison when the main instigator of the crime was not - perhaps he 
was unable, despite his family connections, to pay the £40 fine paid by Dafydd? But in any 
case, the 1444 date of Dafydd’s copy of the Brut does not suggest that it was written in prison 
(i.e. before 1441). It seems more likely that he might have at least begun it in the period in 
which he was obliged to stay away from Aberystwyth. There is some evidence, in particular 
the orthography that changes in the course of the MS,
70
 that P22 may have been written over 
a period of time.  
One can only speculate as to how Dafydd had access to his source. It is possible that the 
manuscript was held at the Llanbadarn Fawr church, where the Welsh clas community seems 
to have survived until the end of the twelfth century
71
 and the monastic scriptorium (with a 
history of the production of fine manuscripts) might have survived beyond that date. 
Alternatively, Daniel Huws comments that book-production in Wales between 1400 and 1550 
appears to have become largely a do-it-yourself activity,
72
 and Dafydd is one of a new group 
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 Brownbill (1914:Appendix F) records Thomas Kirkham as abbot from 1438-9 until his death in 1475. He 
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of people – middle-class, lay people with a family tradition of serving as bureaucrats and who 
may have had informed literary interests.
73
 But a further possibility is that Dafydd was 
making use of connections with the abbey at Strata Florida.   
 
The Strata Florida abbey had suffered particularly in the Glyndŵr rebellion74 and in 1428 
Siôn ap Rhys, Abbot of Aberconwy, was alleged to have come ‘with a great troop of armed 
people and archers’ and to have stolen books as well as other items of value.75 Abbot Rhys 
then became abbot there from 1430 to 1441 and his efforts to improve the status of the abbey 
led him to sponsor the young poet Guto’r Glyn.76 According to Guto, Rhys was a learned 
scholar,
77
 but following his nomination between 1430 and 1440 as collector of a clerical 
subsidy, a moiety and then tenths, he failed to deliver the required monies to the Crown.
78
 He 
was imprisoned in Carmarthen castle because of ‘divers debts’ and died there in about 
1441.
79
 After his death ‘divers persons came to the abbey… and spoiled it, taking the money 
from the tenths and subsidy levied by the abbot and all the goods of the abbey with all 
evidences and commissions concerning the said levies, so that no cloth remained on any table 
or bed…’.80  
 
William Morris was then elected abbot and installed but served only two years; John ap Rhys, 
abbot of Cymer (and probably the former abbot of Aberconwy), pretended to the Crown that 
Morris had been deposed, and that he, ap Rhys, was now abbot. The king then issued letters 
of protection to the abbey, on the basis of which ap Rhys ‘with many evildoers’, expelled 
Abbot William and others of the monks and imprisoned them in Aberystwyth castle. The 
monastery was desolated.
81
 Following unsuccessful attempts by William Morris to be 
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 Llinos Beverley Smith (1998:202–222) discusses the creation of a literate society in Wales in the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries and the role of lay people in this.  
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 Williams (1984:70). 
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 Rees (1975:235) citing petition 6928, 1442–3, John Abbot, and Convent of Strata Florida to the King and 
Council in Parliament.  
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 Salisbury (2009:63). He comments that the picture of Rhys that one gleans is of a man ‘dysgedig a 
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reinstated, Abbot Morgan ap Rhys, already a monk at Strata Florida, was promoted to the 
abbacy in 1444.
82
  
 
Thus 1441 to 1444, the years in which Dafydd must have been writing P22, were a 
particularly tempestuous time for the abbey at Strata Florida. If he did take the part of the 
abbot of Strata Florida against the abbot of Vale Royal, it seems that this would have been 
Abbot Rhys, although by the time the abbot of Vale Royal made his complaint to Parliament 
Abbot Rhys may well have been in Carmarthen castle. Whether the subsequent upheavals 
might have made it easier or less easy for Dafydd to lay his hands on an exemplar of the Brut, 
and the Latin chronicle that he translated, is hard to say.  
 
Equally, one can only speculate that it may have been at Strata Florida that Dafydd acquired 
his scribal skills. By the fifeenth century vernacular literacy may have become widespread, 
especially within families with a tradition of holding public office, as had the practice of 
keeping books. But this would not necessarily have led to Dafydd’s acquiring the skill he 
demonstrates in copying P22. Huws
83
 comments that the lower half of page nine of P22 is 
written by a ‘similar and equally competent collaborative hand’,84 which begs the question of 
where Dafydd acquired this competence. We have no record of there being a school at Strata 
Florida, although there is evidence that two North Wales Cistercian abbeys (Basingwerk and 
Valle Crucis) provided some sort of elementary education for local boys later in the fifteenth 
century.
85
 But it is possible that, particularly under the regime of Abbot Rhys, there were 
opportunities for Dafydd to acquire a competent hand. Moreover, Abbot Morgan, who 
became abbot in 1444, was previously a monk at Strata Florida,
86
 presumably in the time of 
Abbot Rhys. He was also a scholar and there is a later reference to his being a ‘skilful and 
venerable teacher’.87 Perhaps in the difficult years of 1442-44, with Dafydd initially banished 
from Aberystwyth (and Llanbadarn Fawr) and Morgan possibly himself imprisoned, with 
other monks, in Aberystwyth castle thereafter, there was opportunity for Dafydd to improve 
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 He was in 1443 given papal dispensation to hold office despite being the son of a married man and an 
unmarried woman. See Salisbury (2009:62), citing Papal Register Vol. IX.413.  
83
 Huws, draft of Repertory, in preparation.  
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 See p.30. 
85
 Thomson (1982:76–80). 
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 Williams (1984:79). 
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 Williams (1984:79) refers to a Mostyn MS in which the scribe cites the authority of ‘the great roll written by 
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his writing skills. Perhaps the half page of P22 was penned by one of the monks, even the 
youthful Morgan?
88
 But that can only be conjecture.
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 Morgan was abbot for 42 years, which suggests that he was relatively young when he was elevated to the 
abbacy (Williams, 1984:79). 
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Chapter 3: the Peniarth 22 manuscript 
 
The MS now known as P22 was at one time owned by John Jones of Gelli Lyfdy,
89
 (b. c. 
1578–83, d. c.1658) who was a notable calligrapher and transcriber of manuscripts. John’s 
grandfather had owned manuscripts, as had his father and two of his uncles. In 1609 he seems 
to have been an attorney but two years later he was in prison in London and for the remainder 
of his life he appears to have been beset by lawsuits, financial difficulties and terms of 
imprisonment. But he was also a copious transcriber – often while in prison – and adopted his 
own particular form of orthography.
90
 Over a hundred manuscript volumes in his hand have 
survived. 
We know of John Jones’ ownership of P22 from his association with Robert Vaughan 
(?1592–1667) of Hengwrt, Merionydd.91 Daniel Huws in the 1990s noted from a copy of the  
1517 edition of HRB, lent to him by Baroness Natalie von Stromer,
92
 an inscription in the 
hand of Robert Vaughan that : 
Dauydd ap Maredydd Glais a ysgrifennodd historia brenhinedd y Bryttanied o Vruttus 
hyd Gadwaladr Vendiged pan oedd [oed] Crist 1444 ar llyfr membrwn sydd gyda Mr 
Jon: Jones o Ysgeifiog. 
We also know that John Jones used P22 in 1634 when he wrote P266,
93
 which is a copy of 
P19;
94
 in copying P19 Jones filled gaps from P22, marking them in square brackets in P266. 
(Many of the parts of the texts contained in square brackets in P266 are now lost from both 
P19 and P22, but where comparison can be made, P22 and P266 are in complete and detailed 
agreement.)
95
 In my transcription I have therefore used P266 to fill in gaps where P22 p.96 is 
illegible (I use a different font to indicate where I have done this).  
It seems that P22, along with a large number of John Jones’ own transcriptions, found its way 
into the Hengwrt collection as no. 318. The collection was brought together by Robert 
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 Near Ysgeifiog, Flintshire. 
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 For more details of John Jones’ career, his calligraphy and his relationship with Robert Vaughan see DWB 
(1959:472), which cites in particular the University of Wales thesis by Samuel Jones (1926) in the NLW. 
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 For details of Robert Vaughan, see DWB (1959:1005) and Huws (2000:287–302).  
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 Natalie Fryde, medieval historian and second wife of Baron Wolfgang von Stromer.  
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 P266 comprises Dares Phrygius, Brut y Brenhinedd and Brut y Tywysogion. See Roberts (1977/8). 
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 See Roberts (1977/8:176–7). P19 belongs to the RBH recension and is dated by Huws to the 
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Vaughan and remained at Hengwrt for generations after his death in 1667. When Sir Robert 
Williames Vaughan of Hengwrt died in 1859, without an heir, he left the collection to his 
friend W. W. E. Wynne,
96
 who moved the manuscripts from Rhug to the Peniarth library, 
Meirioneth. The whole collection, which contains more than 500 manuscripts, was bought by 
Sir John Williams (1840–1926) in 1904. When W. R. M. Wynne, the eldest son of W. W. E. 
Wynne, died in 1909 the MSS were transferred from Peniarth to the new National Library of 
Wales at Aberystwyth.   
 
The manuscript  
Huws
97
 describes the MS as large and well-produced with the margins now heavily cropped. 
The MS is on parchment of 220–30 x 178–85 mm. 32ff. Ff. i–v are modern paper flyleaves. 
‘Probably in the main made up of quires of 12:1 (pp.1–24); wanting pp.97-120; final quire of 
8 (pp.121–36). Old covers bound in at end (pp.137–40): two leaves from a missal of s.xiv 
(votive and special masses).’98  
There are four big lacunae in the MS, which was paginated in the sixteenth/seventeenth 
century;
99
 the missing pages must have been lost after pagination. The pages that are now 
extant are: 1–30, 51–64, 89–96, 121–126 and 131–136.100 (This means that most of the Arthur 
story is missing, from Arthur’s defeat of Gillamurius.) As recorded by J. G. Evans, the 
manuscript is ‘…deeply gall-stained in parts,101 and a few folios are both torn at the corners 
and injured by mice…’.102 Legibility is in some places difficult (and P266 is only able to 
assist with one page). At the foot of p.30, the note, ‘Ef a gollodd llawer o ddalennau yma’ is 
attributed to Robert Vaughan. There are a few sidenotes from the sixteenth century, for 
example on pp.20, 27, 28 and 58. Added on p.139 in italic script (sixteenth-century), is an 
English verse beginning ‘I cark & I care, I pinche & I spare.’103 Dafydd’s colophon is intact 
on p.133 of the MS. 
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 William Watkin Edward Wynne, 1801–1880.  
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 Huws, draft of Repertory, in preparation.  I am indebted to Mr  Huws for sight of this. 
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 Huws, draft of Repertory, in preparation. 
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 Huws, draft of Repertory, in preparation. 
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The script  
Almost all Welsh literature up to the end of the fourteenth
 
century was written in Textura (or 
Gothic Text Hand). However, in 1444 Dafydd writes in the more cursive Anglicana, which 
would have been in use in Wales for business and administrative documents by 1350 but was 
not generally used in books until after 1400.
104
  
Anglicana script varies from Anglicana Formata, which was used for most formal documents,  
to the more polished and stylised Bastard Anglicana (which lies between Textura and 
Anglicana). One might have expected the scribe of a manuscript of Brut y Brenhinedd to have 
used Bastard Anglicana, which would have implied a slightly larger script more liberally 
spaced, executed with more care and distinguished by particularly careful adherence to 
layout, less cursive qualities and additional decorative elements. However, Dafydd has 
preferred the more cursive Anglicana Formata, with joined-up qualities being extensively 
evident. His use of Anglicana Formata is also distinguished by letter shapes which are those 
of fully developed Anglicana and by the ‘four line’ proportions of Anglicana script, in which 
the main body of the letters falls between two, inner parallel lines with the ascenders and 
descenders falling within two outer lines.
105
 There are (only) two examples of forked 
ascenders; one is on an l at 22.8 in ‘o chaffei le ac amser’, and the other is on a capital k at 
56.17 in ‘Kany dyly neb y goronhau’. 
The forms of some letters vary in the course of the MS. The first example of a long r appears 
on page 9; its use is then intermittent but by page 123 it is in frequent use, though used 
alongside the short r. There seems to be little pattern as to which form Dafydd uses. 
Following vowels both forms are found, although he seems to have a preference for a short r 
after o and y and for a long r after e, i and u (though there are few examples of the last). He 
prefers a short r after d and th or ch, but a long r is after the consonants 6, f and n.  
There is no sign that Dafydd used a frame and the number of lines on a page varies. On the 
whole it is between 35 and 39, although in the early part of the MS some pages have only 33 
lines (e.g. pp.3, 21, 27) and p.28 has only 32. However, from p.91 several pages have 40 or 
41 lines.   
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Dafydd uses black ink, except in three instances where red ink is used. Red ink is used for the 
intial letters of paragraphs. It is also used for the initial letters of some (but not all) names, as, 
for example on p.16, most of the names of the sons and daughters of Ebraucus in the first 
seven lines are written in black ink but then highlighted in red; in this case oblique strokes in 
red also separate the names. In addition, red ink is used to separate the words of the last 
sentence of a paragraph, where these extend into the next line, from the beginning of the next 
paragraph on the line below.  
Capital letters are used at the beginning of each paragraph; at the beginning of sentences 
there is not complete consistency, although where 3036 has a capital letter this for the most 
part is the same in P22. In most instances capital letters are not used for names, except where 
there is a list of names as, again, in the case of the sons and daughters of Ebraucus. But even 
here, for example at 16.2, there is not complete consistency (as there is in 3036). Sometimes 
the form of a capital letter is used but the height is that of a lower-case letter. This is to be 
found in the case of m, as for example at 15.16, 15.19 and 15.20 where the names of Mael 
and Membyr (Malim and Mempricius) appear. On p.9, from l. 15 Dafydd routinely uses a 
two-compartment a as a lower case letter. The two-compartment a appears occasionally later 
in the middle or at the end of a word as well as at the beginning.  
Dafydd’s punctuation is sparse. From p.3 he uses full stops to separate sentences in some, but 
not all, instances, though this tails off and by p.10 full stops are a rarity. He uses colons 
occasionally (14 times, usually to mark the end of a paragraph where a series of ~ ~ ~ may 
also be used). Dafydd’s spacing of words and letters is somewhat arbitrary. In many cases it 
is difficult to decide whether a space between words is intended; for this reason I have in my 
transcription always used two words where this is the practice in ModW (rather than attempt 
to indicate by means of a vertical line where two words may (but may not) have been written 
as a single item). Overall, the neatness of the script shows a gradual decline. Much of the MS 
is characterised by a clear, careful and upright script but by the last pages the style is more 
slanting and cramped. There are also more mistakes in terms of accidental omissions of 
words or their final letters as the MS continues. These features might suggest that Dafydd 
was in a hurry to complete his task, though other factors are possible; for example the 
squeezing of more lines to the page might have been influenced by a lack, or the expense, of 
acquiring vellum.  
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Abbreviations, errors and additions 
Occasionally (15 times) Dafydd will use a macron to denote the absence of an n or, even less 
frequently (three times), an m. Most of these are to be found in the first 22 pages of the MS 
though there are also six between pps. 55 and 62. For the most part, again, Dafydd seems to 
be following his exemplar, as there are few examples where 3036 has a macron or includes 
an n in the word and P22 does not.
106
 Dafydd also uses macrons to replace er in the proper 
names germania, mercurius and merthenerich and sometimes also in merch.  
The other common abbreviation to be found in P22 is a 9 to denote us, again in proper names, 
such as brutus, locrinus or antigonus (these names occur only in the early part of the text, up 
to p.16; there are no subsequent examples of this abbreviation for us). Dafydd also uses, 
occasionally, a circumflex over a c in the name locrinus, to denote the absence of the ri.  
There are errors, mainly errors of omission and in particular omission of the last letter of a 
word. There are a number of instances in which words or, more frequently, letters are omitted 
and inserted above the line, as, for example, at 6.6 and 16.13. The names of Inogen Euda6s 
and Guenllian, accidentally omitted from the list of Ebraucus’ daughters, are inserted at the 
top of the page and referenced with a cross. There are also names added in the margin, e.g 
bleidut, Saul penuchel and Beli ma6r on p.28, and that of Constans on p.58, presumably for 
ease of reference.  
In addition there are a few examples (six) of the incorrect inclusion of words or letters where 
deletion is then indicated by underdotting the word or letter(s) in question, for example at 
93.16 in the word arua6c, and there is one example of a word being struck through (hy at 
126.12). There are other instances where a word is mistakenly included or misspelt, but 
where the scribe does not correct these.  (This contrasts with the 3036 MS, where the scribe 
indicates (in the whole of the MS) 140 deletions.) 
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 The exceptions are arnunt  >  arnut (11.30, 91.6, 94.15. 94.16). 
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A single scribe? 
At first sight it appears that P22 was penned by Dafydd in its entirety although, as I mention 
above, there are modest changes in the tidiness of the script and it at times appears to be less 
upright. But there is one short section, on p.9, where the style of the script changes (although 
the overall size of the letters remains the same and the form of some letters remains 
remarkably similar). From line 15 on p.9 the form of the d changes and becomes more 
angular; the w is more complex and also more angular, as are both the upper and lower case 
as; the lower case a becomes two-compartment in most cases until 9.31; the style of the e and 
r change and the v (e.g. at 9.16) is very different. The ys also have more sweeping strokes. In 
addition the first use of double dd occurs, on 9.15. It is subsequently used a further 19 times 
on p.9. These changes become less pronounced towards the bottom of the page.  
I have discussed this with Daniel Huws, who agrees that the lower half of page 9 is written by 
a ‘similar and equally competent collaborative hand’.107 I speculate in Chapter 2 on how this 
might have come to pass. 
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 Huws, draft of Repertory, in preparation. 
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Chapter 4: the relationship of the DV MSS to each other and to other 
versions 
 
In the introduction to his authoritative article on the DV, Brynley Roberts summarises the 
work of earlier scholars who have analysed the relationship between the different MSS of the 
Dingestow recension of the Brut.
108
 He draws attention to the work of J. J. Parry
109
 and Henry 
Lewis who both conclude – the latter in the introduction to his landmark publication of BD in 
1942
110
 – that there were three early MSS that were independent translations of Geoffrey’s 
HRB. Edmund Reiss goes into more detail.
111
 The importance of 5266 is highlighted by both 
Gwenogvryn Evans
112
 and Acton Griscom
113
 but unfortunately Henry Lewis was not able 
himself to take forward a further analysis of the relationship between the Brut manuscripts.
114
 
But it is against this background that Roberts himself proceeds to look at each of the DV 
MSS up to the middle of the sixteenth century, including P22 (and Llanstephan 5).
115
   
Roberts suggests that the stemma for the DV MSS can be summed up in the following 
diagram, which reflects his conclusion that the six DV MSS fall into four groups. The 
stemma is based on that section of the DV text (translating part of HRB Books I – II)116 
which has traditionally been thought to derive from LlV, rather than vice versa, hence the 
inclusion by Roberts of ‘Llanstephan 1 Version’ (and his omission of ‘Dingestow Version’, 
which I have inserted).  
It is unclear why the firm assumption has been made that this section did derive from LlV. 
Certainly, the two versions of this passage display a greater similarity to each other than is to 
be found elsewhere and the disposition of DV to shorten the Latin text, in contrast to the 
relatively faithful rendition by Llst 1, implies that if one is derived from the other, it is BD 
that is derived from Llst 1 rather than vice versa. Roberts observes
117
 that the tendency of DV 
to abbreviate and summarise applies equally to those sections borrowed from LlV as to those 
                                                          
108
 Roberts (1976–78:331–2).  
109
 Parry (1930). 
110
 Lewis (1942). 
111
 Reiss (1968).  
112
 Rhys and Evans (1890:xiii).  
113
 Griscom (1929:120–6 and 586). 
114
 Lewis (1942: Rhagair). 
115
 Huws (2000:63) dates this as saec.XV/XVI. 
116
 HRB I 20.411 to II 34.337. 
117
 Roberts (1976–78:355) and (1966–68:45–6).  
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taken directly from the Latin text. He draws the conclusion that it was the translator that was 
responsible for lifting this section from Llanstephan 1
118
 and including it in his own work.
119
         
           
But is it right to draw the conclusion that BD is derived from Llst 1, rather than that both    
Llst 1 and BD may derive from an archetype which was itself close to the Latin and which 
Llst 1 more faithfully reflects? Roberts
120
 draws attention to instances where the BD scribe 
appears to have omitted words from the Llst 1 text. For example, from BD 35.1 he cites ‘ac 
nat oed na b6yt na dillat. ae uot ynteu y keissya6 y thrugared hitheu.’ where Llst 1 (37.10) 
has ‘ac nat oed yda6 na bwyt na dyllat ae 6ot ente6 en dy6ot y keyssya6 y thr6gared 
hythe6.’.121 A further example cited by Roberts is BD (23.24) which has ‘a guedy ymlad ac 
albanactus y lad a cymhell y boybyl ar fo hyt ar locrinus.’ where Llst 1 (28.2) has ‘ac gwedy 
emlad ac albanact6s y | lad a | or6c a | chymhell e | pobyl oed y | gyt ac ef ar ffo hyt ar 
locryn6s.’. That this section of BD, and the other DV MSS, are derived from Llst 1 (or 
another MS in the LlV recension) is one explanation of the relationship between the two, but 
perhaps not the only one.  
                                                          
118
 ‘am godi’r darn hwn o fersiwn Llanstephan 1’. Roberts (1976–78:356). 
119
 Sims-Williams (awaited 2016) gives further detail.  
120
 Roberts (1966:45–6). 
121
 The subject of Roberts’ article is the verbal noun and the use of y with the verbal noun (without an infixed 
pronoun).   
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For many years following Roberts’ 1977 article little was added to our understanding of the 
subject, until Patrick Sims-Williams’ Rhai Addasiadau Cymraeg Canol o Sieffre o Fynwy in 
2011.
122
 In this he looks at the Liber Coronacionis Britanorum (LCB)
123
 stemma and 
demonstrates that, within that stemma, P23 is not a copy of P21
124
 and that, in the extracts 
studied, LCB is related to DV. His current work also shows
125
 that LCB preserves details in 
Geoffrey’s narrative that are missing in the extant DV MSS, and vice versa, so that one 
cannot regard LCB as a derivative of DV (or vice versa) but should regard both as derivatives 
of a fuller, lost Brut X. He considers the possibility that LCB might be descended from DV 
and that the scribe improved the DV text by collating the Latin and/or other Welsh 
translations, but finds this theory too complex to be credible. For the section of the MS where 
it has been traditionally thought that DV copied LlV, as I describe above, he suggests that it 
is more likely that the source of all three translations (LlV, DV and LCB) was a common  
archetype, i.e. Brut X. This would imply the following:      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter I focus on the MSS of the DV recension and seek to add to our understanding 
of the DV stemma as set out primarily by Roberts, but in the light of the wider picture 
proposed by Sims-Williams. I have limited my comparison to those sections of the MSS for 
which P22 is extant and, within that limitation, see no reason to suggest either that the 
                                                          
122
 Sims-Williams (2011).  
123
 See footnote 24 on p.13 and Sims-Williams (2011:22–26).  
124
 P23 is dated by Huws (2000:61) as saec. XV
2  
and P21 (Huws 2000:58) as saec. XIII/XIV.  
125
 Sims-Williams (LCB:in preparation). 
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relationship between the MSS varies in the course of the text or that there are grounds for 
questioning the main elements of Roberts’ stemma. I look therefore at three specific issues. 
First, I consider the relatively narrow question of the relationship of P22 to 3036, with a view 
to confirming that P22 is not a descendant of the earlier 3036 but rather that both are 
independent descendants of a common archetype. Second, I look afresh at the position of H1 
in the stemma, focusing on the instances where the H1 MS is superior to the other DV MSS; I 
consider also the (smaller number of instances) where there is evidence of the MSS of the 
‘5266 branch’ being superior to the other MSS. Finally, I consider the evidence which, 
although sparse, seems to confirm that Llst 1 and H2 are likely to be descended from a 
common archetype.  
Throughout, I refer for simplicity to the scribes of the extant MSS, although where there are 
differences between the MSS these may well have been introduced by the scribes of earlier 
exemplars.  
  
Relationship between 3036 and P22 
Apart from the many orthographical differences,
126
 the two MSS are very similar. But there is 
sufficient variation for Roberts to conclude ‘ a dichon nad copi o I mo L’127 – he sees 3036 
and P22 as descended from a common archetype as indicated in the diagram above. I now 
explore further the differences between them, taking into account the text of other early DV 
MSS.
128
 In order to establish the extent to which the differences between the two MSS imply 
the relationship between them – either that P22 is (directly or indirectly) a copy of 3036 or 
that they are (again directly or indirectly) descended from a common archetype – I group the 
differences between the MSS into three categories: (i) those where P22 appears to be at odds 
with the other DV texts, (ii) those where 3036 appears to be the odd one out, and (iii) those 
where the situation is more complex.  
(i) In terms of the instances where P22 is at odds with the other texts, some of these may 
be attributable to error on Dafydd’s part. For example, when Guendoloena orders Estrildis 
                                                          
126
 See Chapter 5. 
127
 Roberts (1976–8). L refers to P22 and I to 3036.  
128
 One of the more significant differences listed by Roberts (1976–8:60.15) ‘arganvot yn y lle a oruc y brenhin’ 
is mistaken – the text reads g6rtheyrn as in 3036. 
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and her daughter Habren to be thrown into the river (now called the Severn), P22 has ‘erchi a 
oruc bodi essyllt yn yr auon honno ae merch gyt a hi’ (15.7), where all the other MSS have 
‘erchi a oruc bodi essyllt ae merch yn yr auon honno’ (3036 30.6). The likely explanation is 
that Dafydd initially omitted ae merch and added the two words after auon honno. Similarly, 
when Archbishop Guithelinus makes ready to return to retake the kingdom of Britain with 
help from Aldroenus
129
 and sets sail when everything is prepared, P22 has ‘Ac yn diannot bot 
pop peth yn para6t oe kyfreideu’(57.6). 3036 has ‘Ac yn diannot guedy bot pop peth oc eu 
kyfreideu yn para6t’, which suggests that Dafydd had accidentally omitted the words oe 
kyfreideu and then realised his error and inserted them. (The other DV MSS have slightly 
different wording.)
130
 Scribal correction also seems to be responsible in P22 when, after 
Arthur has surrounded the Saxons in the forest of Colidon, he gives them permission to 
leave,
131
 ‘a rodi canhyat vdunt y vynet yn ryd i ymdeith’ (P22 94.4). 5266 and 3036 both 
have ‘a rodi canhyat udunt y vynet ym!deith yn ryd’ (3036 194/26).132 
There is slightly more confusion when Maximianus and Conanus take Brittany and the dukes 
and princes in the other regions of France flee to the cities and towns, anywhere that offers a 
safe haven, ‘Diffugiebant itaque ab omni pago ad ciuitates et oppida et ad quaecumque loca 
tutum praestabant refugium’.133 The Welsh of the DV MSS elaborates on this, with some 
French nobles fleeing to the castles and fortified towns and others to countries of the world to 
seek sanctuary for their souls: 
ac yd oedynt pa6b ar fo. rei yr kestyll ac yr dinassoed cadarn. ereill y wladoed y byt y 
geissya6 nodet am eu heneideu. (5266 111.1). 
P22 has ‘ereill i wladoed y byt i geissia6 nodet ac amdiffyn i eu hen[…]eu Ae[ - ]’ (51.7); 
3036 has ‘Ereill y | wladoed y byt y | geissa6 nodet y eu heneideu’ (102.15) and 5266 and 
P45 are very similar. P46 has similar wording to that of P22, i.e. ‘nodet. Ac amdiffynn oe 
heneiteu’. This may not, however, be significant as all the MSS have the very similar ‘y | 
geissa6 amdiffyn eu heneit(eu)’ a few lines earlier (P22 51.1;134 3036 102.4) and Dafydd and 
the scribe of P46 may in error have simply repeated the words.  
                                                          
129
 HRB VI 93.134. 
130
 5266 has bot pob peth yn bara6t (127.13); P45 and P46 have bot y kyfreideu yn para6t (P45 120.16) and H1 
has A g6edy eu kyfreideu yn para6t (73v.20). 
131
 HRB IX 146.77. 
132
 P45 and P46 have hell6ng ymdeith y6 llogeu yn ryd (P45 201.13); H1 has y vynet yn ryd (77r.12).  
133
 HRB V 85.341. 
134
 This wording is not complete in P22 as it is follows one of the gaps in the P22 MS.  
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There is a further apparent scribal error on the part of P22 (either Dafydd or the scribe of an 
exemplar) in the Estrildis story. Having married Corineus’ daughter Guendoloena, Locrinus 
does not forget his love for Estrildis;
135
 ‘Ac yr hynny eissoes ny leiha6ys caryat essyllt 
ganta6. namyn y gossot y | my6n daerty yn llundein.’ (3036 29.13). P22 has ‘Ac er hynny 
eissoes ni leiha6ys cariat loc{ri}n{us} ar essyllt namyn i gossot me6n daerdy yn llundein’ 
(14.31). Again either Dafydd or the scribe of an exemplar appears to have in error written 
locrinus instead of essyllt and subsequently corrected this with the addition of ar essyllt, 
although it is possible that this is an intentional rephrasing.  
Other inconsistencies and differences from 3036 are more difficult to explain as scribal error. 
When Belinus is succeeded by his son Gurguint Barbtruc,
136
 P22 has Ac yn ol beli (25.24) 
where 3036 (51.23) and all the other DV MSS have A guedy mar6 beli. This is unusual, given 
that Dafydd makes very few changes in vocabulary, although it is easy to imagine that his 
concentration might have faltered and that he substituted one standard phrase for another. On 
the next page (26.14) Dafydd makes a less explicable change. After Gurguint Barbtruc, 
Guithelinus has inherited the crown of the kingdom
137
 and rules with kindness and 
moderation. P22 has a ‘hyt tra para6ys yn tagnefedus i llywia6d i teyrnas’ (26.14), whereas 
3036 and all the other DV MSS have ‘y traeth6ys (or y traeth6s ) y teyrnas’ (3036 53.4). This 
is a rare example of what appears to be an intentional change of vocabulary on Dafydd’s part 
(or, again, that of the scribe of his exemplar).  
When Belinus returns to Britain from Italy to rule the country in peace for the rest of his 
days, he reinforces the cities and castles that have become delapidated.
138
 P22 (25.12) is at 
odds with 3036 and H1 in using ‘Ac odyna i cadarnha6ys y ke[yr.d] ar kestyll ar dinassoed 
yny bydynt yn llescu’, while 3036 (82.8) and H1 have kadarnhaa6d. (5266, P45 and P46 all 
use (dechreuis) cadarnhau.). On the face of it this could be seen as evidence of a shared 
innovation by 3036 and H1. However, this would imply that Dafydd had changed -a6d in his 
exemplar to -6ys, which would be highly unlikely given his emerging preference for -a6d; it 
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 HRB II 24.40. 
136
 HRB III 45.233. 
137
 HRB III 47.256. 
138
 HRB III 44.217. 
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is more likely that the scribes of both 3036 and H1 were experimenting with the ‘new’ 
preterite ending of -a6d,
139
 while Dafydd was continuing to follow his exemplar faithfully.  
In all these cases, it is at least possible that Dafydd was copying 3036 and either made errors 
or occasional deliberate changes – although the latter seems unlikely, given the remarkable 
similarity between 3036 and P22, which suggests fairly consistent, faithful adherence by both 
3036 and P22 to their archetype and exemplars. (It is of course also possible that the scribe of 
an exemplar Dafydd was copying introduced these changes.) 
(ii) The second group of differences comprises those where 3036 is clearly different from 
P22 and the other DV texts. In the following four instances this seems to be the result of 
scribal error on the part of 3036.  
In the first instance 3036 (10.7) has onadunt where P22 (5.22), 5266, P45 and P46 all have 
arnadunt. This suggests a simple mistake on the part of the scribe; if P22 were a copy of 
3036 Dafydd might well have corrected the error.  
The second can also be explained as scribal error on the part of the 3036 scribe. When Brutus 
and his Trojans take the camp of Pandrasius by surprise, the survivors awake to the groans of 
the dying.
140
 3036 has ‘Ac yna gan g6ynuan141 a disgyryon y rei meir6 y deffroei by6’ (12.6). 
P22 and all the other DV MSS have ‘Ac yna gan g6ynuan a disgyryon yr meir6 i dyffroei y 
rei by6’ (P22 6.21). Again it is possible that Dafydd (or the scribe of his exemplar) might 
have realised the infelicity or error in 3036 and decided that y rei was needed before by6 
(although rei could be omitted before meir6).  
Then there are two further examples where there appears to be probable scribal error on the 
part of the 3036 scribe, but in these cases errors that would not have been obvious to Dafydd. 
In the first, Marganus and Cunedagius rise up against Cordeilla, capture and imprison her.
142
 
P22 (and 5266, P45, P46 and H1) all make mention of the armed host that accompanies 
Marganus and Cunedagius, ‘Mar[...] vab magla6n [tyw]yssa6c yr alban A chuneda vab 
                                                          
139 The -a6d ending, although to be found less frequently in 3036 than the -wys ending, is not uncommon. In 
addition to being the ending of choice for the verb llad, it is used in adeilada6d (31.12), kadarnha6d (51.10 and 
82.8), (g)odiwa6d (74.1 and 245/8), atteba6d (113.18), diuaa6d (89.7), grea6d (141/9), alla6d (204/8) and 
g6rth6yneba6d (236/11). See Chapter 6, p.110–11.  
140
 HRB I 13.196. 
141
 (y rei) is included after g6ynuan in the file copy of 3036, indicating that y rei was deleted by the scribe; this 
is not included on the 1300–1425 website.  
142
 HRB II 32.268. 
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henwyn tywyssa6c kerni6 a llu arua6c gantunt [-]a
143
 ae charcharu’ (P22 11.25). 3036 omits 
a llu arua6c. It must be very doubtful that Dafydd would have been aware of this omission if 
he were copying from 3036.  
Similarly, the two consuls in Rome, Gabius and Porsenna, recognise that the fury of Belinus 
and Brennius cannot be resisted and, with the approval of the senate, promise them yearly 
tribute in exchange for peace.
144
 P22 (and 5266, P45 and P46) has ‘ac ada6 teyrnget udunt o 
rufein pop bl6ydyn gan ganhiat sened rufein er gadu tagneued udunt’ (24.4). 3036 has ‘Ac 
ada6 (ida6)
145
 teyrnget udunt o rufein yn | y lle y | dyn gan ganhat sened rufein yr gadu 
tagheuued udunt’ (48.23). It is likely that the scribe of 3036 has made an error,146 and again 
one that might not have been obvious to Dafydd, who has exactly the same wording as all the 
other DV MSS. He might have encountered confusion over the 3036 text and sought to make 
sense of it, but it seems improbable that he could have reconstructed exactly the same text as 
in other MSS if he had been copying from 3036.  
(iii) The third group of differences between the MSS comprise those where the situation is 
less clear, with P22 at odds with some but not all of the other MSS. There are three instances 
where P22 uses the plural of a word and 3036 the singular, with no unanimity amongst the 
other texts : 
(a)   At 29.1 P22 has ‘Ac yn yr amser h6nn6 megys i keffir yn ystoriaeu guyr rufein’, while 
3036 and H1 have istoria/ytoria.
147
 The Latin has the plural hystoriis. The other DV MSS 
have the plural noun, e.g. historiaeu in 5266; 
(b)   At 122.25 P22 has ‘Ac yna i dangosses dunawt drwy amryualion awdurdodeu yr 
[(ysgr)ythur] lan’, while 3036 has a6durda6t. 5266 and H1 also have the plural noun (it is 
omitted in P45 and P46). The Latin has the plural diuersis monstrauit argumentationibus;
148
  
(c)   At 10. 23 P22 has ‘A chynulla6 lu i dial agheu i genhadeu ar!nadunt’. On this occasion 
3036 has the singular gennat with 5266, while H1, P45 and P46 all have the plural. The Latin 
has the singular mortem nuntii.   
                                                          
143
 The illegible words are probably [ae dal]a. 
144
 HRB III 43.164. 
145
 The brackets indicate deletion by the scribe. 
146
 yn y lle is at the end of a line and legibility is poor; y and dyn at the beginning of the next line appear to be 
joined, as in the second half of bl6ydyn. 
147
 Sic. 
148
 HRB XI 188.189. 
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It is perhaps conceivable that Dafydd had a preference for the plural and might have chosen 
to use a plural form, despite copying from 3036. However, the fact that differences between 
3036 and P22 are rare, with Dafydd apparently not looking to make changes, and the fact that 
the plural form used is found in other DV texts, would both seem to suggest that Dafydd was 
not copying from 3036.  
There are a number of other instances where P22 is different and where there appears no 
reason for Dafydd to have ‘corrected’ or made a change to the 3036 wording, which suggests 
that the exemplar he was using was different: 
(a)   Brutus’ first-born son, Locrinus, receives on Brutus’ death the central part of the island 
of Britain, which is afterwards called Loegria.
149
 P22 describes his part of the kingdom as ‘y 
ran perueth or ynys yr hon a elwir oe en6 ef lloegyr’ (14.3). Subsequently Locrinus’ 
repudiation of Guendoloena leads to the battle by the river Stour, where Locrinus dies.
150
 On 
this occasion P22 has ‘Ac ar lan yr auon a elwir sturam’ (15.4). In both instances 3036 has 
elwit. There is a variety of practice in the other DV MSS. 5266 has elwir in both cases; P45 
and P46 have elw/6ir and then elw/6it; H1 also has el6ir and then el6it. This inconsistency 
amongst the other MSS suggests that it might be a mistake to read too much into the 
differences between P22 and 3036, especially as there are many more instances of both P22 
and 3036 agreeing on the use of either elwir or elwit; 
(b)   Belinus marches on Northumbria, takes the cities of its neighbours and garrisons them 
with his troops.
151
 P22 (21.26–7) has ‘A llenwi y kestyll ar dinassoed oe wyr e hun’, as do 
5266, P45 and P46. But both 3036 (42.14) and H1 have llan6, which would seem to suggest 
that DV had llan6 and this was changed in the archetype of 5266, P45 and P46. If this were 
the case P22’s llenwi might be rare example of Dafydd (or the scribe of his exemplar) 
demonstrating a personal preference and making a change;
152
 
(c)   after the arrival of Horsus and Hengistus messengers come to Vortigern to inform him of 
the arrival of men of large stature, uiros magnaeque staturae.
153
 P22 (60.13) has ‘A 
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chennadeu a doeth at 6rtheyrn i vynegi ida6 dyuot g6yr ma6r!hedic’. H1 (46v.20) has the 
rather similar g6yr ma6r hed6ch but both 5266 and 3036 have guyr mavr hyd6f (136.10) and 
guyr ma6r <hyd6f> (121.14) respectively. There is no equivalent in P45 or 46; 
(d)   after the British have lost control over the island and do not seek to recover it because it 
is ruled not by one king but by three usurpers,
154
 P22 has (122.9) ‘Ar hyn a drigyassei gantunt 
wynteu ohonei hi nyt y dan 6n brenhin i kynhelynt, namyn dan dri creulawn idd oedd 
ddarestygedic’ while 3036 has the singular impersonal kynhelit (249/21). 5266 also has the 
plural (there is no equivalent in the other MSS);  
(e)   when Caduallo feels the tears of Brianus falling on his face and raises his head to see 
Brianus is weeping,
155
 P22 (124.14) has ‘A phan ddyrcheif eissoes i wyneb a gwelet y gwr 
ieuank yn wy[.]aw’; eisyoes y vyneb is also found in 5266 but 3036 has y | 6yneb eissoes 
(254.16). There is no equivalent in the other MSS.  
There is another example of an apparent error in 3036 which is not reflected in P22. When 
the king of the Danes refuses to Gurguint the tribute he used to pay when Belinus was 
king,
156
 P22 (25.28), together with 5266, P45 and P46, has ‘Ac ym plith i weithredoeth i 
damwein6ys i naccau o vrenhin denmarc i teyrnget a dylyssei oe tat ac a dylyei i talu ida6 
ynteu’ while 3036 has ‘…y teyrnget y tat y talyssei ac a dylyei y talu ida6 ynteu’(52.2). This 
appears to be a simple error on the part of the 3036 scribe (in what is in any case a slightly 
clumsy construction), which Dafydd might have felt he needed to correct, but the fact that his 
wording is shared exactly by all the other MSS suggests this is not the case.  
In conclusion, the fact that P22 is so similar to 3036 would appear to suggest, especially in 
view of the apparent changes introduced by all the other DV texts, that Dafydd was not by 
nature an innovator and was closely copying either 3036 or another exemplar. Some of the 
differences between the texts might be explained by the scribes’ seeking to correct what they 
perceived as an error, and there are one or two which appear to reflect possible innovation on 
their part. However, the differences between the texts include several examples of P22 
sharing with other DV MSS wording which is not found in 3036; for this reason one can be 
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reasonably confident that P22 is not a copy of 3036 but rather that the two MSS stem from a 
common archetype, represented by (d) in Roberts’ stemma. 
 
The position of Havod 1 and the ‘5266 branch’ in the stemma 
H1 dates from the middle of the fourteenth century;
157
 the scribe is unknown though his 
orthography suggests that he may have been from South Wales.
158
 Comparison of the DV 
MSS also suggests that the H1 scribe (or the scribe of his exemplar) was the most innovative 
of the DV scribes to 1450 (see Chapter 7), which may be the reason for Griscom’s comment 
that: 
The wording differs throughout from the other versions, so noticeably from the 
Dingestow Court and Peniarth 44-Llanstephan 1, etc. as to suggest entirely 
independent workmanship.
159
 
However, much of the H1 MS is very similar to 3036 and P22. This varies in the course of 
the MS, partly as a result of the tendency of H1 to abridge certain sections and not others 
(again see Chapter 7), but there are long passages where exactly the same wording is shared 
by H1, 3036 and P22. Other sections are heavily abridged, which makes it particularly 
difficult to establish the relationship of H1 to other MSS.  
I start by considering the implication of the number of instances, all occurring in that part of 
the text where the source is shared with LlV (and LCB), in which the H1 MS is superior to 
the other DV MSS:
160
  
(i) the Gauls attack the Trojans and once victorious intend to remain until the besieged 
either allow chains to be placed on their necks or, worn down by protracted hunger, are dying 
a miserable death, ‘uel longa fame afflicti saeuissima morte tormentarentur’.161 Llst 1, H2, 
3036 and the other DV MSS have ‘eu guarchae yno hyny vei reit udunt tr6y newyn ymrodi yn 
ewyllis y ffreinc’. H1 on the other hand has hyny vydynt veir6 o newyn (9r.19). This might be 
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the result of the H1 scribe disliking the expression vei reit udunt, although it agrees with the 
P44 Version;
162
 P23 (9v) also has yny vydynt veirw o newyn;  
(ii) Guendoloena, when she sees that her son Maddan has grown up, has him crowned 
king, being herself content with the region of Cornwall for the rest of her days, ‘contenta 
regione Cornubiae dum reliquum uitae deduceret’.163 Llst 1 and H2 translate this as ‘a hythe6 
eh6nan a wu bod la6n ar kernyw oy gossymdeytha6 hyt tra wu byw’. H1 does not have a full 
translation of the Latin, but does have ‘Ac y kymyrth hitheu yn ymborth idi kerny6 tra uu 
vy6’; 3036 and the other DV MSS have ‘A chymryt o!heni hitheu kerny6 yn ymborth idi’, 
omitting tra uu vy6 (e.g. 3036 30.12). (P23 (13r) has ‘Ai mynet hithev i gernyw ar gyuoeth i | 
that y ymborth’);  
(iii) the prophet Samuel is ruling in Judea, Silvius Aeneas is still alive and Homer is a 
famous writer and poet, ‘Tunc Samuel propheta regnabat in Iudaea et Siluius Aeneas uiuebat 
adhuc et Omerus clarus rethor et poeta habebatur.’164 LlV reflects this in ‘ed oed sam6el 
proffwyt en gwledych6 em blaen pobyl er ysrahel eg gwlat J6dea. a syl6y6s eneas ettwa en 
6yw eg gwlat er eydal. ac omyr ettwa en traythw y cathle6 en egl6r clot6a6r.’ (Llst 1 30.1). 
5266, P45 and P46 simplify and shorten this to read ‘yd oed samuel proff6yt yn iudea. A 
siluius eneas yr yr eidal.’ H1 seems to mix the two – ‘yd oed samuel yn prof6yt. ac yn 
g6ledychu yn iuda. A Siluius eneas yn yr eidal.’ (11r/24) – and there seems some apparent 
confusion in the 3036 and P22 wording of ‘yd oed samuel yn proff6yt yn iudea ac yn | y 
guledychu. A silinus/siluius
165
 eneas yn yr eidal.’ (3036 31.13 and P22 15.12). 5266, P45, 
P46, 3036 and P22 all have ‘Ac omyr etwa yn traethu i gathleu’ (P22 15.13) but H1 (alone of 
the DV MSS) agrees with the LlV in adding the phrase yn eglur clotua6r (although yn eglvr 
is also to be found in P23);
166
  
(iv) Mempricius loathes his family, eliminating by force or treachery anyone he fears 
might succeed him, ‘Sed et totam progeniem suam exosus quemcumque sibi in regno posse 
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succedere timebat uel ui uel proditione opprimebat.’167 None of the LlV or DV MSS have this 
sentence. But Llst 1, H2 and H1 insert Ac y gyt a hynny before continuing with ‘ymada6 a|e 
wreic pria6t mam efra6c kadarn y vab a oruc’ (H1 11v/10). This phrase is omitted by the 
other MSS; 
(v) in the following sentence Mempricius is said to be a sodomite yn erbyn anyan 
according to the other DV MSS, in agreement with the Latin ‘Non naturalem uenerem 
naturali libidini praeferens’,168 but the LlV expands on this: ‘yn erbyn dedyf ac annyan’. H1 
also has yn erbyn dedef (11v/11). (P23 expresses this differently); 
(vi) later in the same section of the text, Ebraucus rules for 39 years, et triginta nouem 
annis tenuit
169
 and Llst 1, H2 and H1 all reflect this: ‘Ac vn ul6ydyn eisseu o deu ugein y bu 
y g6ledychu’ (H111v/20). In 5266, P45 and P46 the number of years is 30. However, this 
sentence is omitted in 3036 and P22 which may mean that (c), the archetype for the 
5266/P45/P46 branch of the stemma, was responsible for the error;  
(vii) Rud Hudibras is succeeded by his son Bladud, who rules the kingdom for twenty 
years. All of the DV MSS reflect the Latin ‘Successit ei deinde Bladud filius tractauitque 
regnum uiginti annis’.170 However, H1’s ‘A Guedy mar6 Run y doeth bleidut y vab ynteu yn 
vrenhin vgain mlyned ar teyrnas’ (12v/21) is closer to Llst 1 and H2’s ‘e de6th bleyd6d y 6ap 
ente6 en 6renyn 6geyn mlyned ar e teyrnas honn’ (Llst 1 32.15) than the ‘Ac y bu ugain 
mlyned yn guledychu’ of the other DV MSS. (P23 also has ‘Ar <wedi> marw rvn y doeth 
bleiddvd i vab yntev yn vrenin' (14v)); 
(viii) at the start of the Llyr story H1’s G6edy rodi bleidut yr tyghetueneu (13r.6) agrees 
with the Latin Dato igitur fatis
171
 and with Llst 1 and H2. All the other DV MSS have AC 
yna guedy mar6 bleidut (3036 33.25). (There is no equivalent in LCB);  
(ix) at the end of Llyr’s life when Llyr begins to grow weary with age, his sons-in-law rise 
up against him, ‘ut Leir torpere coepit senio, insurrexerunt in illum praedicti duces quibus 
Britanniam cum filiabus diuiserat’;172 H1 reflects, as do Llst and H2, ‘weary with age’, ‘A 
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dechreu llescu ohona6 o heneint’, which is shared only with Llst 1 and H2. (There is no 
equivalent in LCB);  
(x)       Cunedagius reigns for 33 years in the time of Isaiah and Hosea and Rome is founded, 
et Roma condita est .xi. kl Maia (21 April).
173
 Llst 1 and H2 agree with the Latin, ‘ac e 
gwledych6s c6neda en hed6ch tagnhe6ed6s teyr blyned ar dec ar r6geynt. Ac en er amsser 
h6nn6 ed oedynt ysayas ac osee en proffwyda6. ac ed adeyl6t r6ueyn y gan e | de6 6roder 
rem6s a rom6l6s en er 6n!6et dyd ar | dec kyn kalamey.’ (Llst 1 39.15); so does H1, but the 
other DV MSS have only 30 years, dec mlyned ar ugeint, omit Hosea, and have nine rather 
than eleven days before the first of May, deu dyd ac 6ythnos kyn kalan mei. (There is no 
equivalent in LCB.) 
There is also one instance in which H1 shares wording with Llst 1and H2, but where this is 
not reflected in the Latin. Llyr loves his daughters, and particularly his youngest, Cordeilla, 
‘Pater eas miro amore sed magis iuniorem, uidelicet Cordeillam, diligebat’.174 Llst 1 and H2 
translate this as ‘A dyrvavr karyat oed kan ev tat vdvnt, ac eyssyoes mwy e karey e verch 
yevhaf ydav no’r dwy ereyll’ (Llst 1 33.7). H1 also has ‘A dirua6r y karei eu tat 6ynt. a 
m6yaf y karei ef y verch ieuhaf. cordeila no rei ereill’ (13r/13). In 5266, 3036, P22 and, with 
minor omissions, P45 and P46, it is translated as ‘A m6yhaf y karei ef eissoes y verch ieuhaf 
ida6 cordeila’. (No rei ereill is not included in LCB.) 
And in another instance HI shares with Llst 1 and H2 a translation of concordia. Agreement 
is reached, concordia tamen habita, that Llyr should stay with one of his sons-in-law, 
Maglaunus, with a company of forty knights.
175
 Llst 1 and H2 both have ‘Ac o gytd6undep 
eyssyoes magla6n tewyssa6c er alban ae kynhelys y gyt ac ef de6 6geynt marcha6c kantha6’ 
(Llst 1 35.8); so does H1, but all the other DV MSS have Ac o gymodloned. (LCB expresses 
this differently.)  
It is conceivable that these similarities between H1 and Llst 1 (and the Latin) could be 
explained by H1 representing a separate and superior branch of the DV recension, with the 
common archetype for all the other DV MSS having dropped the equivalent of the Latin 
which H1 retains. One cannot rule out this explanation, though if it were the case one might 
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expect to see evidence in parts of the MS other than the early ‘shared’ section of the text. 
More probable is the explanation that the H1 scribe had access either to a Latin version of the 
text or to one of the other Welsh translations – quite possibly LlV and not LCB – for this 
section of the Brut.  
A slightly different issue arises in the passage which describes Guendoloena ordering 
Estrildis and her daughter Habren to be thrown into the river now called the Severn and 
issuing instructions throughout Britain that the river should be named after the girl; she wants 
Habren to enjoy immortality since her own husband had been the girl’s father. Hence the 
river is called Habren in British even today, ‘Iubet enim Estrildidem et filiam eius Habren 
praecipitari in fluuium qui nunc Sabrina dicitur fecitque edictum per totam Britanniam ut 
flumen nomine puellae uocaretur; uolebat etenim honorem aeternitatis illi impendere quia 
maritus suus eam generauerat. Vnde contigit quod usque in hunc diem appellatum est flumen 
Britannica lingua Habren.’176 
This is translated fully by Llst 1 and H2:  
Ac erchy a or6c Gwendole6 body essyllt a hafren y merch an er a6on honno. Ac 
gwedy henny gwys a ossodes tros wynep enys prydeyn Galw o pa6b er a6on honno o 
enw e 6orwyn hafren. kanys henny a 6ynn6s bot trakywyda6l clot yr worwyn o 
acha6s y bot en 6erch y locryn6s y gwr prya6t hythe6. Ac e6elly e gelwyr er a6on 
honno o enw e 6orwyn hafren yr henny hyt hedyw’ (Llst 129.20).177  
But in 5266, P45, P46 , 3036 and P22 the passage is shortened drastically to: ‘Ac y dodet ar 
yr auon hafren o en6 y uor6yn yr hynny hyt hedi6’ (P22:15.6). Only H1 has ‘Ac y|dodet ar yr 
auon hafren o en6 y uor6yn yr hynny hyt hedi6 tr6y arch a gorchymun g6endoleu yr clot y 
uerch locrinus’ (11r.15).  
This could be another instance of the H1 scribe having access to the Latin or another Welsh 
translation. But in this case it could perhaps also be that, having copied the brief sentence of 
the other DV MSS, the scribe added his own words by way of explanation. 
So far so good, but the situation is then complicated by the (small) number of instances where 
5266 is superior to the other DV MSS and, in addition, one instance where both 5266 and 
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P45/46 are superior and one instance where P45 and P46 alone are superior. I should repeat at 
this stage that in this analysis I have been able to look only at those sections of the Brut for 
which P22 is extant, that is roughly half of the full text. 
There are four occasions where 5266 is superior, which are all clustered in HRB VIII/IX 
between paragraphs 137 and 143.1. First, Merlin offers to give Uther the exact appearance of 
Gorlois, making him the double of Gorlois and Ulfin that of his retainer Jordanus of Tintagel, 
‘Si itaque parueris, faciam te prorsus similare eum, Vlfin uero Iordanum de Tintagol, 
familiarem suum.’178 
5266 (VIII 19.) alone among the DV MSS translates this exactly: ‘Ac 6rth hynny os titheu ae 
mynn. minheu ath rithaf di yn rith Gorlois. Ac a rithaf 6lfyn yn rith Jurdan o dindagol. guas 
ystauell gorlois oed h6nn6.’ (213.23). All the other DV MSS179 omit the first sentence, 
having only ‘Ac a | rithaf vlfin yn rith i6rdan o tintagol guas ystauell Gorlois oed h6nn6’ 
(3036 182.21) or a similar wording. So does Llst 1 (142.12), though in this instance H2 is 
different and reflects the wording of 5266: ‘Ac|wrth henny o mynny dythe6 6fydhav y henny 
mynnhev a|th gwnaf ty ene e drech ar gwed e mae Gwrleys. ac Wlffyn o ryt karadavc en ryth 
Jvrdan o tyndagol.’(138r.8).180  
Second, when messengers reporting king Gorlois’ death to Igerna see the king sitting beside 
her in the duke’s guise, they are abashed and amazed that the man they had left for dead at 
the siege is alive and has arrived before them; they had no idea of the effect of Merlin’s 
herbs, ‘Sed cum regem in specie consulis iuxta eam residere inspexissent, erubescentes 
ammirabantur ipsum, quem in obsidione interfectum deseruerant, ita incolumem praeuenisse; 
nesciebant enim quae medicamenta Merlinus confecerat.’ 181 
5266 has a literal translation in ‘A ryuedu yn wuy no meint guelet yno yn eu blaen y g6r yd 
oedynt yn dywedut ry lad. cany 6ydynt dim or medeginyaetheu yr wnathoed uyrdin ar y 
brenhin’ (216.7). None of the other DV MSS have the second part of this sentence, as in for 
example ‘A ryuedu yn u6y no meint guelet yno yn eu blaen; y g6r yd oedynt yn dywedut y ry 
lad.’ (3036 184.15). Llst 1 reflects the sense of the latter part of the sentence, but does not use 
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the same words: ‘kanys ny wydynt wy dym or kel6ydode6 a gwnathoed merdyn emreys 
yda6’ (143.5) .182 
The third instance occurs when Uther Pendragon, after his victory over the Saxons and the 
death of Octa and Eosa, laughs and pronounces ‘The villains called me a king half-dead, 
because I lay sick on a litter’, ‘Vocabant me ambrones regem semimortuum’.183 5266 is the 
only one of the DV MSS to include ‘E bratwyr t6yllwyr am gelwynt i yn urenhin hanner 
mar6’ (220.20); the others omit yn urenhin and have simply ‘y bratwyr t6yllwyr am gelwynt i 
yn hanher mar6’ (3036 188/11). At this point H2 (142v.14) has ‘E bratwyr ep ef am gelwynt 
y e brenyn hanner mar6 kanys claf oedvn’ (Llst 1 is not extant). (P23 (75r) has ‘y | bradwyr 
twyllwyr eb ef am | gelwynt i yn hanner marw ys gwell yr hanner marw a orffo nor byw 
kwbwl y | gorfer arnaw’.) 
Finally, on Uther Pendragon’s death British nobles urge Dubricius archbishop of Caerleon to 
crown his son Arthur as his successor. They are motivated by necessity because the Saxons, 
when they learned of Uther’s death, have invited in their countrymen from Germany,  
‘Vrgebat enim eos necessitas, quia audito praedicti regis obitu Saxones conciues suos ex 
Germania inuitauerant’.184 5266 is the only one of the DV MSS to reflect conciues suos, with 
‘canys pan gigleu y saesson mar6olaeth uthyr bendragon yd anuonassant 6ynteu ar eu 
kenedyl hyt yn germania y geissya6 porth’(223.11). These words are reflected in Llst 1 
‘kanys pan kygle6 e saesson marwoled 6ther pendragon e gwahodassant wynte6 attad6nt e6 
kenedyl ac e6 kywda6t o germanya’ (143.28), which again is slightly different from 5266.185 
The one instance where 5266, P45 and P46 all reflect the Latin, but the other DV MSS do 
not, occurs when Llyr builds a city by the river Soar, named after him Kaerleir in British, 
‘Aedificauit autem super flumen Soram ciuitatem, quae Britannice de nomine eius 
Kaerleir’.186 5266, P45 and P46 reflect de nomine eius in o’e enw ehun or oe en6 ef but it is 
omitted from the other DV MSS and Llst 1 and H2.
187
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The instance where P45 and P46 have a relic of the Latin which is not in any of the other DV 
MSS is to be found when Locrinus wishes to become the lawful husband of Estrildis, but on 
discovering this Corineus becomes exceedingly angry, indignatus est ultra modum, as 
Locrinus had promised to marry his daughter.
188
 Llst 1 and H2 have ‘llydya6 a or6c en 6a6r’ 
(Llst 1 28.17), and so do P45 and 46 – ‘ac g6edy clybot hynny o Corineus llidya6 a oruc yn 
ua6r’ (P45 28.18) – but none of the other DV MSS have yn ua6r.189  
 
A possible scenario that might explain these instances of similarity to the Latin within the (c) 
branch of the MSS is that H1 might be descended from a common archetype with 3036 and 
P22, thus sharing with 3036 and P22 a number of omissions which are retained in all or some 
of the 5266/P45/P46 branch. This theory might be supported by two other pieces of evidence, 
in those sections where LlV and DV (and LCB) appear to derive from a common source 
(Brut X): 
  
(i) Brutus reaches the promised isle, ‘prosperis quoque uentis promissam insulam 
exigens’, and comes ashore at Totnes, ‘in Totonesio littore applicuit’.190 Llst 1 has ‘ac y gyt a 
hyrwyd wynt e de6thant hyt er enys oed adawedyc 6d6nt. trwy dwywa6l 6rthep. ac y traeth 
totenys e de6thant yr tyr’ and adds trwy dwywa6l 6rthep (25.6). This phrase is shared by H2 
and 5266, which suggests that it might emanate from Brut X (though the LCB MSS are 
different at this point). P45 and P46 have ‘tr6y d6ywa6l wyrtheu’ (which might be a 
misreading of 6rthep by the scribe or an alternative suggestion as to what the word ought to 
be). H1, however, shares ‘tr6y d6ywa6l atteb’ (9v.24) with 3036 and P22. This could be said 
to be a significant shared innovation on their part; however, the similarity between (g)wrtheb 
and atteb
191
 is such as to offer only very weak evidence of a separate H1/3036/P22 branch;  
(ii) more significantly, in the story of Llyr, Llyr realises in crossing to France that he 
ranks third among the princes who are aboard the ship, ‘cum se tercium infra nauim inter 
principes’.192 H1 and 3036/P22 have ar y eil instead of ar y tryded, whereas the other DV 
                                                          
188
 HRB II 24.26. 
189
 P23 12v has ‘Ac yna llidiaw a oruc gwendolev yn vawr’. 
190
 HRB I 20.451. 
191
 There is little difference etymologically between (g)wrtheb and atteb; both words are formed with an 
preposition (wrth/at) and the verb root heb. 
192
 HRB II 30.212. 
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MSS, and Llst 1 and H2, agree with the Latin.
193
 But, differences that relate to numbers are 
not unusual and the scribes of both H1 and the 3036/P22 archetype might independently have 
been aware of differences in oral tradition.  
Overall the evidence to support the theory of H1 and the ancestor of 3036 and P22 deriving 
from a common archetype is distinctly weak and could be attributable to coincidence. 
Another possibility is that the scribe of (c) had access to the Latin or another Welsh 
translation (but not, apparently, LlV or LCB), with those phrases that emanate from the Latin 
and appear only in 5266 having been dropped by (e) and the phrase found only in P45 and 
P46 having been omitted by 5266. But this does not seem a credible explanation, partly given 
the overall scarcity of these examples and partly given that they are not all concentrated in the 
same part of the text. If, for example, the scribe of (c) had had access to the Latin, it might 
seem likely that he would have picked up at least some of the other Latin additions in the text 
shared with Brut X that appear in H1.  
A more likely explanation may be that the 5266 scribe (alone) did indeed have access to a 
Latin or other Welsh text for that short section of the text between HRB VIII 138 and 143 in 
which the four examples given above occur. Thus he would have been doing on a smaller 
scale what I suggest above the H1 scribe might have been doing in the early, shared, section 
of the Brut. The other two instances. i.e. where in the first only 5266, P45 and P46 reflect the 
Latin and in the second only P45 and P46 do, are both in HRB II and one of them is in the 
Llyr story. The two scribes – of (c) on the one hand and (e) (the archetype of P45 and P46) on 
the other – may have made their short additions because of a familiarity with the story. Or 
perhaps, in the case of the second, it might have been coincidental that the words yn ua6r, 
which flow naturally after llydya6 a or6c, were added for effect. Again, it seems unlikely 
that, if the scribe of their common archetype had had access to the Latin or another Welsh 
translation, more use would not have been made of it.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
193
 P21(9v) also has trydyd; P23 has ‘namyn vn marchawc a dev wr ereill’. 
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The Llanstephan recension; the relationship of Llst 1 to H2 
As Roberts says,
194
 the text of the Brut in H2 is almost identical with that in Llst 1, 
linguistically and orthographically. He regards them as independent but faithful copies of the 
same original.
195
 But in his article he does not consider whether LlV might have been the 
archetype of both Llst 1 and H2, or whether there might have been a common archetype 
between LV and the two MSS. It is this point that I now consider, with reference to that part 
of the MSS where it appears that the LlV, DV and LCB are all descended from a Brut X .  
There are possibly three instances in this section of the MSS, i.e. between HRB 1.15 §20.411 
and HRB II.17 §34.337, where there seems to be a shared error or innovation between Llst 1 
and H2.  
The first of these is in the sentence, to which I refer above, which records that Llyr builds a 
city by the river Soar, named after him Kaerleir in British, ‘Aedificauit autem super flumen 
Soram ciuitatem, quae Britannice de nomine eius Kaerleir’.196 5266, P45 and P46 reflect de 
nomine eius in ‘Ac a adeil6s dinas ar auon soram ac ae gelwis oe enw ehun caer llyr.’ (5266 
29.18) or oe en6 ef (P45 (34/5) and P46). However, the fact that it is omitted from the other 
DV MSS, and from P21 and P23
197
 as well as from Llst 1 and H2, supports the theory, 
suggested above, that it was re-inserted by a scribe of (c) in the DV stemma with access to 
the Latin rather than that it was included in both Brut X and LlV and then omitted by Llst 1 
and H2.  
Second, there is a change of sentence order when among the Trojans is Brutus’ nephew, 
named Turnus, the strongest and boldest of them, except for Corineus. Armed only with his 
sword, he accounts for six hundred men, but all too soon he is killed by the onrushing Gauls. 
The city of Tours, where he is buried, takes its name from him. ‘Erat tibi quidam Tros 
nomine Turnus, Bruti nepos, quo forcior siue audatior nullus excepto Corineo aderat. Hic 
solus solo gladio suo sexcentos uiros peremit, sed ab irruentibus Gallis cicius quam debuisset 
interfectus est. De nomine ipsius praedicta ciuitas Turonis uocabulum nacta est, quia ibidem 
sepultus fuit.’198 
                                                          
194
 Roberts (1984:xxxvii). 
195
 Roberts (1984:xxxvii).  
196
 HRB II 31.135. 
197
 ‘a edeilws dinas ar avon swrram y dinas a elwir o gymraec kaer lyr Ac yn saesnec leisestyr’ (P 23 15r). 
198
 HRB I §20.433. 
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All the DV MSS follow the order of the Latin and begin ‘Ac yna y llada6d g6as yeuanc nei yr 
brenhyn sef oed y henw turn’ (5266 20.4). But both Llst 1 and H2 omit the explanation that 
Brutus’ nephew was called Turn until later:  
Ac ena e llada6d gwas ye6anc o tro ney y br6t6s y gyt ae 6n cledyf chwech chant o 
wyr. Nyt oed hagen eythyr coryne6s en e ll6 gwas de6rach no h6nn6. Ac eyssyoes y 
damkylchyn6s llawer oe elynyon ef ac e llas ena ef. Ac esef oed e gwas t6rn ac oe 
enw ef e gelwyr e dynas yr henny hyt hedyw t6ron. (Llst 1 24.10).  
While it fits perfectly well in this position and is stylistically an improvement, as it leads into 
the explanation of the name of the city Tours, it seems unlikely that both Llst 1 and H2 
should independently make an untypical change in the order of the Latin.  
On the other hand the water is muddied by P23 offering yet a different structure:  
Sef a wnaeth gwas ivang a | oed yno a hanvoedd o | dro a nai i vrvtus oedd ac nid oed 
yn y llv vn gwas ddewisach
199
 no hwnnw turn oedd i | henw
200
 Ar gwas hwnnw a 
laddawdd ai vn cleddef chwechannwr Ac eisioes y | ffreinc ai lladdawdd yntev Ac oi 
henw ef y | kavas y lle honno i | henw er hynny hyt heddiw (P23 9v).  
It may be that both Llst 1/H2 and LCB have independently decided to postpone the statement 
of Turnus’ name and link it to the name of the city Tours, while the DV sticks to the Brut X 
translation.  
Third, and probably the strongest evidence of shared error, is the length of Guendoloena’s 
reign. She reigns for 15 years after the death of Locrinus, ‘Regnauit deinde Guendoloena .xv. 
annis post interfectionem Locrini’. All the DV MSS have 15 years, e.g. P22 (15.9). So does 
LCB.
201
 But both Llst 1 and H2 give this as 12 years. This is likely to have been a simple 
(and shared) error in which the scribe of an archteype of both Llst 1 and H2 misread xv as xii. 
Thus the evidence is not strong, but there is some material to suggest a common archetype.  
  
 
 
 
 
                                                          
199
 P21 has dewrach. 
200
 P21 adds ‘onyt Korineus nev britvs’. 
201
 P23. 13r.2. 
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Conclusion   
Further exploration of the relationship between 3036 and P22, and that between Llst 1 and 
H2, tends to confirm the detail of Roberts’ 1977 stemma. But the wider picture, for the early 
section of the Brut where there is close similarity between LlV, DV and LCB, is unlikely to 
reflect the straightforward borrowing by DV from LlV that has been traditionally assumed. 
The possibility of a different relationship between LlV and DV, and of a new archetype, Brut 
X, is being developed by Sims-Williams in the context of his work on LCB.  
Combining the anticipated conclusions of his work and this chapter would give the following 
stemma:  
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Chapter 5: orthographical innovation in Peniarth 22  
The use of dd and -ion is common; the change of -ei- into -ai- as in bai, ffrainc, 
gwraic is pretty frequent and even darllain, kymaint, etc occur; i is often used 
indiscriminately for the preposition, the article, the possessive, personal and even 
relative pronoun, as i r6g i wyr, lle i bai, mal i bei, o bob fford i galler i chaffel, yny 
veint honno i caraf i ti and pop peth i kauas yny gyghor. The plural termination -eu is 
kept throughout. 
    Report on Manuscripts in the Welsh Language, 1899
202
 
The aim of this chapter is to establish what P22 can tell us about the development of Welsh 
orthography in the fifteenth century, a period that has been relatively little studied hitherto. In 
Simon Evans’ view 203 Middle Welsh extends to the end of the fourteenth century, and can be 
subdivided into two periods; the first extending as far as about the middle of the thirteenth 
century and the second from the middle of the thirteenth century to about the end of the 
fourteenth
 
century.
204
 Morris Jones’ definition of Medieval Welsh extends beyond this, from 
the beginning of the twelfth to the end of the fourteenth century and ‘somewhat later’, with 
the language of the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries referred to as Late Medieval 
Welsh.
205
 Study of the development of the fifteenth-century language has now been greatly 
facilitated not only by access to earlier MSS on the Aberystwyth
206
 and Cardiff
207
 websites 
but also, more recently, to five fifteenth-century texts which are now on the Aberystwyth 
fifteenth-century website.
208
 Of these five, four belong to the first half of the fifteenth 
century; P23 belongs to the second half.
209
 
I do not attempt a complete account of the orthographical practices of scribes in the fifteenth 
century, for which the evidence is in any case still limited. One of the big hurdles is that all 
the fifteenth-century MSS that are currently accessible, including P22, are in large measure 
                                                          
202
 Evans (1899:Vol. 1, Part 2, 348–349) . 
203
 GMW:xvii. 
204
 GMW:xviii–xix. 
205
 WG:7 §5 (3). 
206
 Isaac et al. (2013). 
207
 Luft et al. (2013). 
208
 Roberts et al. (2015). The MSS are Jesus 23, which comprises one of the translations of the Elucidarium by 
Honorius Augustodunensis (see Rowles (2008)) and Ymborth yr Enaid; Llanstephan 3, which is largely 
religious material, though there are also pages on grammar; the Welsh items in Titus D.xxii, which are saints’ 
lives and religious tracts; P263 and P23 which both comprise copies of Brut y Brenhinedd (though in the case of 
P263 the Brut is incomplete and columns 1–80 comprise a copy of Dares Phrygius). P263 belongs to the Red 
Book of Hergest version while P23 is a copy of the Liber Coronacionis Britanorum (LCB) text. It is one of the 
two extant medieval copies of the LCB text, the other being P21; see Sims-Williams (2011). There is one other 
fifteenth-century MS, BL Add. 22356, (ed. Christine James, see bibliography), which is now available online 
but which I have not included in my comparisons.  
209
  Huws (2000:61). 
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copies of material in MSS from earlier centuries. To a greater or lesser extent the scribe may 
make changes that update the language and orthography, but we cannot be sure that any of 
his material is expressed or written exactly as would be the case if it were his original work. 
A rare exception to this is the last four pages of P22, which are Dafydd’s own translation of a 
Latin text. Even in these last pages it is possible, even likely, that the style of Dafydd’s 
language has been influenced by his preceding copy of the Brut, especially given that he is 
translating a continuation of the HRB. However, in his orthography, he does experiment with 
change in the course of his main text, and continues with most of these changes into the last 
four pages of the MS. The most significant developments that occur in the course of the MS 
are summarised in Annex A. The fact that the differences which are manifest in the P22 Brut 
are carried forward into Dafydd’s short chronicle at the end reinforces the likelihood that they 
emanate from him rather than from an earlier exemplar and thus for present purposes I will 
assume that Dafydd is the scribe responsible for the orthographical differences between P22 
and 3036. 
This chapter focuses on these orthographical changes; in the next chapter I look at changes in 
grammar, although they cannot be wholly divorced from the orthography (and for that reason 
I will consider orthographical aspects of mutation in the next chapter). I begin this chapter 
with a summary of the vowels and consonants used in P22 and the phonemes that they 
represent. I then consider in more detail the changes introduced in P22; I concentrate on those 
points on which P22 differs from 3036 and consider these in the context both of the other, 
earlier, MSS of the DV recension (i.e. 5266, H1, P45 and P46) and of the fifteenth-century 
MSS for which transcripts are now available online. Finally, I focus on the last four pages of 
P22, as the clearest evidence we currently have as to the orthography used by an Aberystwyth 
scribe in the fifteenth century, and summarise the orthographical practices that Dafydd chose 
to adopt.  
I should clarify that: 
a)   in giving data on the number of times which a letter or word may occur in a MS I 
normally give the numbers to be found in the whole of the text of that MS; if the numbers 
apply only to those passages for which P22 is extant, I indicate this with *;  
b)   in addition, as shorthand, I use the symbol > to indicate that the first form of a word or 
words is that found in 3036 and the second that found in P22, although, as Chapter 4 
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confirms, P22 does not stem directly or indirectly from 3036, but rather the two share a 
common archetype; and 
c)   in some instances, in giving examples from the fifteenth-century MSS I cite only P263 
and P23. This reflects the fact that these two MSS contain the Brut y Brenhinedd and are 
therefore more comparable to P22 and the other DV MSS than are the other fifteenth-century 
MSS. 
 
Summary of P22 orthography 
The use of vowels, semi-vowels and consonants by Dafydd can be summarised in the 
following table; the letters used by P22 to realise each of the phonemes that are thought to 
have been used in Middle Welsh have been given. For the sake of comparison, I include also 
the summary of orthography given by Lewis in BD
210
 – I have limited these entries to those 
letters on which he comments specifically.  
Phoneme Mod
W 
5266 P22 Notes 
Vowels 
/a(:)/ a  a In the case of the word tagneued- P22 occasionally 
displays uncertainty. In the first section, there is a 
mixture of tagn- (x 3), tygn- (x 5) and tegn- (x 5). In 
the rest of the MS there are only 3 references, all of 
which are tegn-. (3036 uses tagneued- consistently.)  
/e(:)/ e e, 
y
211
 
e  Consistent e in all positions, e.g. en6, brenhin.  
/ә/ 
(y 
dywyll) 
y  e, y, 
i
212
 
y, i Normally y in unstressed and non-final positions, e.g. 
y (def. art.), yspeileu, kyrchu, gyflym. (The use of e in 
some circumstances, e.g. escynnu (see p.61 below) 
may reflect a difference in pronunciation.) An 
                                                          
210
 BD:xxxii – xxxv.  
211
 y is used in three words only, see BD:xxxiii. This is probably phonological rather than orthographical (or 
perhaps hypercorrection). 
212
 There is infrequent use of i, see BD:xxxiii.  
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exception is i as used in idd oedd in the final section 
(from p.121) of the MS (yd oed is used until then). 
/i(:)/ i i, y i  i used in all positions, e.g. diwed, brenhin, itti, and is 
used as a preposition (where 3036 has y). This may 
reflect the sound change from an unfronted sound to 
a fronted sound,
213
 e.g. ida6. 
/ï(:)/ 
(y glir) 
y e, 
i
214
 
y, e,  Normally y, e.g. hyt, llyn, nyth, gwedy, ny. An 
exception is e in getymdeithion found once in P22 
(and three times in 3036, quite frequently in other 
MSS).  
/o(:)/ o  o e.g. hon, anuon, bob, uot. 
/u(:)/ w u, 6, 
w
215
  
6, w, u Moves from 6 to w in the course of the MS, e.g. wrth. 
Occasionally u, e.g. cupplau. 
/ü(:)/   u u, 6, 
w 
u, v, 6, Normally u as in ehun, udunt, dyscu. An exception is 
the v in vn (which may be to avoid minim confusion). 
P22 shifts from v to 6 (i.e. vn to 6n) from p.121 (with 
one earlier instance – 60.23). 3036 normally uses vn. 
Semi-vowels 
/j/ y i, ii, 
y 
y, i  Initially i as in ieuanc, iwrdan; otherwise y or i, as in  
aryant, gariat. 
/ṷ/ w u, 6, 
w 
u , w, 6 e.g. guedy (occ. guedi) predominates in the first and 
second sections. gwedy occurs only, with two 
exceptions (9.19 and 96.6), after p.121. g6edy also 
found occasionally (x 6, all in first 13 pages, then 
59.36 and 95.11). 
Also: 
u. guers (to p.20). guyr used seven times in first 
section only. 
                                                          
213
 WG:15 §16 ii.(2) explains that in Early MlW y and i are used indifferently to express the i sound and the 
sounds of y. In a few monosyllables of frequent occurrence, y by constant repetition advanced to the easier front 
position of i towards the end of the MlW period; these are y “to”, y “his” or “her”, ny, nyt “not”. 
214
 There is infrequent use of i; see BD:xxxiii. 
215
 w used once only. BD uses v where the MS has 6, which is very common in editions of texts; see Rodway 
(2004:95–96).  
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w. e.g. consistently keithiwet, tywyssa6c and diwed in 
both 3036 and P22. Also athrawon (pp.92/93 only). 
gwyr used 18 times in first section, then after p.121 
(x 10). 
6. e.g. g6yr used frequently in first two sections and 
twice in the third section (89.11 and 90.10) and  
mor6yn (14.14, 14.15 and 16.6). 6 also used 
frequently in verbal forms, e.g. orf6ys6ys, byri6yt, 
h6ili6ys (until use of w from p.123, e.g. allwys).   
Diphthongs 
/aṷ/ aw  a6, aw  a6 found in last syllable only, e.g. ida6, diga6n, 
ymadra6d.  
After p.121, aw used instead of a6, e.g. pa6b > 
pawb. 
/eṷ/ ew  e6, ew Few examples, but:  
e6: de6rach, gle6der, ge6ri (14.28). 
ew: gewri (9.15), kewri (92.5).  
/iṷ/ iw  i6, iw  Very few examples, but: teledi6, difriw, hediw.216 
/ïṷ/ yw  i6, iw, 
y6, yw, 
ew  
Normally i6 or iw, e.g. kyfri6 . Occasionally also y6, 
e.g. y6ch; the shift to i6 or iw may reflect the sound 
change from i to ï . (Phonological uncertainty is also 
reflected in the spelling of my6n, which shifts 
through me6n to mewn in last section of MS.)
217
 
/ai/  ai  ei, ai Several instances of P22 using ai where other MSS 
use ei, e.g. wraic, frainc, rait and, occasionally, 
kymaint, saint, saith, kaif, uuassai. 
/aü/ au  au, a6 au used (almost exclusively in verb endings, e.g. 
rydhau, cadarnhau) but also in hithau (14.3, 17.10, 
19.11) and aeruau (94.34). 
Occasionally a6, e.g. gwrha6 (121.7). 
                                                          
216
 after /d/ and  /ð/ yw has become iw (GMW:4 §6 N2).  
217
 On the loss of /ð/ in mywn (cf. Lat. medius, Old Irish medon) see Lewis and Pedersen (1937: 36, n.2). On 
ModW dialectal forms (miwn in the South), see, e.g., Thomas and Thomas (1989:145) and Awbery (1991:23). 
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/ei/ ei  ei  e.g. eilwaith, meibion. 
/eü/ eu  eu e.g. eu g6ystlon, ynteu. (eu used in P22 for 3pl. poss. 
pron. except 4.23, 11.33, 18.12, 24.20, 55.19, 58.21, 
124.1, 125.22 which all have y.) Also guneuthur.
218
  
/uï/ wy  wy, 6y e.g. breuddwyt, orff6yssent. 
/oï/ oe  oe, oi e.g. oed, oe (y + poss. pron.).  
Consonants 
/b/ b  b, p Usually b. But in medial position can be p, e.g. popyl, 
poploed (though also several examples of bobyl).      
p used finally only in pop.   
/k/ c  c, k, cc Generally same as in 3036. k used initially in most 
cases but P22 more consistent than 3036 in use of c 
in e.g. castell, caffel.  
Occasional use of c after s, e.g. yscymun, escob, 
llosci.  
Occasional use of k after n in final position, e.g. 
fraink.  
cc used in, e.g. teccau, bonhediccaf.  
/χ/ ch ch219 ch Consistent use of chwe.220 
/d/ d t
221
 d, t Initially d as in datleu, dechreu.  
In medial position, usually d, as in guedy, prydein; 
occasionally t as in datleu. 
t used in final position (as in 3036), e.g. dyuot, bot, 
vyt.  
/ð/ dd d
222
 d, dd, 
th 
Normally d. Shifts to using dd in all positions in later 
sections (and on p 9); dd only rarely used in 3036. 
/f/ ff f, 
ph, 
ff, f, ph Examples of fo, foassant, gorfwys (where 3036 has 
ffo, ffoassant, gorffwys) in early parts of the MS, but 
                                                          
218
 See also p.80.  
219
 There are also four examples of hc and three of h. 
220
  3036 sometimes uses (the phonologically different) whe. For the common alternation of chw and wh see 
Chapter 5, pp.75–6 and GMW:11. 
221
 d also used on several occasions, see BD:xxxvii. 
222
 t also used on several occasions, see BD:xxxvii. 
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ff
223
 also fforest where 3036 has forest. 
ph only found, initially, medially and finally, in non-
Welsh proper names (except where indicating 
mutation), e.g. philisteisson, amphibalus, caph. 
/g/ g c, g g, c  Initially (and in medial position), usually g, though 
occasionally k in compound nouns such as kytkygor. 
c used in final position (as in 3036), e.g. garrec, 
nadolic, groec. 
/h/ h  h As in ModW. 
/l/ l l, ll l As in ModW. 
/λ/ ll l, ll ll As in ModW. 
/m/ m  m As in ModW. 
/n/ n  n As in ModW. 
/ŋ/ ng g, ng g, ng e.g. ell6g, logeu. ng usually used for /ŋ/ as in dangos.  
/p/ p  p, pp p mainly found in initial position. Exceptions: in 
medial position, proper names, e.g. septon, epitus, or 
after s, e.g. yspeileu, dywesp6yt; in final position 
pump.  
pp used occasionally in parts of the verb gwybod, e.g. 
6yppei, 6yppo, and in cupplau.
224
 
/r/ and 
/rh/ 
r  r As in ModW except r also used for rh. 
/s/ s  s, ss  ss used between vowels, e.g. saesson, eissoes, 
dinassoed. 
/t/ t  t, tt As in ModW except tt frequently used in, e.g. atta6, 
atteb. 
/θ/ th t  th As in ModW. 
/v/ f u, v, 
w, f 
u, v, f, 
ff 
Shift from e.g. uab and uelly in 3036, to e.g. vab, 
velly, vudygolyaeth, vuassei. Occasional use later in 
MS of 6, e.g. 6ab, 66. 
                                                          
223
 For use of these letters in different positions see BD:xxxiv. 
224
  The h following the b in cwblhau leads to the hardening of the b to a p; so does the h originally in the 
subjunctive forms of the verb gwybod.  
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Occasional use of ff in medial or final position, as in 
gyffanhed, Ruffein, kyffoeth, dyrchaffel, seff, eff, 
tracheffyn (in initial position ff always indicates /f/ 
(see above)).  
 
 
Comparison with other MSS 
(i) vowels 
It is in the orthography of the vowels that the greatest differences between P22 and 3036 are 
to be seen, as can be seen from the following list. 
6 > w 
In this instance there is a straightforward substitution of one letter for another; from p.121 
P22 changes from the use of 6 (which is used consistently by 3036) to the use of w for the 
vowel /u/.  
The earlier DV MSS use w (for /u/) somewhat erratically. Examples of hwn or hwnnw are 
very rare
225
 with h6n and h6nn6 being the norm. By the fifteenth century there is mixed 
practice. P23 and Llanstephan 3 (Llst 3) have exclusively hwn and hwwnw; P263 and Titus 
D.xxii have exclusively h6n and h6nn6, Jesus 23 has both.  
More complicated are the differences in vowels between 3036 and P22 where there appears 
to be phonological uncertainty. This occurs in particular in the case of alternation y ~ e and y 
~ i.   
y ~ e 
One of the most common manifestations is alternation between unstressed vowels, with this 
occurring most frequently in the case of y and e.
226
 GMW comments
227
 that at an early period 
                                                          
225
 See, e.g. H1 1v/16, ‘Ar g6as hwnn6 g6edy ymrodi’.     
226
 WG:16 §16.iv.(2) describes in phonological terms the similarity between the sounds of y and ï on the one 
hand and e on the other.   
227
 GMW:1 §1. 
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e was found for y (both /ï/ and /ә/ but more especially the latter). This may reflect early 
confusion between the sounds of y and e.
228
  
This is manifest in both the initial and medial position: 
(a)   initial position. There are no examples of differences in the case of prosthetic vowels. 
But: 
(i) ewyllus ~ ywyllys 
There is one example of ywyllys in P22 (12.5) where 3036 has ewyllis; in all the other (six) 
instances where 3036 has ewyllis P22 also has ewyllys.  
There are no examples of ywyll- in the other DV MSS. In the fifteenth-century MSS there is 
only one example of ywyllys; P23 has nac ev aryant ywch oll y | rennir hwnnw wrth awch 
ywyllys (90r.26). Otherwise, apart from one token of ewyllis, the MSS use either ewyllus or 
ewyllys.  
(ii) escynny > yscynny 
A different picture emerges, in the case of escynny (3036) and yscynny (P22). On two 
occasions where 3036 has escynny P22 has yscynny (94.38 and 94.39).  
In the other DV MSS, P45 and 5266 have only esg/cynnu; P46 and H1 also have tokens of 
esg/cynnu but in addition P46 has three tokens of ysgynny and H1 has one token (78r.4, 
which corresponds to P22 94.39). A shift towards ysc/gynnu can be seen also in the fifteenth-
century MSS, with seven examples of ysgyn- or yscun- in comparison with only four of 
esgyn- (and none of escyn-).  
 
 
(iii) yr ~ er 
                                                          
228
 WG:16 §16.iv.(1) records that ҷ and y (i.e. /ï/ and /ә/) were probably nearer e than at present. 
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In several instances throughout the MS er hynny is used in P22 where 3036 has yr hynny. 
There are also a number of other occasions on which P22 has er where 3036 has yr. In the 
fifteenth century P23 has six tokens of er hynny and ten of yr hynny.  
(b)   medial position. The alternation between y and e is is borne out by a comparison of 3036 
and P22 for:  
(i) menegi/mynegi. 3036 uses menegi consistently except in 89.13 (where P22 has menegi); 
P22 also normally uses menegi (though on three occasions towards the beginning of the MS 
(3.23, 6.6, 8.30) mynegi is found (and, on one later occasion, mynegis (53.29)). Dafydd’s 
experiment with mynegi seems to falter after the early pages.  
In comparison: three of the other DV MSS use almost exclusively menegi, i.e. P45 (36 
tokens), P46 (42 tokens) and H1 (42 tokens ). P45 does not use mynegi at all; H1 (6v.27) and 
P46 (103.13) each have one token (though not in the same context). The fifteenth-century 
MSS, with the exception of P23, share 23 tokens of menegi and there are no tokens of 
mynegi, but the P23 scribe moves towards ModW with consistent use of mynegi.  
(ii) the evidence from tebyg[ei/ynt] shows similar variation by P22. Whereas 3036 uses tebyg-
throughout, P22 uses predominantly tybyg- in the first section and then tebyg- in both the 
second section and third sections (see table of changes in the course of the MS (Annex A)).   
On this occasion, however, he reverts to tybyg- in the last section.  
In comparison: again, two of the other DV MSS, 5266 and P46, have exclusively tebyg- and 
P45 has only two tokens of tybyg-. H1 appears less certain, with 15 tokens of tybyg- 
compared with 17 of tebyg-. In the fifteenth-century MSS, in each of P263 and P23 there are 
three tokens of tybyg- and seven tokens of tebyg-.  
(iii) kyt-/ket-. P22 has eight tokens of kytym- (all in the context of words beginning 
kytymdeith-), while in the other DV MSS only H1 has a single token; 3036 and the other DV 
MSS all have ketym- (although there are many instances of kyt used alone or as a prefix to 
another word not beginning with ym-, e.g. kytsynhya6). Similarly P22 has eight tokens of 
gytym- where 3036 has 15 tokens of getym- and the other DV MSS also have consistently 
getym- or gedym-. (P22 also has nine tokens of getym-). This shift by P22 to the 
(etymologically correct) y, which becomes the norm in ModW, e.g. cydymaith/cydymdaith, 
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can be seen in the other fifteenth-century MSS. P263 has a clear preference for gytym- (x 25) 
and P23 for gydym- (x 11). Neither uses getym- or gedym- at all frequently.
 229
  
y ~ i 
There is a tendency for y in 3036 to be represented by i in P22, in the context of: 
(a)   the 3sg. poss. pronoun. For the most part (though not in every case) P22 uses i, as in i 
tat; 3036 and all the other DV MSS use y. P23 also has i, but all the other fifteenth-century 
MSS have y.  
(b)   the preposition. Again, P22 uses i; 3036 and all the other DV MSS have consistently y. 
Similarly, in the fifteenth-century MSS, P23 has i where all the others have y. P22 and P23 
seem to be illustrating a change from MW y to ModW i (‘to’). 
(c)   in the unaccented ultima position there are differences between 3036 and P22 which 
include:  
 distri6/w, where P22 has distriw in all but two cases (89.24 and 90.32). 3036 has 
consistently distry6/w; so do the other DV MSS except for P46 (distriw x 2) and 5266 
(distriw- x 1). In the fifteenth century, the picture is similar with all the MSS other 
than P23 generally manifesting distry6/w (with three exceptions in P263); P23 is 
again the exception and shares P22’s preference for distriw (ten tokens compared with 
six tokens of distry6/w); and 
 
 kerric, where P22 has kerric but 3036 has kerryc. P45 and H1 both have kerric; 5266 
has kerryc. In the fifteenth-century MSS P23 (again) has kerric, as has Titus D.xxii. 
P263 has kerric x 1 and kerryc x 2.
230
  
(d)   before a final s there is no clear picture. In some instances where 3036 has -is P22 has    
-ys. For example:  
 ewyllis in 3036 is consistently ewyllys in P22 (x 6). 5266 and P45 both have tokens of 
eywllis, although both also have instances of ewyllys (as does H1).  
                                                          
229
 Ketym-/getym- etc are, as implied, found almost exclusively in forms of gytymdeithion. P22 alternates 
between -ymdeithion, -ymdeithyon and -ymdeithon. This is a further instance of P22 retaining or reinstating the 
yod – see p.66. In addition P22 has one instance of getmeythion (6.6). 
230
 WG:110 §77 i. comments on the change of short y to i before g or ng. 
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 tyberis (= R. Tiber) in 3036 is [ - ]ys in P22 (2.3). 5266 has tyberys while 3036, H1 
and P46 have tyberis.There are no tokens of tyberis/ys in the fifteenth-century MSS.  
 dieghis231 in 3036 is diegys in P22 (22.15), though P22 also has (one token of) diegis, 
and all the other DV MSS have -is. (P23 also has one dienghis.) 
However, more decisively, megys in 3036 is consistently megis in P22 on 37 occasions. This 
reflects the change from y to i in the unaccented ultima in some cases after g or ng.
232
 As in 
the case of 3036, three of the other DV MSS – 5266, P45 and 46 – all have consistently 
megys and H1 has only three tokens of megis compared with 89 of megys. In the fifteenth 
century megis is found almost consistently in P23 (39 tokens compared with two of megys), 
although megys dominates in Llst 3 and P263 and is used exclusively in Jesus 23 and Titus 
D.xxii.
233
  
y (/ə/) ~ i  
P22 consistently uses i as the preverbal particle before a consonant, e.g. i llada6d, i dylyent, i 
mae. But before a vowel P22 uses yd, except from p.121 where idd is used. All other DV 
MSS have y or yd, as do the fifteenth-century MSS.   
a ~ y  
Evans
234
 describes the commonly found alternation of a and y before a nasal, mostly in 
unaccented syllables. There are three examples of this: 
(a)   in six instances ymadra6d in 3036 appears as amadra6d in P22 (7.22, 14.23, 18.28, 
29.27, 57.34, 94.13),
235
 although there is one occasion on which both MSS have amadra6d 
(54.11). In the other DV MSS, 5266 has ymadr- x 64 and no amadr-, P45 has ymadr- x 11 
and no amadr-, P46 has ymadr- x 14 and amadr- x 1, H1 has ymadr- x 38 and amadr- x 3.  
                                                          
231
 In this case the -is ending is certainly primary. See Rodway (2013:72).  
232
 WG:111 §77 ii. 
233
 The figures for Llst 3 are megis x 8 and megys x 18, and for P263 megis x 2 and megys x 40. 
234
 GMW:2 §3. 
235
 P22 has 12 tokens of ymadr-. 
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In all the fifteenth-century MSS ymadrawd/ymadra6d is common. P23 also has amadrawd x 
7 and P263 has one token of hamadra6d; there are no other instances of amadrawd or 
amadra6d.
236
  
(b)   there is one instance (only) of ymgyfaruu in 3036 and amgyfaruu in P22 (30.10). In the 
other DV MSS there is only one example of amgyuaruuant, in H1 (495/21). There are eight 
examples of ymgyfar- or ymgyuar- in P263; there are no instances of either ymgyuar- or 
amgyuar- in any of the other fifteenth-century MSS.   
(c)   the change is reversed in three instances of amdiffyn (3036) appearing as ymdiffyn in P22 
(5.3, 56.15, 95.27). 3036 has ymdiffynn6r in one instance, in which P22 also has ymdyffynn6r 
(53.2). In the other DV MSS the only MS to experiment with ymdiffyn is H1, with four tokens 
(compared with 25 of amdiffyn). There is one instance of ymdiffyn in P263, whereas 
(h)amdiffyn is represented in all of the other fifteenth-century MSS except Llst 3.
237
  
There is also alternation of a and y in the 3pl. preterite ending of the verb. For the most part, 
where P22 and 3036 differ, P22 has -assant where 3036 has -yssant, e.g. ymgynullyssant > 
ymgynullassant (2.31). There is one (early) example of the reverse, i.e. dywedassant > 
dywedyssant (2.7). (In the last four pages of P22 only -assant is found, i.e. gwleddychassant, 
ymladassant and kyuodassant.) 
(ii) semi-vowels 
/ṷ/ 
The position is similar to that of the vowel /u/; P22 shifts from u to w (with only occasional 
use of 6). In the DV MSS, (g)6naeth- is much more common in P46 than in any of the other 
MSS; in contrast 5266, with only one token of g6naeth, uses (g)wnaeth or gunaeth.
238
 3036 
has only 12 tokens of (g)6naeth-, P45 has 22 and H1 has 17; otherwise -wnaeth- is used 
predominantly.  
The situation in the fifteenth-century MSS is similar. P263 rarely uses w for /ṷ/ (preferring 6) 
though there is one example of wnaeth (col. 158). In contrast P23 uses 6 for /ṷ/ only on the 
                                                          
236
 GPC (s.v. ymadrodd) cites only four examples of amadrodd. 
237 GPC (s.v. amddiffyn) cites both forms from the twelfth century. 
238
 Gunaeth- is much more common in 5266 than in the other DV MSS, though it is found occasionally in 3036 
(and twice in P22). 
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first page, and then changes to w. (Llst 3 has (g)wnaeth; Jesus 23
239
 and Titus D.xxii have 
both (g)wnaeth and (g)6naeth.) 
/j/ 
There is a tendency for P22 to restore yod where it is not present in 3036.
240
 For example,  
(a)   keissa6 > keisya6. Keissyaw is one of the words chosen by Willis
241
 as examples of 
words which show variability as to the presence or absence of /j/; the tendency of Dafydd, as 
a relatively northern scribe, to restore – or maintain – yod where it is not included in 3036 is 
consistent with this.  
In the other DV MSS, 3036, P45 and P46 consistently omit yod
242
 in keissa6/w and 
geissa6/w, 5266 includes yod after k/geiss- in all but three instances and H1 has nine tokens 
of yod in k/geissa6. In the fifteenth century the picture is mixed. There are 14 tokens of keiss- 
with a yod: one in Jesus 23, three in Titus D.xxii and ten in P23. This compares with 20 
instances of keiss- without the yod: three in Jesus 23, two in Llst 3, three in Titus D.xxii, and 
12 in P263. There are also 19 instances of geissi/y-: five in Titus D.xxii, one in Llst 3, seven 
in P263 and six in P23. In comparison there are 25 instances of geiss-: four in Jesus 23, three 
in Llst 3, three in Titus D.xxii and 15 in P263 but none in P23.  
(b)   heneiteu/heneitieu. P22 has heneitieu three times where 3036 has heneiteu. Other DV 
MSS have consistently heneiteu. There are no examples of the plural of heneit in the fifteenth 
century.  
(c)   effeirat/effeiriat. In the one case of effeirat in 3036 (P45 and P46 also have offeirat) P22 
includes the yod, i.e. effeiriat. This is another example given by Willis of a word where there 
is a tendency to variation. In the fifteenth century P263 has effeireit (x 1) while P23 has 
effeiriad/iait (x2). There are no other examples.  
(d)   paganeit/paganieit. There is one instance of 3036 having paganeit where all other DV 
MSS, including P22, have paganieit. Given that 3036 on seven other occasions joins other 
                                                          
239
 There appears to be internal inconsistency in Jesus 23 in terms of the use of 6 both as a vowel and as a semi-
vowel. While there are whole pages on which 6 does not appear, e.g. p.35, on p.38 there are 36 examples.    
240
 Thomas (1993) discusses the presence or absence of yod as one of the linguistic variants which can provide 
pointers to the geographical associations of MSS.  
241
 Willis (2005:14–20).  
242
 Bromwich (2006:xxiii) refers to the consistent omission of the medial consonantal y (/j/) in P46 (where this is 
present in P16). 
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DV MSS in including the yod in paganieit, it could be an error on the part of the 3036 scribe 
(or his exemplar). In the fifteenth century P23 again shares the tendency of P22 to restore the 
yod. There is one instance of paganeit in P23 (but no others in the fifteenth-century MSS); 
there are five of pagani/yeit in P23 and one in Titus D.xxii (but again no others). P23 also has 
two examples of baganyeit.  
(iii) diphthongs 
ei > ai   
Evans comments that the MW ei occurs as ai in ModW, although a few instances of ai occur 
in late MW.
243
  
The introduction of ai in place of ei seems to be found only in P22, although until the last 
section of the MS P22 is not consistent in its use of ai. The other DV MSS do not use ai at 
all, although in the fifteenth century P23 uses both ei and ai – see Annex B.  
ei > i 
Erill (which resembles the modern spoken form)
244
 is used 11 times in P22 – although ereill 
is more common. Ereill is also used consistently in 3036 and the other DV MSS (except for 
erill twice in H1). Erill is used once in P263 and once in P23. Otherwise eraill is used 11 
times in P23 (no tokens in P263), but the form used commonly in all the fifteenth-century 
MSS is ereill.  
eu > au  
There is one example of the modern dau being used by P22 instead of the MW deu: ‘ae 
penteulu ae dau neyint’ (29.31). There are no examples of this in the early DV MSS or the 
fifteenth-century MSS.  
ow > 6 
3036 exhibits ow consistently in gorffowyssysant, gorffowys, ni orffowyss6ys etc. P22 has 
gorff6yssyssant, gorff6ys, and ni orf6yss6ys (except in 59.19, 91.24, 95.22, 121.11).  
                                                          
243
 GMW:4 §6 N3.  
244
 GPC (s.v. arall) lists erill as a spoken form.    
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There is a mixed picture in the other DV MSS. 5266 and H1 tend to use ow, whereas P45 and 
P46 tend to use 6, but there are exceptions in the case of both H1 and P45. In the fifteenth-
century MSS there are seven instances of gorffow/o6- (four in Titus D.xxii, one in P263 and 
two in P23). Jesus 23 and Titus D.xxii each have one token of gorff6/- and P263 has two.   
y6 > e6, ew 
P22 has me6n consistently until p.123 (except for my6n in 89.14 and 92.5) and mewn 
thereafter. 3036 and all the other DV MSS have my6n throughout. This shift to (the 
etymologically correct) mewn used in ModW is further confirmed by P23 in the fifteenth-
century MSS; mewn (there are no tokens of me6n) is used frequently by P23 (and once by 
Jesus 23) although mywn is still used frequently by Jesus 23 and Llst 3 and my6n by Jesus 23, 
Titus D.xxii and P263.  
(iv) consonants – individual and in combination  
On the whole, the use of consonants in P22 is close to that of 3036, though there is evidence 
of a greater use of dd, v, and 6.  
c, k 
P22’s use of c and k is generally the same as in 3036. k is used initially in many cases, but 
P22 is more consistent than 3036 in the use of c in certain words, e,g. castell and caffel. The 
following table shows the distribution of these two words in all the DV MSS:
245
 
 P22 3036 5266 P45 H1 
castell
246
 19 8 47 32 0
247
 
kastell
248
 4 32 6 7 36 
caff(a)el
249
 14 41 77 40 4  
kaff(a)el 1 46 7 0 55  
                                                          
245
 There are no figures for P46 as neither the search facility on the website nor the Word version of P46 
distinguish between c and k. 
246
 Includes castell-. 
247
 H1 changes from kastell to castell when the text changes to Ystoria Dared.  
248
 Includes kastell-. 
249
 These figures do not include the instances where P22 has gaffel.   
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The single instance of kaffel in P22 is Dafydd’s first use of the word (3.4); thereafter he uses 
caffel. There are three tokens of kastell in P263 and 22 in P23. In contrast P263 has castell x 
32 whereas P23 has 12 tokens (there are no examples in the other fifteenth-century MSS).  
There are examples of ce- in proper names, e.g. lacedonia (H1) and leircestyr, where /s/ may 
be intended. Otherwise ce- is only found as part of sce- or cce-; the same is true of ci-, which 
is only found after s-.
250
 
P22 does not use k in a medial position except in compound nouns, e.g. kytkygor. (All the 
other DV MSS have kyt gyghor.) c is occasionally used after ys, e.g. yscymun, escob, 
llosci.
251
  
There is occasional use of k in a final position, but only after n, e.g.in fraink where 3036 has 
frainc, and in ieuank, where 3036 has ieuanc.  
d, dd, th 
There is a clear difference with 3036. P22 uses dd for the first time on p.9;
252
 there are a few 
instances of dd between p.9 and p.121 and thereafter dd becomes standard. 3036 has 13 
tokens of dd, including three of ryddit and four of prudder, both of which can be regarded as 
special cases in terms of their etymology, with each word formed from a word ending in dd 
and one beginning in d, i.e. rhydd +-did and prudd+-der.
253
 In those cases where these words 
are extant in P22, the MS has rydit, rytdit and prudder. Curiously, in one other instance 
where 3036 has geluyddodeu (182.26), P22 has geluydodeu (89.9).  
In the other DV MSS, 5266 has 11 examples of dd, including four of prudder (but none of 
ryddit). P45 has 35 tokens (including one of prudder) and P46 has 31 tokens (including three 
of prudder). H1 has four tokens (prudder, newydder
254
 and ryddit x 2). In the fifteenth-
century dd is in common usage in Jesus 23, Llst 3 and P23, but is used only twice in Titus 
D.xxii and six times in P263.
255
  
                                                          
250
 See Rodway (2009:123–33), who suggests that the absence of c in these circumstances is probably a result of 
Norman influence, as <ce ci> in French = /se si/.  
251
 See also pp.74–5.  
252
 After p.9 dd is used at 12.10, 12.26. 14.33, 59.16 (in prudder) then at 93.32, 94.8 and consistently from 
121.1. 3036 has ryddit where P22 has rydit (3.28). 
253
 See GPC s.v. rhyddid and prudd-der. 
254
 As with ryddit and prudder, newydder derives from newydd + der.  
255
 According to WG:22 §19 iii.(4), dd came into general use in the fifteenth century.   
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P22 also experiments with th for /ð/:  
 there is one example of gortheri (11.13), where 3036, 5266 and H1 have gorderi.  
 similarly P22 has one token of keneddloeth (121.21), where 5266 and 3036 have 
kenedloed (and H1 kynedloed). There is also one token of keneddloedd (126.33), 
where 3036 has kenedloed.  
 P22 has ‘Ac ym plith i weithredoeth’ (25.27) where 3036 has weithredoed. But P22 
also has several tokens of weithredoed. In his final four pages the scribe uses 
gweithredoedd.   
 P22 also has one token of g6ladoeth (53.1); all the other DV MSS have g6ladoed or 
guladoed. 
Neither gortheri nor kened(d)loeth occur in the fifteenth-century MSS. But there are five 
tokens of (g)weithredoeth – two in Llst 3 and three in P23. There is one token of 
gwladoeth in P23 (47v.11). 
f, u 
There is no consistency in either 3036 or P22. For example, although both 3036 and P22 
normally use gouyn, 3036 also has six tokens of gofyn and P22 one of go6yn. Other DV MSS 
also have most commonly gouyn and 5266 and P45 exclusively so; H1 has two examples of 
gofyn and P46 has one. No other DV MS has go6yn.  
P22 has one token of diflin (4.37) where 3036 has diulin. P45 has diulin and P46 has diflin 
(the word is not used in 5266 or H1).    
f > ff 
There are two issues here. In the first, Dafydd uses ff for /v/ and in the second he uses ff for 
/f/. I look at these separately: 
(a)   f (/v/) > ff (/v/)
256
 
                                                          
256
 Rodway (2013:100 and n.312) points to examples of ff for /v/, citing inter alia Thomas (2000:35, n.34) who 
considers such cases to be examples of hypercorrection.   
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There are many instances in which P22 has ff where 3036 has f, although some of these are 
single examples: gyfodes and gyffodes (12.11), gyfanhed and gyffanhed (12.34), argyfreu and 
argyffreu (17.27), ar gof and ar goff (18.21).
257
 
The wider picture is inconsistent, but overall confirms a gradual shift on P22’s part to the use 
of ff. There are:  
 11 instances in which P22 has gyffoeth where 3036 has gyf/uoeth, though 19 instances 
where P22 has g/kyfoeth (including as part of a longer word). (There is one token of 
gyffoeth- (123.8) in 3036; no other DV MSS have ff.) In the fifteenth-century MSS 
there are 13 tokens of gyfoeth, and 42 of gyoueth. There are none of gyffoeth.  
 seven instances of P22 having t/dracheffyn where 3036 has trachefyn; P22 also has 10 
tokens of t/drachefyn. In the fifteenth-century MSS there are 20 tokens of d/trachefyn, 
and five of d/tracheuyn. There are none of d/tracheffyn.  
(b)   f (/f/) > ff (/f/) 
There are two instances of fforest in P22 where 3036 has forest. But again the overall picture 
is inconsistent: fforest occurs five times in both 3036 and H1 (which also has forest three 
times) and three times in P46. Similarly, in the fifteenth century, P263 has four tokens of 
fforest and two of forest while P23 has two of fforest and three of forest.  
There is a similar picture of inconsistency in other words: 
 ffo is commonly used by both 3036 and P22. On four occasions (only) P22 also uses 
fo (4.18, 6.22, 6.23 and 64.19). In the other DV MSS: 5266 has only one example of 
ffo and 103 of fo, P45 has ffo x 14 and fo x 71, P46 has ffo x 47 and fo x 31. H1 has fo 
x 7and ffo x 79. In the fifteenth century ffo is used twice in Jesus 23, 25 times in P263 
and 54 times in P23. fo is used once in Jesus 23, 26 times in P263 and 25 times in 
P23.  
 in the same part of the MS, P22 has one token of gorfwys (5.1). This appears to be 
another experiment with a single f in the early part of the MS. There is one gorf6ys 
and one gorfowys in Titus D.xxii, but otherwise forms of gorffwys in the fifteenth-
century MSS always use ff. 
                                                          
257
 Other DV MSS have consistently gof, except ar goff (once) in H1 (35r/21). 
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 P22 has one token of fflandrys (23.13) where 3036 has flandrys. 5266 has flandrys x 
4, P46 has two of each, P45 also has two of each (but not the same ones as P46), H1 
has flandrys x 3 and 3036 has one of each. P263 uses flandrys (once) and P23 has 
fflandrys (twice). 
 
h 
There are number of examples of h being omitted in P22 where it is retained in 3036, most 
commonly after n. In some cases the h is simply omitted, in one instance (bynnac) the 
consonant is doubled. The following table illustrates a mixed picture among the DV MSS* 
but a clear shift towards omission of the h in the fifteenth-century MSS, in other words to a 
spelling which which may not be etymologically correct but which reflects pronunciation.   
 
P22 3036 Other DV MSS* 15
th
 century MSS 
bynnac x 6 
bynhac x 3 
bynhac 5266 bynnac x 8 and 
bynnhac x 3. P45 bynhac x 
9 and P46 bynnac x 8. H1 
bynhac x 5. 
bynnac x 72 (in all MSS).  
No bynhac. 
de6raf  de6rhaf  5266 de6/wrhaf. P45, P46 
and H1 de6raf. 
de6raf x 8 (P263). dewraf x 
1. No de6/wrhaf. 
chan6r chanh6r P45, 46 and H1 chan6r. 
5266 chanh6r x 1 and 
chan6r x 1.  
chan6r x 3 (P263).  
No chanh6r or chanhwr. 
hynaf hynhaf 
henhaf 
5266 hynaf. P45, P46 and 
H1 henhaf.  
henhaf x 1 (P263). Many 
examples of hynaf (mainly in 
P263 and P23). No hynhaf. 
kerennyd kerenhyd 5266, P46 kerenhyd. P45 
kerennyd. 
kerennyd x 1. No kerenhyd. 
arbennic arbenhic P45 arbenhic. 5266 and P46 
arbennic. 
arbenhic x 1 (P263).  
arbennic x 6.  
ieuaf  ieuhaf 5266, P45 and P46 y/ieuhaf. None. 
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H1 ieuaf. 
diegis/diegys dieghis x 2 All MSS dieghis or 
dienghis.  
dienghis x 2(P23). diengis x 
3 (P263 and P23).  
kymell x 2 
(both on p. 
55.30/31) 
but kymhell 
x 19. 
kymhell x 35 
kymell x 1 
5266 kymhell x 20, kymell x 
25. P45 kymhell x 17, 
kymell x 15. P46 kymhell x 
9, kymell x 25. H1 kymhell x 
9, kymell x 27.   
kymell x 28. kymmell x 5. No 
kymhell. 
 
There are, however, instances where in the short form of a verb P22 appears to experiment by 
including an h that is not present in 3036.
258
 In the following examples, the scribes’s 
inclusion of h is out of line with other usage in the fifteenth century: 
P22 3036 Other DV MSS 15
th
 century MSS 
wnelhei 
(2.18) 
wnelei 
(although 
3036 on other 
occasions has 
w/6nelhei) 
5266 and H1 have wneley/i 
(no P45 or 46).  
No examples of 6/wnelhei. 
deuhei 
(19.36) 
deuei deuei  No examples of deuhei. 
mynhei 
 (2.30, 
52.31, 
124.7) 
mynhei  
mynnei 
P45 has mynnei only.  
5266, H1 and P46 have 
predominantly mynnei.   
mynhei x 1 in Jesus 23, 
otherwise mynnei x 13. 
uynhynt 
(7.7) 
 
uynnynt 5266, P45 and P46 have 
6/v/uynhynt. H1 has 
vynnynt. 
uynnynt x 2.  
No examples of uynhynt. 
gorfenhynt 
(55.15) 
gorffennynt P46 has gorffenhynt. 5266 
and P45 omit h.  
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 See GMW:128 §137 and Rodway (2013:50) for the origin of the h. 
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In the case of amylhau P22 reflects a shift towards inclusion of h which is matched in the 
fifteenth-century MSS by nine examples of amylh- and two of amlh-, compared with five 
tokens of amla- .
259
 Perhaps by analogy with this, P22 also inserts an h in the superlative 
adjective (used adverbially) amlaf where other DV MSS all have amlaf (although Llst 1 and 
H2 have amlhaf):
260
 
 amylhau  
(12.22) 
amylhaei 
(7.18) 
amlau 
 
amlaei 
amlhau (5266 and H1). 
amlau (P45), amhlau (P46). 
amlaei (5266 and H1) – P45 
and P46 omit sentence. 
amylhav (P263 and P23). 
 
amylhaf 
261
 
(13.1) 
amlaf amlaf (H1 not extant). amlaf (P263 x 2). 
 
 
dr > tr  
There is an example of provection where phetrussaw is found in P22 (9.19) and phedrussa6 
in 3036 (and H1, P45, and P46). A shift towards petrussa6 is found twice in P263 (but not in 
P23.)
262
 
ll > n 
There is one example of 3036 having ar lleilltu and P22 ar neilltu (10.30), though there is 
one token where P22 retains ar lleilltu (9.2). Ar lleilltu appears rarely in other 
fourteenth/fifteenth-century MSS
263
 although six times in 3036. All the other DV MSS have 
ar neilltu rather than ar lleilltu. Nor is ar lleilltu found in the fifteenth-century MSS. It may 
have been an introduction by the scribe of the archetype of 3036 and P22, i.e. (d) in the 
stemma. 
sc > sg 
There are a number of instances where 3036 has sc and P22 has sg: 
                                                          
259
 GPC (s.v. amlhaf) illustrates almost consistent inclusion of h from 1400.   
260
 GMW:38 §41 (c).  
261
 In this case the h is inserted not in a part of the verb amlhau but in the superlative of the adjective aml. 
262
 The examples of pedrus-/petrus- cited by GPC show a shift from d to t in the fourteenth century.  
263
 i.e. on the 1300–1425 website (Luft et al:2013). It is to be found once in BL Harley 4353, twice in P5 and 
once in Jesus 111. The instances in P5:150r and that in Jesus 111:229v are both found in Ystoria Bown de 
Hamtwn in the sentence ‘ac yna y kerdassant ar lleilltu’. 
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(a)   on nine occasions P22 has (arch)esgob where 3036 has (arch)escob, although there are 
also several occasions on which P22 also has (arch)escob. In the other DV MSS, H1 has 
consistently escob, whereas P45 has escob only twice; in 5266 and P46 the numbers are more 
evenly balanced.
264
 In the fifteenth-century MSS there are 16 tokens of (arch)escob and 62 of 
(arch)esgob.  
(b)   three times in the first section of P22 llosgi is found where 3036 has llosci (11.22,  
20.32, 26.28). But thereafter P22 also has llosci (90.15, 121.12, 121.35, 125.10). 5266, P45 
and H1 have consistently llosgi (x 17) and P46 has six tokens of each. In the fifteenth-century 
MSS llosgi predominates (30 tokens in total with only five of llosci – two in P263 and one in 
P23). 
There are a few examples of 3036 having sg where P22 has sc. For example, on one occasion 
3036 has disgynnu where P22 has discynnu, although in all the other (four) instances both 
MSS have discyn-. There are no examples of discyn- in the fifteenth-century MSS. Overall it 
seems that Dafydd experimented with a change to sg but did not adopt this permanently, 
although it became widely used elsewhere in the fifteenth century.  
tr > dr  
3036 has two tokens of amherotron, but P22 and all other DV MSS have amherodron. 
amherodron is consistently used in the other fifteenth-century MSS.  
A phonological shift is also illustrated in the 32 tokens of drwy/dr6y in P22 (though this 
number is exceeded by that of tr6y/trwy); the first is in 60.5. In all these instances 3036 has 
tr6y. There are no other instances of drwy in other DV MSS. Drwy is much more common 
than trwy in the fifteenth century, although there are seven tokens of trwy in P23.  
Alternation between consonants  
Chw, hw and wh 
Chw, hw and wh commonly alternate with one another in MW,
265
 although there are few 
examples of this in the DV MSS. This tends to reflect dialectal difference, with S. Welsh 
                                                          
264
 5266 has esgob x 34 and escob x 39. P46 has esgob x 12 and escob x 19.  
265
  GMW:11 §14. 
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preferring wh-.
266
 There are examples of the use of the southern wh in both 3036 and H1
267
 
though not in P22 (or in 5266, P45 and P46). Where it is used by 3036, P22 has on all but one 
occasion (whynychu (125.34)) either hw or chw.  
For example:  
a)   wh ~ hw  
There is one example* where 3036 has whedleuha and P22 hwedleuha, i.e. ‘ac i gallon 
hwedleuha it a g6ybot med6l eu kenedyl ar t6yll ar brat a ystrywer odyno ith erbyn’ (P22 
58.33). H1 shares whedleua with 3036 while 5266 has chuedleuha ((P45 and P46 do not 
include this word). hw/h6 is occasionally to be found in Jesus 23,
268
 in Llst 3
269
 and in 
P263.
270
 
b)   wh ~ chw  
Similarly, there are a number of instances* where 3036 has wh and P22 has chw. P22 has 
chwech or chwe in place of whech or whe three times (12.13, 93.27 and 123.11), chechan6r 
in place of whechanh6r (20.35) and chwechant in place of whecant (93.11). In two instances 
(12.13 and 93.11) H1 has w (the wording is not used in 20.35, 93.27 or 123.11). The other 
DV MSS, like P22, have chue-, chwe- or ch6e- in every case except one token of h6e in P46 
(336.10). In a further instance P22 has chwerwedd (121.22) where both 3036 and H1 have 
werwed. (5266 also has chuerwed.) There is in addition one example of chw being retained in 
both 3036 and P22 (and all the other DV MSS); where 3036 has ‘gossot a oruc chwe chant 
marcha6c y my6n kestyll assaracus’, P22 has ch[..] chant (4.25).  
In the fifteenth-century MSS the use of chw- or ch6- is usual, though there are isolated 
examples of hwe- and h6e- in P263, Llst 3 and Jesus 23. For example, where P23 (3r) has 
‘chwechannwr o varchogion arvawc y mewn kastell i asaracus’, P263 (col. 92) has ‘h6echant 
marcha6c ymy6n castell assaracus’.  
                                                          
266
 See Jackson (1953:525–6), Wmffre (2003:291–5), Rodway (2004:115–6), Haycock (1988:357–86) and  
(2007:2). 
267
 Haycock comments (2007:2) that the use of wh- amd hu- for chw- suggests that the scribe of the Book of 
Taliesin (plus 3036 and three other extant MSS) was from mid or south Wales. The similar use of wh- in H1 
suggests that the H1 scribe may also have been from mid or south Wales.   
268
 e.g.  ‘y | hwech pechawt marwawl (15.8);  ‘yr hynn a hwenychych’  (34.24).  
269
 e.g. ‘rei o bimp val y mae gwers o hwech val y mae gwnawn’ (474.11); ‘Krych a chwtta a vyd o hwecheir 
byrryonn’ (496r). 
270
 e.g. h6emis (col. 45.7).  
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There is also an example of P22 dropping the w after ch in ‘O chi chi yr atalwedigyon 
tyghetueneu’ (18.28) where it is retained in every other case except P46 (which has different 
wording). This reflects the shift from chwi to chi in ModW. There are no examples of chi in 
the other fifteenth-century MSS.  
(v) double letters 
There are two letters, n and r, where there are differences between P22 and 3036 in the use of 
the single and double letters.   
nn, n 
For the most part P22’s use of double nn is the same as in 3036. But: 
 P22 is consistent (with one early exception, 3.11) in using a single n in gynulleitua 
and in all forms of the corresponding verb, e.g. gynullassei, whereas 3036 is almost 
consistent in using double n. 
 there are occasional examples of P22 using hyny where 3036 has hynny, but for the 
most part Dafydd uses nn in hynny, h6nn6, even where 3036 has hyny, h6n6 etc.  
 P22 tends to use nn before i (where 3036 has y) as in morynyon > morynnion and  
glinyeu > glinnieu. But there are occasional examples of the reverse, e.g. gleinnyon > 
gleini.  
 P22 is inconsistent before the 3pl. pret. ending, e.g. ranassant (3036) > rannassant 
but guerescynnasant (3036) > gorescynassant and (3sg. plup.) orchymynnassei 
(3036) > orchymynassei.  
The picture in the other fifteenth-century MSS is similarly mixed, as can be seen for example 
in : 
 Jesus 23 Llst 3 Titus D.xxii P263 P23 
gyn/nnulle
itua  
0 0 nn x 2. n x 1. nn x 3. n x 1. 0 
hyn/nny Overwhelming use of hynny by all MSS.
271
 
 
                                                          
271
 There are only occasional examples of hyny. These are: Llst 3 x 4, Titus D.xxiix 1, P263 x 4 and P23 x 6. 
P263 also has one h6n6. 
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nn before 
i/y 
glinyeu x 
1. 
glinyeu 
x 1.  
morynnion/mo
rynnyon x 1.  
glinyeu x 1. 
gleinyon x 1. morynnion/moryn
nyon x 1.  
morynion/moryny
on x 2. 
 No tokens of glinnieu/glinnyeu or gleinnyon/gleinnion. 
3pl. pret.: 
ranassant 
3sg.plup.: 
gorchymy
nassei 
0 0 0 ranassant x 1.  
rannassant x 
2. 
rannassant x 3. 
 
gorchymynassei x 
1. 
 No tokens of (g)orchymynnassei. 
 
rr, r 
P22’s use of rr and r is almost the same as that of 3036. There is one (only) example of 
erreill in 3036 (which may be an instance of hypercorrection) where P22 has erill; otherwise 
all instances are ereill or erill. Similarly in two cases P22 has dor where 3036 has torr 
(though in one other instance both texts have torr). There are no other examples of erill in the 
other DV MSS. Tor is used four times in H1, twice in P45 and once in P46.  
In the limited evidence in other fifteenth-century MSS there are two examples of erill (P263 
and P23) – no examples of err(e)ill – but four examples of d/torr (one torr in Titus D.xxii,  
two in P263, one in P23).  
 
 
(vi) individual words or groups of words 
ac gwedy 
On 21 occasions P22 has ac guedy or ac gwedy where 3036 has a g6/uedy, although this is a 
small figure compared with the hundreds of tokens of a guedy that are found in both MSS. 
5266 and H1 have almost uniformly a g6edy/a guedy/a gwedy; 5266 has only two instances,  
and H1 only ten, of ac g-. P46 in contrast has 73 instances of ac g-, for the most part ac 
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gwedy; P45 has 363 examples of ac g6edy and 86 of ac gwedy. (ac gwedy is also found in 
Llst 1, although there the default construction is ac ena gwedy.) 
In the fifteenth-century MSS, there are only 15 tokens of a gwed- and a g6ed- is much more 
common; there are 15 tokens of ac g6ed- and 43 of ac gwed-.  
(ac) ell6g , gell6g   
There are two forms of the verb, ellwng and gellwng; according to the examples quoted by 
GPC ellwng was predominant until the fourteenth century when gellwng started to appear.
272
 
This would be consistent with 3036 having ac ell6g three times; in two of these instances P22 
has a gell6g or a gyll6g. 5266, P45 and H1 all have ac ell-; there are no instances of a gell-. 
P46 has one token of a gell- but otherwise ac ell-. 
In fifteenth century there are three tokens of a gell6g (all in P263) and three of ac ell6g/wng 
(one in P263 and two in P23). There are no examples of ac gell-. 
gu/werescyn > gorescyn 
Gu/weresgyn is a variant of gorescyn, deriving from gwor- + esgyn, with the semi-vowel ṷ 
being lost before o.
273
 The examples of gweresgyn cited in GPC are, with one exception,
274
 
from the fourteenth century White Book Mabinogion and, in one case, from the Ystorya 
Bown de Hamtwn (also in the White Book of Rhydderch).  
There are two examples in 3036 (and H1) where the verb guerescyn is used in the preterite or 
pluperfect. First, where 3036 has 6ynt a werescenyssant y guladoed, P22 has a 
orescynnassant y g6ladoed (55.22). H1 has gwerescyn and the other DV MSS (5266, P45, 
P46) have oresgyn-. Second, where 3036 has guedy ry | werescyn o estra6n genedyl, P22 has 
guedy ry orescyn (126.5). H1 has gwedy y gwerescyn; the other DV MSS have oresgyn. 
But these examples are the first uses of the verb in the MS. Subsequently 3036 also uses a 
form of gorescyn, e.g: A thr6y eu gnotaedic vrat y gorescynant ni. (255/3). P22 similarly has 
y gorescynnant ni (124.23). (There is a gap in H1.) There are no examples of (g)werescyn- in 
the other fifteenth-century MSS.  
                                                          
272
 GPC (s.v. gellyngaf) gives the etymology of ellwng and the subsequent addition of the initial g.  
273
 GPC (s.v. goresgyn).    
274
 The exception is P18, c.1300. 
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et(t)wa > etto
275
   
The MlW forms etwo and etwa derive from the older form edwaeth.
276
 The MlW forms are 
etwo and etwa; the w is sometimes dropped before o
277
 to give etto.  
In P22 etwa occurs twice (15.13 and 124.18); otherwise the form used is always etto (seven 
tokens). There are no examples of etto in any other earlier DV MS. But in the fifteenth 
century etto is found:  
 in Llst 3 (441 and 466)  
 in Titus D.xxii (138r, 138v, 141r, 150v, 179r and 183r) 
 in P23 (24v, 39v and 42v).  
Jesus 23 has one token of ettwa (34.23) in addition to etwa twice (27.21 and 50.17) and et6a 
twice. P263 has et6a x 7. P23 also has etaw (x 3), which might be a hypercorrection for eto 
on the part of the scribe.  
eiroet, erioet  
Eirioet is used by P22 only once (H1 has eirioet x 10). Otherwise erioet is always used by 
P22 where 3036 has eiroet.
278
 Other DV MSS (apart from H1) also always have eiroet (or 
(5266) eyroet).
279
 
In the fifteenth century, the picture is more varied. There is one token of eirioet in P23 and 22 
tokens of erioed/t or eryoet; eiroet is found twice and erioet six times in P263. (Erioet also 
occurs twice in Llst 3.) 
gṷneuthur 
In the early part of the P22 MS (i.e. up to 27.23), there are seven instances where P22 has 
either gueuthur or (more probably) gneuthur (us and ns are indistinguishable). In six of these 
cases 3036 has guneuthur or g6neuthur and in the seventh 3036 has gueuthur. There is a 
further instance (30.31) where P22 has gnerthur or guerthur, which may be a scribal error for 
                                                          
275
 See GMW:6 §8 and 221 §247(d). 
276
 WG:432 §220 ii.(7) explains the origin of eto. 
277
 WG:41 §36 iii.  
278
 This is an example of /j/ being suppressed by a southern scribe. See p.66 on restoration of yod. 
279
 GMW:222 gives the etymology of erioet etc (from yr + poss. pron. 3sg. masc. i + oet). eirioet illustrates 
affection of e to ei by /j/. 
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gneuthur or gueuthur. Neither gueuthur nor gneuthur is found either in the other DV MSS or 
in the fifteenth-century MSS. It seems possible therefore that in both cases the intention in 
P22 is gueuthur, and Dafydd has omitted to insert a macron, which would tally with the fact 
(see Chapter 3, p.29) that bar marks are rarely shown in P22. gueuthur in 3036 may also be 
an instance where gūeuthur (with a macron) was intended.  
There are in addition two instances of g6neuthur > gweuthur (11.34 and 24.7); again, it 
seems likely that the n was deliberately omitted, and a macron not inserted. (There are rare 
instances of what appears also to be omission of a macron in one token of gueuthur and 
gweuthur in 5266 and P46 respectively (but not in H1 or P45) and in the fifteenth-century 
MSS in one exanple in Titus D.xxii.) 
A separate issue is the monophthongization of g6neuthur > gwnethur (11.27, 12.34, 13.7.  
25.11) or g6nethur (55.1). This form is found rarely in other early MSS. 5266 and P45 have 
(g)6neth- or (g)wneth- twice each and P46 and H1 have (g)wneth- or (g)6neth- once each; 
(g)wneth- and (g)6neth- are not found at all in 3036. However, P23 has 17 tokens of 
(g)wneth- (there are no other instances in the fifteenth-century MSS).  
However, this experimentation with other forms of guneuthur in P22, including the use of 
gweuthur, gueuthur (or possibly gneuthur) and gwnethur seems to be limited to the early part 
of the MS. After the first section of the MS (up to p.30), g6neuthur (52.3, 89.20, 92.1, 95.8), 
gwneuthur (121.38, 124.21) and wneuthur (62.15) are used consistently (except for the 
instance of g6nethur at 55.1).  
 
Metathesis 
Morris Jones
280
 draws a distinction between metathesis of joined consonants and metathesis 
of separated consonants. In the DV MSS of the Brut the metathesis to be found is the latter, 
and is exhibited in forms of crefyddus/chrefyddwyr/gre6yddwyr/cre6yddwyr and credyuus, 
credyfus or credyfwyr. The original form of the word
281
 is the first of these, i.e. crefyddus etc. 
                                                          
280
 WG:160 §102 iv. 
281
 See GPC s.v. crefyddus. 
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In the passages of the Brut for which P22 is extant, there are no examples in 5266 of the 
unmetathesised form of crefydwyr or crefydus and six examples where metathesis takes 
place.  Four of these are clustered on pp.122-23 of P22, where the Latin is religios- or 
monach-, and all the DV MSS except P22 have, in all but one case (see P46 in (iii) below), 
credyfwyr or similar. In contrast in P22 the d and f/u are reversed to give 
crefyddus/chrefyddwyr/gre6yddwyr/cre6yddwyr. These examples are: 
(i)  ‘et archiepiscopatum religiosissimis praesulibus munitos’ (HRB 188.181). 
3036 has ‘archescoba6t yn gyfla6n o prelatyeit credyfus catholic’. P22 has ‘archescobiawt yn 
gyflawn o brelatieit cre6yddus cotholic (122.17)’. All other DV MSS have credyfus.  
(ii)  ‘Venerant autem ad eandem ciuitatem ex diuersis Britonum prouinciis innumerabiles 
monachiet heremitae’ (HRB 189.202–4). 
3036 has ‘meneich a chredyfwyr o pop manachloc’. 5266 and H1 also have chredyfwyr (word 
omitted from P45 and P46). P22 has ‘myneich a chrefyddwyr o bob manachloc’ (122.37).  
(iii) and (iv)  ‘At Edelfridus ciuitate capta, cum intellexisset causam aduentus praedictorum 
monachorum, iussit in eos primum arma uerti,’ (HRB 189.207–9). 
The DV MSS use a form of credyfwyr or creuyddwyr twice in this sentence.  3036 has ‘A 
guedy kaffel o edelflet y dinas a g6ybot yr acha6s yr dothoed y sa6l gredyfwyr hynny yno; 
ymchoelut eu harueu a | wnaethant yn | y credyfwyr.’ In the first instance all other pre-
fifteenth-century DV MSS also have gredyfwyr, credyuur or credyfwyr (except P46 which 
has grefyd6yr).In the second instance, all other pre-fifteenth-century DV MSS (including 
P46) also have c/gredyf-. However, P22 has g/cre6ydd- in both cases, ‘a gwybot [-]haws y 
doethoedd y sawl gre6yddwyr hynny yno ymchoelut eu harue6 a wnaeth[..]t yn y 
cre6yddwyr’(123.2). 
There are in addition two, earlier, examples (HRB 92.91 and 151.198–9) in which 5266 has 
credyuus (translating revuerentiae and religiosis) but 3036, as well as P22, has the 
unmetathesised creuydus. These are: 
(v) ‘Qui uiso tantae reuerentiae uiro’ (HRB 92.91). 
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5266 has credyuus; 3036 and P22 (56.1) have creuy/edus (the wording is omitted from the 
other MSS). 
(vi) ‘atque religiosis coetibus uirorum ac mulierum exornat’. (HRB 151.198–9). 
3036 has ‘ac y peris gossot yndunt c6fenhoed creuydus y talu guassanaeth d6ywa6l yg 
kyfnodedic amser yn herwyd gossotedigaeth y ffyd lan gatholic’. P22 (96.28) and H1also 
have creuydus. 5266 and P45 have credyu/fus (the wording is omitted from P46).  
The extant section of P22 also includes one further example of metathesis which is discussed 
by Sims-Williams as a special case.
282
 This is the translation of ‘Ibi omnes operarii urbis, 
adueniente sollempnitate dei’. Llst 1 and 5266 are true to Geoffrey’s Latin text of operarii, 
and translate this with crefftwyr (Llst 1) and greftwyr (5266), as in ‘A phan delhey gwyl6a e 
temhyl honno e de6ynt holl crefftwyr e dynas h6nn6’ (Llst 1). This survives in both 3036 
greftwyr and H1 grefftwyr. But in P45 metathesis creates gredyfwyr and in P46 extra letters 
are added to give crefuyd6yr, in both cases producing a change in meaning to ‘cleric’ or 
‘religious person’. This change also occurs in P22 to give grefytwyr (19.36).  
The two other fifteenth-century copies of the Brut are different. P263 has (col.142) ‘A phan 
delei 6ylua y temyl honno y deuei holl grefft6yr y dinas ar 6lat oe anrydedu’, despite other 
Red Book of Hergest (RBH) MSS having grefydwyr (3035), gredyfwyr (Peniarth 19) and 
grefyd6yr (Jesus 111). In contrast P23 has ‘A | phan ddelai wylva yn | y demyl honno y 
devynt holl gyffreithwy<r> y | dinas a | rei or wlad hyd yd ymgereydynt yw anrydedv 
hwnnw’.283  
 
The last four pages  
Given that in his last four pages Dafydd is translating rather than copying, one would expect 
this section of his MS to reflect the orthographical practices that he would normally use in the 
early 1440s. As might also be expected, the pages reflect to a large extent changes that he 
appears to have made in the course of copying the Brut. I summarise here the changes that he 
                                                          
282 Sims-Williams (2011:33–39). HRB 31.258–9. 
283
 Sims-Williams (2011:36) questions whether this is a simple error in copying or whether the scribe knew that 
Roman lawyers were obliged to work on 1 January in honour of the god Janus. 
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carries forward into these pages as the nearest we can currently get to the orthography used 
by an Aberystwyth writer in the mid-fifteenth century (there are no orthographical differences 
between the latter sections of the Brut and Dafydd’s own translation from the Latin 
chronicle):  
(i) vowels and semi-vowels: 
 w has supplanted 6 for /u/. 
 6 is used initially for /ü/ in un; u is used medially as in onaddunt as is, occasionally, y.   
There is little difference in the usage of i and y standing alone: 
 i is used alone for /i/ as a preposition, e.g. ac i hwnnw idd oedd ddwy esteddua; as /ï/ 
in the 3sg. pron., e.g. i dat; and as /ə/ in the affirmative particle, e.g. i geilw y saesson 
loegyr.  
 y is used alone for /ə/ in the def. article and the affirmative particle, e.g. y claddwyt; as 
a preposition, e.g. mab oedd hwnnw y knu6t and in combination with other 
prepositions, e.g. y gan; and also as the 3sg. poss. pron. e.g. y doeth Elystan y 6ab.  
 y takes over from e in kyt-. 
There is still some uncertainty and inconsistency in the case of: 
 a and e, e.g. keredic and karedic. 
 ei and ai; despite Dafydd’s use of ai rather than ei in a number of words (see Annex 
B), in the Brut part of P22, ei is still very much in evidence, e.g. seith, ffoassei. Ai is 
limited to waith and to the 3sg. pron. e.g. ‘ac ai gwnaeth yn drethawl y loegyr’. 
 er and yr; er hynny is used rather than yr hynny. 
 both i and y are used for /j/ and yod is always included, e.g. in penadurieit, 
brenhinyaeth. 
 w is commonly used for the semivowel /ṷ/, e.g. gwedy, wiscawdd, although guedy is 
also still used.   
(ii) consonants: 
 dd is firmly established; t is still used for a final /d/. th is no longer used for /ð/. 
 c is normally still used for /g/ in the final position, as in bendigedic, yscyuarnoc. 
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 6 is the preferred letter for /v/ in the initial position, e.g. 6elly, 6renhin. f is used 
commonly, though not exclusively, in the final position and in cyf (but not in the 
initial position). v is used only three times, in David, velly and ddyvot. u is 
occasionally used, e.g. in dyuot, arueroedd, goruu, kauas. 
 ff is commonly used for /f/, but not exclusively so, e.g. gorfwyssawdd, amddifynnwr. 
 sc (rather than sg) is used except for four instances of esgob.  
 the nasal ng is still not normally written; it is used in English proper names, e.g. 
Bwckyngam, but not in, e.g., yg kaer wynt, a theilwg. 
 
Annex A: orthographical changes exhibited in the course of P22 
In each case an example of a word or words, or part or parts of a word, are used to illustrate 
changes that occur in the sections of the MS (by page number). The continuation chronicle is 
included in the last section as there is no difference in Dafydd’s orthography between the 
chronicle and the last section of the Brut. 
P22   1–30 51–64 89–95 121–126, 131–
133, 133–6 
a ~ e 
~ y 
tagn- 
tygn- 
tegn-  
tagn- x 3 
tygn- x 4 
tegn- x 5 
 
 
- tegn-  tegn-  
e ~ y menegi > 
mynegi 
menegi mynegis mynegi mynegi 
 tybyg- > 
tebyg-  
tybyg-,  
except tebyg- 
(29.7, 30.3) 
t/debyg-, 
except tybyg- 
(159.16) 
tybyg- (89.26) 
then tebyg- 
(92.39, 93.2) 
tybyg-  
 
 
y > i yd oed > 
idd oedd 
yd oed yd oed  yd oed idd oedd 
v > 6 vn > 6n   vn vn except 6n x 
1 (60.23) 
vn 6n 
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P22   1–30 51–64 89–95 121–126, 131–
133, 133–6 
6 > w 6rth > 
wrth 
6rth  6rth   wrth  
 h6nn6 > 
hwnnw 
h6nn6 h6nn6 h6nn6 hwnnw 
 my/e6n > 
mewn 
my6n me6n my6n/me6n mewn 
 p6y > pwy p6y p6y p6y pwy 
 pa6b > 
pawb 
pa6b pa6b pa6b pawb x 1 
 distri6 > 
distriw 
distri6 distri6 distri6 
 
distriw 
/j/ 
(yod) 
keissa6 > 
keisya6 
k/geiss- x 7 
k/geissi/y- x 6 
k/geiss- x 13 
k/geissi/y- x 9  
k/geissi/y- x 4 
ei ~ ai wreic ~ 
wraic 
wraic x 13 
wreic x 1 
(17.33) 
 
wraic x 2  
 
wraic x 1 
(96.43) 
wreic x 5  
wraic x 4  
 reit ~ rait 
 
rait x 7 
reit x 8  
reit x 7  rait x 1 (92.20) 
reit x 3  
 
rait x 4  
ei ~ i ereill ~ 
erill 
erill x 11 (all 
on pps. 4-27)  
ereill eraill  ereill 
6 ~ 
ow 
(g)orf(f)6- 
~ 
(g)orf(f)o
w- 
(g)orf(f)6- 
x 8 
(g)orf(f)6- x 1 
(g)orf(f)ow- x 
1 
 
(g)orf(f)6- x 2 
(g)orf(f)ow- x 
2 
 
(g)orf(f)ow- x 1  
d > dd d > dd d except  
dd x 23 (19 on 
p.9)  
d except  
dd x 1 (59.16)
 
284
  
d except 
dd x 2
285
  
dd   
                                                          
284
 prudder (59.16), which reflects prudd-der – see p. 69.   
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P22   1–30 51–64 89–95 121–126, 131–
133, 133–6 
k ~ c kastell ~ 
castell 
kastell/kestyll 
x 3 
castell/cestyll 
x11 
kastell x 1 
castell/cestyll 
x 2 
kastell x 1 
castell x 4 
 
- 
 frainc > 
fraink 
frainc frainc - fraink x 2 
f ~ ff 
(/v/) 
trachefyn 
~ 
tracheffyn 
trachefyn x 8  
tracheffyn x 1 
tracheffyn x 3 tracheffyn x 1  t/drachefyn x 2  
dracheffyn x 2 
 sef ~ seff 
ef ~ eff 
sef 
ef 
sef 
ef 
sef/ef except:  
seff x 1 (93.7) 
eff x 1 (94.13) 
sef/ef except: 
eff (123.25) 
ff ~ f 
(/f/) 
ffo ~ fo ffo except: 
fo x 4 
 
ffo ffo 
fo x 1 
ffo 
fo x 1 
 ffrainc ~ 
frainc 
ffrainc/ffreinc 
x 12 
frainc/freinc x 
16 
ffrainc/ffreinc 
x 3 
frainc/freinc x 
2  
-  fraink x 2 
sg > 
sc 
llosgi/llosc
i 
llosgi - llosci llosci 
t > d  tr6/wy > 
dr6/wy 
tr6y tr6y 
dr6y x 1  
tr6y 
dr6y x 4 
trwy x 2 
drwy x 27 
 
u > 6 vab > 6ab vab vab vab  6ab 
u > 6 uu > 66 uu except: 
6y x 1(9.15) 
vu x 2 
uu uu  
 
66 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
285
 hamddiffyn (93.32), ymladd (94.80). 
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P22   1–30 51–64 89–95 121–126, 131–
133, 133–6 
u > v uelly > 
velly 
uelly x 2,   
otherwise velly 
velly velly velly 
  
 
 
Annex B: examples of the use of ei/ai 
 
 P22 3036 and other 
early DV MSS 
15
th
 century MSS 
kymeint/kymaint kymaint x 1  
kymeint x 15 
kymeint kymeint 
darllein/darllain darllain x 1  darllein darllain x 2 (P23). 
darllein x 1 (in each of Llst 3 
and P263).  
gyweir/gywair gywair x 1 gyweir x 1 No tokens of gywair. 
gyweir x 4 (P23).  
drein/drain drain x 1 drein x 1 drein x 1 in each MS (except 
two in Llst 3). 
reit/rait rait reit  rait x 1in Llst 3, rait x 9 in P23. 
Extensive use of reit in all 
MSS.  
ffreinc/frainc(k) ff/freinc x 
25ff/frainc/k x 
10  
ff/freinc ff/frainc x 11 in P23.  
Otherwise ff/freinc in P263 and 
P23.  
nei/nai nei x 1 
nai x 2 
nei nai x 22, nei x 13 in P23.   
nei in P263. 
meint/maint meint x 12 
maint x 5 
meint maint x 10, meint x 17 in P23.  
Other MSS meint.  
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weith/waith weith x 1
286
 
waith x 9  
weith waith x 5 in P23. other MSS 
weith or 6eith.   
(g)wreic/(g)wraic (g)wraic x 22 
(g)wreic x 6 (5 
on pp.89 and 
90)
287
  
(g)wreic (g)6/wraic also used frequently 
in P23.  
(g)6/wreic used commonly 
throughout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
286
 weith is found for the most part in compound nouns, e.g. nosweith, though occasionally eilwaith. 
287
 P22 reverts to wraic on p.123. 
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Chapter 6: grammatical innovation in Peniarth 22 
As in Chapter 5 on orthographical change, I focus in this chapter on what P22 can tell us 
about the development of the Welsh language in the fifteenth century, taking into account 
usage in the other early DV MSS and fifteenth-century MSS. The grammatical differences 
between 3036 and P22 are much less evident than the orthographical ones; there is inevitably 
some overlap between the two topics and I try to avoid confusion with the previous chapter. 
In the same way, grammatical preference cannot be wholly divorced from style, which I look 
at in Chapter 7. In this chapter I look first at those parts of speech where there are differences 
between 3036 and P22, and then at mutations.  
It is possible that at least some of the differences in grammatical usage emanate from the 
scribe of Dafydd’s exemplar (assuming that there was at least one between P22 and the 
archetype common to both 3036 and P22), though, as with the orthography, the fact that the 
differences manifest in the P22 Brut are carried forward into Dafydd’s short chronicle at the 
end of P22 suggest that they are introduced by him. In any case, in referring to P22 or to 
Dafydd I implicitly refer also to the scribe of any exemplar of P22; the same applies to 3036. 
I need also to clarify that: 
a)   as in the previous chapter on orthography, in referring to other DV MSS I refer for the 
most part to the whole MS; if I refer to only that part of a MS for which the P22 equivalent is 
extant I indicate this with a *;  
b)   where I give data, e.g. on the number of times with which the form of a word appears, 
and include mutated forms in these numbers I make this clear; otherwise the data given refer 
only to the unmutated forms;  
c)   where I refer to the (other) ‘fifteenth-century MSS’ I refer to the five that have now been 
transcribed on the Rhyddiaith website;
288
  
d)   on a number of occasions I limit the data given on the fifteenth-century MSS to P263 and 
P23, given that these copies of the Brut are more comparable to the DV (and LlV) MSS. 
Also, for this reason, where in this context I refer to P263, I refer only to that part of P263 
which relates the Brut (rather than the whole MS which includes Darius Phrygius);  
                                                          
288
 Roberts et al (2015). 
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e)   in addition, as shorthand, I use the symbol > to indicate that the first form of a word or 
words is that found in 3036 and the second that found in P22, although as Chapter 4 on the 
relationship of the MSS confirms, P22 does not stem directly or indirectly from 3036, but 
rather the two share a common archetype. 
 
Nouns 
(i) bychydic/ychydic/echydic  
This is a rare example of a noun which exhibits a number of changes in the Brut MSS. 
Evans
289
 describes the use – substantival, adjectival and adverbial – of bychydic and 
ychydic,
290
 both of which are attested in MSS from the thirteenth century.
291
 Both are used in 
all the early DV MSS and in Llst 1 and H2. While Evans refers only to the use of ychydic 
with the preposition o, some MSS use bychydic in the same way, e.g. 5266 bychydic o wyr, 
P45 and 46 bychydic o niuer, and 3036 bychydic o enryded.  
Overall, bychyd- is less common than ychyd- in all the DV MSS,
292
 whereas eched- holds its 
own in the LlV MSS. The following table also provides evidence from the other fifteenth-
century texts that ychydic is firmly establishing itself as standard. Only one text, P263, uses 
the echyd- form that Llst 1, H2 and P22 all favour:
293
 
MS bychydi
c 
bychydy
c 
ychydi
c 
ychydy
c 
ychydyi
c 
echydi
c 
echedy
c 
echydy
c 
         
Llst 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 5 
H2 0 2 1 5 0 0 3 8 
5266 3 0 8 3 0 0 0 0 
3036 3  0 9 0 0 0 0 0 
P45 3 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 
                                                          
289
 GMW:102 §112. 
290
 WG:311–12 §169 v. discusses bychydic/ychydig. Ychydig is the lenited fychydig with loss of initial f (see also 
p.179).  
291
 GPC (s. v. bychydig and ychydig). 
292
 The order of the texts reflects the chronology in Daniel Huws (2000). 
293
 The alternation y ~ e is discussed in Chapter 5, pp.60–61.  
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H1 2 0 6 0 1 2 0 2 
P46 3 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 
P22 0 0 5 0 0 3 0 0 
Titus 
D.xxi
i 
1 0  3 0 0 0  0 0 
Jesus 
23 
0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 
Llst 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
P263 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 0 
P23 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Other points that emerge are:  
a)   where MSS have both bychydic and y/echydic there is no discernible pattern to the choice. 
The differences seem to suggest the original translation, with few changes made by 
subsequent scribes;  
b)   one of the instances of bychydic (or bychydic kyuoeth oed ida6) is shared by H1 (45v.19), 
5266 (133.15), 3036 (119.12), P45 (124.25) and P46 (173.8). There are five other instances 
(in total) in which bychydic is used in one or more MS:  
 H1 (3v.10), 3036 (8.1): ‘Ac ny dygrynoes udunt namyn bychydic’ 
 3036 (254/24), 5266 (297.6): ‘Ar bychydic o enryded yd oedet etwa yn| y gynhal’ 
 P45 (188.21), P46 (257.19): ‘Ac y|g6naeth yr iarll yn aghynghorus mynet a|bychydic 
o niuer y tebygu gallu rodi cat ar uaes y holl lu y brenin’ 
 P45 (267/9), P46 ( 339.5): ‘Ar bychydic oed udunt.’ 
 5266 (140.10), ‘A hyt y guelir ymi heuyt bychydic o wyr dy teyrnas ath gar.’; 
c)   the use of bychydic does not seem to be influenced by the preceding use of the definite 
article; 
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d)   in comparison, in Cotton Cleopatra B.v. part I, first half of the fourteenth century, which 
has a very different style, there is a similar much greater use of ychydic than bychydic 
(bychydic x 2 and ychydic x 19); 
e)   Dafydd does not use bychydic at all. In the three instances where it is used in 3036, P22 
uses either ychydic or echydic:  
3036 
P22 (7.27) 
Ac ny dygrynoes udunt namyn bychydic  
Ac ny dygrynoes udunt namyn ychydic  
3036 
P22 (59.13) 
yn diwall or bychydic kyfoeth oed ida6 
yn diwall or echydic kyuoeth a oed ida6 
3036 
P22 (124.19) 
Ar bychydic o enryded yd oedet etwa yn | y gynhal 
Ar ychydic o enrydedd idd oeddit etto yn i gynhal 
 
Dafydd appears therefore to be the first DV scribe not to use bychydic at all, but from the 
evidence of Jesus 23, Llst 3 and Peniarth 263 (P263), he appears to be consistent with 
practice in the fifteenth century. He also on three occasions uses echydic rather than ychydic:  
3036 
P22 (6.24) 
Ac o diaghei neb ac ychydic oe e neit ganta6 
Ac o diaghei neb ac echydic oe e neit ganta6 
3036 
P22 (93.23) 
A guedy mynet ychydic o dydyeu heiba6 
A guedy mynet echydic o dydyeu heibya6 
3036 
P22 (131.17) 
Eithyr ychydic a di anchei yn diffeith6ch kymry tr6y 
ymborth ar hely 
[eithyr echydic a ddi] aghei y ddiffeithwch kymry drwy 
ymborth ar hely  
 
(ii) plural nouns  
There are only two instances in which P22 uses a different plural from that used in the same 
place in 3036:  
a)   kaeroed/keyryd  
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Kaeroed is extensively used in the DV MSS (in contrast to Llst 1, where only keyryd is used), 
as can be seen in the following table:   
 c/kaeroed keyryd 
Llst 1  0 13 
5266
294
 9 8 
3036 12 4 
P45 4 3 
H1 7 1 
P46 4 3 
P22 1 2 
Other 15
th
 century MSS 
P23  2 1 
P263 3 3 
No examples in other 
15
th
 century MSS 
  
 
However, in only one instance (58.20) does Dafydd use the kaeroed plural of kaer.
295
 In the 
other two instances in which P22 uses the plural of kaer, he uses keyryd (51.4 and 55.15). 
Again, P22 is closer to Llst 1 than to the other DV MSS. Nurmio’s thesis records in Cyfres 
Beirdd y Tywysogion four instances of c/kaeroed but only one of keiryd
 
.
296
 There seems to be 
little to suggest that the clear preference of Llst 1 for keyryd and of 3036 and H1 for 
c/kaeroed is other than a personal one.  
b)   vrodyr/vroder   
GMW
297
 describes broder as one of the plural forms of brawt and possibly also as a dual 
form.
298
 This is also discussed at length by Schrijver,
299
 who analyses the distribution of 
                                                          
294
 5266 also uses caereu once (p.103). 
295
 In fact his spelling is karoed, but this seems likely to be a scribal error. 
296
 keiryd is found under Iorwerth Fychan, see Andrews (1996:30.52). Nurmio (2010:15–16) also describes the 
lack of certainty over the origin of caer/kaer.  
297
 GMW:33 §32. 
298
 GMW:34 §33. Morris Jones (1913:209 and 216) refers to a noun with a plural ending sometimes having its 
vowels affected as an additional sign of the plural, e.g. broder later affected to brodyr, ‘which results in, in a 
sense, double plurals’. 
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broder and brodyr, with the first occurring only after numerals and the second occurring in 
other contexts. He finds no exceptions to this distribution in BD or Llst 1.
300
 In the other DV 
MSS there is also consistency in the usage of the plural brodyr or vrodyr where there is no 
preceding numeral. Where there is a numeral, broder is consistently used, as in y tri or y whe 
broder; similarly vroder or uroder (with lenition) is used with deu. (Deu broder (no lenition) 
is used once in P45 – ‘a deu wr yn deu broder yn tywyssogyon arnadunt’ (126.19); the 
absence of lenition in this case may be a scribal error.) 
The scribe of P22 also consistently uses deu vroder; however, at 57.29 he uses ath vroder, i.e. 
without a numeral, where 3036 uses ath vrodyr. This is the only instance of the use of brodyr 
or vrodyr in 3036 for which the P22 equivalent is extant; it is therefore difficult to assess 
whether this is a deliberate change by Dafydd or a scribal error.  
Other manuscripts of the fifteenth century
301
 consistently use vroder with deu, except in one 
instance where P263 (col. 240) uses vroder without the numeral but when referring to two 
people (Gracian and Vala6nt). Llst 3 and P23 use broder with tri or dri and P23 also uses 
broder with chwe. All these MSS and Titus D.xxii use brodyr or vrodyr (without a numeral) 
depending on the context. 
(iii) gender 
There are two instances in which the scribe of P22 appears to change the gender of a noun: 
a)   neges  
3036 contains four examples where the gender of neges is clearly feminine, i.e. yn y herchi 
(10.13), yr neges honno (168.16 and 217.14) and yr neges hon (218.9). 5266, P45 and P46 all 
contain the same examples. In H1 neges is recorded three times but in none of these is the 
gender clear.  
In P22 there is only one example of neges where the gender is clear and it is masculine, i.e. y 
neges yd6yf i yn y erchi (5.25), suggesting that the scribe might have deliberately changed the 
gender to what was in common usage in his time (though there is only this one example and 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
299
 Schrijver (1995:365–71). Schrijver cites J. Loth 1900 Archiv für celtische Lexikographie 1, 394–9. 
300
 i.e. the Selections published in Roberts (1971). 
301
 i.e. Jesus 23, Llst 3, P263, P23.  
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scribal error cannot be ruled out). In the fifteenth-century MSS, neges is feminine (neges 
honno) in P263 col. 30 and twice in P23 100r.  
b)   gwynt  
There are two examples in 3036 of a masculine gwynt, i.e.: ‘Ac ar y g6ynt kyntaf a geffynt yn 
hyr6yd’ (18.13) and ‘ac ar y g6ynt kyntaf a gauas yn y ol’ (193.19). There are similar 
instances in P45, H1 and P45. However, P22 is inconsistent. Dafydd first writes ‘Y gwynt 
gyntaf a geffynt y hyrwyd’ (9.23) but subsequently reverts to ‘y g6ynt kyntaf a gauas yn y ol’ 
(93.21). Again, it is difficult to draw conclusions from such limited evidence.  
There is no evidence in the fifteenth-century MSS of gwynt beng perceived as feminine. (P23 
(101r) has ‘y doeth gwynt mawr’.) 
abit is further word where there are differences between the DV MSS. 3036, P22 and H1 all 
have abit hon, as in ‘Ac a paraf dy dynnu or abit hon’ (P22 57.32). There is also a number of 
other instances of abit being feminine on the 1300–1425 website; 3036 (241.19), BL Add. 
MS 19,709 (78v.21), Philadelphia MS 8680.O (137.24), Jesus 111 (51v.34) and P19 (88v.24) 
all have abit honno and P8 part (i) (37.1) has abit wenn. In contrast, P45 and P46 have abit 
h6nn6; ‘Ac a paraf dy tynnu or abit h6nn6.’ (P45 122/7). BL Add MS 19,709 (46 r), P19 
(52v), 3035 (72v) and P11 (35v) all have abit hvn/h6nn in the same context. (P11 (35v.10) 
and Llst 27 (178v25) also have abit h6nn in a different context.) 
 
Pronouns 
There are two differences between 3036 and P22 in the use of personal pronouns.
302
 These 
affect the second person singular and the third person plural pronouns. GMW
303
 gives the 
2sg. forms as di, dy, de, te and ti with the 3pl. as wy, wynt, and the 3pl. conjunctive form as 
wynteu. Morris Jones
304
 comments that the 2sg. is di except after -t where ti is used; the 3sg. 
is wy,wynt and later hwy,hwynt.  
(i) the 2sg. pronoun 
                                                          
302
 See Höijer (2014) for discussion of changes in the use of personal pronouns in the thirteenth century.  
303
 GMW:57 §62. 
304
 WG:280 §160 iii. 
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The change from ti in 3036 to di in P22 occurs in two contexts:  
(a)   the affixed (possessive) pronoun. 
There are four instances where P22 uses di where 3036 uses ti:  
 dy uuched ti (10.4) ˃ dy vuched di (5.20) 
 yth genedyl ti (18.3) > yth kenedl di (9.16) 
 yth la6 ti (118.5) > yth la6 di (56.20 and 58.26) 
 dy vrenhinyaeth ti (122.23) ˃ dy vrenhinaeth di (61.1). 
though there are rare instances in which 3036 also uses di, e.g.: 
 dy trugared di (3.29) and yth lin di (9.17).  
Elsewhere P22 uses ti where 3036 also has ti.  
(b)   the independent pronoun, used to reinforce the subject or object of the verb.  
There are more frequent examples of P22 using di where 3036 has ti (especially on pps. 61–3 
and 89):  
 ony wney ti (10.2) > oni wnei di (5.19) 
 d6c ti 6ynt attaf (10.19) > duc di wynt attaf (5.29)  
 A wely ti (122.18) > di (60.31, 60.33) 
 a dywedy ti (114.6) > di (56.30) 
 gyfada6 ti (124.21) > di (61.32) 
 anuon ti (125.3) ˃ di (62.1) 
 hi ath elwis ti (127.12) > di (63.2) 
 bydy ti (128.18) ˃ di (63.22) 
 o mynny ti (182.16) ˃ di (89.2) 
 na bo Gorlois uych ti (182.21) ˃ vych di (89.5) 
 y gelly ti (182.24) > di (89.7). 
In the other DV MSS there are marked variations in terms of the use of di and ti in these two 
contexts, as the following table makes clear. (The table places the MSS in chronological 
order and is based on the full texts of the Brut, which differ in length.) There is evidence of a 
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shift over time from ti to di, with P46 showing a markedly higher use of di than P45, and P22 
than 3036. But 5266 has a preference for di and in contrast H1 uses ti almost exclusively.
305
  
 ti di 
5266 28 35% 51 65% 
3036 84 85% 15 15% 
P45 73 76% 23 24% 
H1 91 96% 4 4% 
P46 43 42% 59 58% 
P22 22 46% 25 54% 
 
In all cases a noun ending in t is followed by ti, the most common example being dy/ty d/tat 
ti. There is also a tendency for nouns ending in a vowel or a diphthong to be followed by ti, 
e.g. dy la6 or dy du6 ti (though 5266 contains examples of yth la6 di and dy dyw di).  
In the fifteenth century P23 has 60 examples of di and 29 of ti. In the overwhelming majority 
of instances ti follows d or t and most of these follow a conjugated pronoun as in attat ti or 
gennyt ti, but it is used also at the beginning of a sentence in the abnormal order, e.g. ac 
yn<a> ti a weli y dreigiev yn ymlad (29v.17) or ti an rodaist ni (105r.18). There are 
occasional instances of di being used after /d/ or /t/, as in dy dat di (52r), val y gwnevthost di 
(68r.16) or paham y trossaist di (104r.21), but, as in P22, di is never used after a conjugated 
preposition. P263 favours ti (23 tokens) over di (14 tokens); of these 23 tokens, four are 
possessive, nine reinforce the subject or object of a verb, six follow a conjugated pronoun and 
three begin a sentence in the mixed order.  
There may be a slightly increased tendency in P23 to include the personal pronoun after a 
conjugated preposition. P23 has five examples of arnat ti (out of a total nine times that arnat 
is used), whereas P45, P46 and H1 have only one example of ti after arnat and four examples 
of arnat without ti (5266 has one example with ti out of three and P22 has one out of two; 
                                                          
305
 5266 tends to use di, except in the cases of d6yla6 ti (125.15), tat ti (129.6) and doethineb ti (though 
doethineb di (66.4) is also used). In contrast, with one exception, dy trugared di (3r.8), H1 uses ti. 
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there are no tokens in P263.) But the data for attat ti/titheu do not provide convincing 
evidence of an overall trend.
306
  
(ii) the 3pl. pronoun used as the direct object  
The differences between P22 and 3036 include a slight increase in the use of the preceding 
h.
307
 There are eight examples where P22 has h6y or hwy and 3036 has 6y (7.13, 9.30, 27.18, 
29.5, 54.29, 59.9, 122.26 and 124.35). There is one example of P22 having h6ynteu where 
3036 has 6ynteu (59.14). But these should be seen in the context of 3036 having 6y 74 times 
and 6ynteu 79 times, and P22 continuing to omit the h in most cases - see the table below 
which also shows the differing patterns of usage displayed by other DV MSS. Of the three 
later MSS, H1 and P22 exhibit roughly the same ratio of 6y to h6y, but P46 has, in contrast, a 
marked preference for h6y and a comparatively high rate of usage of h6ynteu. 5266 and P45 
also display a preference for h6y, though less so for h6ynteu. 
 6y/6ynt/6ynteu
308
 total h6y/h6ynt/h6ynteu total 
5266 16/159/104 279 70/0/9 79 
3036 74/148/79 301 14/0/0 14 
P45 7/103/48 158 75/0/10 85 
H1 92/141/76 309 53/3/ 1 57 
P46 37/100/36 173 86/0/15 101 
P22 36/74/35 145 14/0/1 15 
 
In the fifteenth-century MSS the picture is equally diverse, with a contrast between P23 and 
P263 in the extent to which the initial h is used: 
 6y/6ynt/6ynteu total h6y/h6ynt/h6ynteu total 
Jesus 23 55/97/7 159 87/41/28 156 
Llst 3 0/5/9 14 4/6/0 10 
Titus D.xxii 24/16/0 40 3/0/0 3 
                                                          
306
 The figures for attat with ti and attat without ti respectively are: P23 2/4; 5266 1/1 (attat titheu); P45 1/2; 
P46 1/3; H1 0/1; 3036 1/2; and P263 0/1. 
307
 Morris Jones (WG: 271 §159 i.) explains that the modern form hwy/hwynt comes from the affixed forms; 
thus gwelant wy, considered as a unit, underwent internal nasalization > *gwelanh wy, with the h then attaching 
itself to the pronoun. 
308
 6y includes also wy; similarly 6ynt/6ynteu include wynt/wynteu. The same applies to h6y etc. 
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P263 56/49/48 153 111/1/2 114 
P23 39/158/0 197 13/6/0 19 
 
 
Prepositions 
There are a number of differences between 3036 and P22, which I summarise for each of the 
prepositions affected. The main ones are to be seen in the use of ar and at, of -t- or -th- in the 
formation of 3sg. forms of the prepositions gan and rhwng and in the use of y before certain 
prepositions. 
am 
There are two instances of the 3pl. conjugated form, where the initial vowels in 3036 and P22 
differ, i.e. ymdanunt > amdanunt (20.35) and ymdanadunt > amdanadunt (64.18) (there are 
no other instances* of ymdan- or amdan-). This is perhaps unsurprising, given that Sims-
Williams
309
 shows that ymdan- tends to be found in MSS identified as southern, whereas 
Dafydd’s orthography tends to be more northern (see Chapter 5, p.75). In the other DV MSS  
there is a difference between 5266 on the one hand and the other DV MSS on the other, as 
shown in the following table. (There is no difference between 3036* and P22 in the use of the 
second dental element, e.g. in amdanadunt.)
310
 In the third column I give the total number of 
occasions in which the two forms are used by P23 and P263 (as there is no wording that is 
directly comparable to the instances cited from 3036 and P22).  
 DV MSS 15
th
 century MSS 
ymdanunt > amdanunt 5266 has amdanunt, though 
the other DV MSS have 
ymdanunt.   
P23 has amdan- x 15 but no 
ymdan-. P263 has amdan- x 3 
and ymdan- x 4. 
 
ymdanadunt > 
amdanadunt 
5266 has amdanunt, where 
the other DV MSS all have 
ymdanunt (P45 and P46) or 
P23 prefers amdanad(d)u/vnt 
(x 6) to amdanu/vnt (x 1). 
P263 has only one token of 
                                                          
309
 Sims-Williams (2013:22 Table 7). 
310
 Sims-Williams (2013:26 §4.4). 
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ymdanadunt (H1). amdanadunt (and one of 
amdanunt). (Neither P23 nor 
P263 has ymdanadunt.) 
 
ar/at  
In the early MW period ar meaning ‘to’ was used with verbs of motion,311 usually before 
names of persons or people (although where there is a personal pronoun in place of a name, 
the conjugated form of at is used, e.g. 57.16 anuon attav).
312
 Later, the use of ar in this 
context is superseded by at.    
This is also one of the few areas in which P22 differs from 3036. The differences are found 
when a verb of motion is used with the name of a person, as in: 
 doeth... ar veli a bran > doeth... at veli a bran (24.9)  
 anuon llythyr ar vlkessar > anuon at vlkessar/Edwin (29.13, 124.38)  
 rodet ar vaeth ar kuhelyn > ... at guhelyn (57.17)   
 ac anuon ar etwin > [ac anuon]313 at Edwin (124.38)  
 dyuot ... ar Catwalla6n > ... at Chatwalla6n (125.3). 
In addition there are two examples of a change in P22 to at where this is linked to a group of 
people rather than a personal name, e.g. ‘Ac anuon ar y holl wyrda’ > ‘ac anuon at i holl 
wyrda’ (27.16), and mynet ar y llu > ‘mynet at i lu’ (90.2). But there is one example where 
P22 retains ar, i.e. anuon ar > ‘anuon ar duna6t vrenhin kerni6’ (51.31).  
As a conjugated form of ar in the 3sg. fem. both 3036 and P22 have erni in the early parts of 
the MS*, at 8.15 (where H1 also has erni) and at 14.20 (where H1 has erni and the other DV 
MSS have arnei). There is one later example of arnei > erni (63.7)
314
 (where all other DV 
MSS have arnei). But there are no tokens of erni in the fifteenth-century MSS; P263 has six 
tokens of arnei and P23 has five.  
                                                          
311
 GMW:187 §205. This is also discussed by Henry Lewis (1942:xlix). He compares 5266 with the RBH (Jesus 
111), dated by Daniel Huws to saec. XIV/XV. 
312
 Lewis (1942:xlix) points out that in that part of the Brut where the RBH (Jesus 111) derives from the same 
source as BD, i.e. until 103.17, where BD has ar RBH has at, with one exception.  
313
 Words in square brackets are not legible but assumed from the equivalent sentence in 3036.  
314
 This is in line with Sims-Williams (2013:11) where he concludes that in the fourteenth-century MSS the 
southern form erni often occurs alongside the presumably northern -ei forms.  
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The 3sg. fem. conjugated form of at occurs only twice (in the same line) in 3036*; in each 
case attei > etti (14.34) reflects the similar change of arnei > erni.   
In the 3pl. both 3036 (and P22) in most cases use arnadunt. But there are two instances of 
arnunt > arnadunt (91.20, 93.12). In the fifteenth century P263 has two tokens of arnunt and 
12 of arnadunt; P23 has nine of arnadunt. (In contrast, the other fifteenth-century MSS have 
consistently arnunt.) 
hyt ar/hyt at  
As with ar and at, there are eight examples where, with verbs of motion, 3036 has hyt ar and 
P22 has hyt at (3.18, 17.33, 18.11, 18.15, 23.1, 24.25, 64.16, 93.17), though there are 14 
where P22 also uses hyt ar. There are also occasional examples of hyt ar being shortened to 
hyt (9.27) or to at (5.10). But, although P22 to some extent exhibits a shift from ar to at, it is 
notable that the differences in P22 tend to be in the early section of the MS. The number of 
instances where hyt ar rather than hyt at is used in the latter section of the MS is striking.  
The evidence from the other DV MSS is inconsistent. For those instances where P22 has hyt 
at rather than the hyt ar found in 3036, the picture is:  
3036 5266 P45 H1 P46 P22 
hyt ar  ar  - hyt ar at hyt at (3.18) 
hyt ar - - hyt ar - hyt at (17.33) 
hyt ar hyt ar at hyt ar hyt ar hyt at (18.15)  
hyt ar hyt ar at hyt ar - hyt at (23.1) 
hyt ar hyt ar at hyt ar - hyt at (24.25 
hyt ar hyt ar hyt ar hyt ar hyt at hyt at (64.16) 
hyt ar hyt ar at hyt ar at hyt at (93.17) 
 
H1 stands out in sticking to what seems likely to have been the hyt ar of the DV archetype. 
However, the trend towards using at is not reflected either in P23 or P263. P23 uses hyd ar or 
hyt ar 22 times and hyd at only once (no tokens of hyt at). (P263
315
 has 12 tokens of hyt ar 
but none of hyt/hyd at.) 
                                                          
315
 i.e. that section which is the Brut. 
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As a postscript on hyt, among the uses that Lewis
316
 lists is hyt nos which is used four times 
in 5266. It is also used by P44 twice and by Llst 1 three times. It is used once in P46, but not 
at all in H1 or P45, nor is it used in P22 or 3036. It appears once in P23 but not at all in the 
Brut section of P263.  
 gan   
The variation between -th- (northern) and -t- (southern) in the 3sg. conjugated forms of gan 
(and rhwng) is discussed and evidenced by Sims-Williams.
317
 He comments specifically on 
the inconsistent practice of the Book of Taliesin (and 3036) scribe,
318
 in favouring the -nt- 
form of gantaw but tending towards the -nthi- form of in genthi.
319
  
There are two instances where in the 3sg. masc. 3036 has gantha6 and P22 has gantaw (121.1 
and 121.3), but in every previous instance both MSS* use ganta6. The comparable figures for 
the other DV MSS, showing a distinct preference for gantaw/6 except in the case of 5266,
320
 
are: 
 gantaw/6 ganthaw/6 
5266 13 140 
3036 117 3 
P45 106 0 
H1 100 15 
P46 102 16 
P22 57 0 
 
The scribes of P263 and P23 have different practices. P263 has both 78 gantaw/6 and seven 
ganthaw/6; P23 has no ganta6 but 71 x gantha6/w.  
In the case of the 3sg. fem. form there is less evidence to consider. 3036* has two tokens of 
genthi and three of genti; so has P22. In the other DV MSS* the preference is for genthi in 
                                                          
316
 Lewis (1942:liv). 
317
 Sims-Williams (2013:32–33 and 37–8). Sims-Williams also refers to Thomas’ research on this (1993:29–
31).  Cf. also Thomas (2009:11–32). 
318
 See Huws (2000:59) for the five MSS (including 3036) written by the scribe of the Book of Taliesin.  
319
 Sims-Williams (2013:37). 
320
 Sims-Williams (2013:36 §4.6 (3)), discusses that fact that BD begins with eleven tokens of ganta6 and then 
changes to gantha6 from p.16. See also Russell (1999:81) on this.  
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5266, H1, 3036 and P22 but for genti in P45 and P46. In the fifteenth century both P263 and 
P23 tend towards -th-. P263 has genthi x 8 and P23 has genthi x 3. In comparison, P263 has 
only one token of genti and P23 has none.  
y gan 
Caerwyn Williams
321
 describes the origin of the use of y gan to denote a person from which 
something is thought to come or derive. With this meaning y gan is used especially with 
verbs such as kymryt, dwyn, keissaw, though gan is also found with the same verbs.  
3036 has consistently y gan before a noun and gan alone before a verbal noun. P22 maintains 
y/i gan (where it is found in 3036), except in two instances of y gan > gan: ‘rydit gantunt yr 
hon yd oedynt’ (29.19) and ‘bendith gan y g6ynuydedic’ (94.26). Elsewhere in the DV MSS 
5266* consistently has y gan. P45/P46* and H1* all omit y occasionally.  
In the fifteenth century P263 uses y gan frequently (21 times) in conjunction (with only one 
exception) with a personal name or a common noun relating to a person or persons. There are 
also two tokens of y gantunt and five of y ganta6. The use of y gan is far less common in 
P23. There are three tokens of y gan, three of y ganthunt. 
rhwng 
As with gant- and ganth-, there is some difference between rygt- and rygth-. 3036* has  
rygtunt x 3 and then (from 247/6) rygthunt x 4; P22 has, with only one exception (132.35), 
rygtunt (121.5, 122.11, 123.22, 125.5).
322
 Thus 3036 again exhibits a late preference for use 
of -th-. 5266* uses rygthunt frequently (x 19) but it is not used in the other DV MSS.  
In the fifteenth century, P263 tends to prefer (y)rygthunt (seven tokens) to (y)rygtunt (four  
tokens). P23’s preference is clearer with 28 tokens of (y)ryngthvnt and no tokens of 
(y)ryngtvnt.  
y r6g 
3036* alternates between y r6g (10 tokens) and r6g (four tokens). P22 omits y in three 
instances where 3036 includes y (18.12, 21.12, 57.21). In the 3pl. conjugated form (y 
rygtunt/y rygthunt/y rydunt) 3036* consistently uses y. In P22 y is omitted in three cases but 
                                                          
321
 Williams (1948:7). 
322
 Both 3036 and P22 also use both rydunt – and in this respect there is no difference between the two MSS. 
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retained in two cases of y rygtunt. With y rydunt, the y is omitted 12 times by P22. In the 
other DV and fifteenth-century MSS the picture is as follows: 
 
 DV MSS 15
th
 century MSS 
y r6g 5266* has consistently y.  
P45* and P46* each omit y 6 times. 
H1* omits twice. 
P263 has 5 x y r6g and 2 x r6g. 
P23 has 20 x (y)rwng and 12 x 
rwng. 
y rygtunt/y 
rygthunt 
y rydunt 
y is retained before rygtunt and 
rygthunt in all MSS* (other than 
P22). 
y is usually retained before rydunt 
(but omitted twice by H1* and once 
each by P45* and P46*).  
y is retained throughout (rygtunt, 
rygthunt and rydunt). 
 
wrth  
There is one instance where 3036 has 6rthunt and P22 6rthun (59.11). It is conceivable that 
this is a scribal error, given the number that exist in the MSS. But it may also be one of the 
rare instances in which the ending -un is found.
323
 There are no instances of 6/wrthun in the 
other DV MSS* or the fifteenth-century MSS.  
y/i   
Dyfod can be used without a preposition to indicate direction.
324
 There is one token of dyfod 
+ acc of direction (3036) > dyfod i (P22), i.e. AC yna y kychwyn6ys beli ac y doeth ynys 
prydein > i doeth i ynys prydein (P22 25.14). In this instance doeth ynys prydein is shared by 
5266 and H1, but P45 has doeth y ynys prydein (P46 is not extant). 
                                                          
323
 Sims-Williams (2013:20) comments that in the fourteenth century -un seems to be the only ending confirmed 
by rhyme. He also comments that some fourteenth-century prose MSS, mostly northern ones, side with the 
poets. 
324
 GMW:226 §249 N. Lewis (1942:lvii) also draws attention to the use of this idiom.  
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y/i my6n > me6n/mewn
325
 
3036 uses y my6n or i my6n consistently except in one instance (95.26). There are six 
occasions, all in the first part of the MS, where P22 drops the y (5.28, 14.32, 15.24, 19.15, 
19.33, 24.18) and at 95.26 P22, like 3036, does not have y; otherwise P22 retains y or i before 
my6n/me6n.   
In the other DV MSS there are two examples of H1 omitting y; all the other MSS retain the y. 
Evidence from the other fifteenth-century copies of the Brut is again mixed. P23 uses both 
ymewn and mewn; there is a tendency for ymewn to be used with verbs of motion, e.g. 16v.14 
‘Ac gwedy mynet ymewn y | llong’ although there is not complete consistency in this. In 
P263 there is only one example of my6n, i.e. ‘my6n glyn coeda6c’ (col. 127); otherwise y 
my6n is used:  
DV MSS 15
th
 century MSS 
Two examples of H1 
omitting y. Otherwise 
consistently y my6n. 
Titus D.xxii has 6 tokens with y and 38 without. Jesus 
23 has 17 with and 5 without. P263 has 23 with and 1 
without. P23 has 28 with and 12 without.  
 
yn > mywn, me6n, mewn
326
  
There is some evidence of a shift from yn to me6n before an indefinite noun.
327
 P22 has me6n 
on four occasions where 3036 has yn or (in the fourth example) yg: 
(i)   ‘Ac ymdyrchael a wnaeth ynteu me6n haelder a daeoni’ (28.29). 5266, P45, P46 have o 
haelder; H1 has y haelder; 
(ii)   ‘noe vodi gan fo me6n ll6ch a thom’ (4.18). 5266 has ‘nogyt y uody tr6y fo yn hagyr’; 
P45 and P46 are similar. H1 has ‘yn lluch a thom’;  
(iii)   ‘ac ar nit oedd hawdd eu gossot mewn rif y gyt ac eff’ (123.13). 5266, P45, P46 express 
differently;  
                                                          
325
 GMW:202 §225. Morris Jones (1913:416) explains that mywn is a phonetic reduction of ẏmywn and gives the 
etymology of y mywn, mywn (meaning ‘in the middle of’).  
326
 For changes in orthography, see Chapter 5, pp.57 and 68. 
327
 GMW:215 §244 touches on the use of yn with an indefinite noun in MW (a construction which does not 
occur in ModW in which mewn + indefinite noun ~ yn + definite noun is the rule).  
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(iv)   ‘ymddyrchafel a wnaethant wynteu mewn kamryuic a syberwyt yn uwy noc y kanhadei 
ddylyet’ (126.30). 5266, P45, P46, H1 all have yg. 
In the last four pages of P22 the scribe uses mewn three times (mewn brwydyr (134.7), mewn 
amylder (135.28), and mewn mawredd (136.35)).  
There is evidence of a shift to the use of my6n/mewn in the fifteenth-century MSS, e.g. in P23 
mewn glyn, mewn avon, mewn angkanoctid. Examples are rare in P263.  
y dan 
3036 has consistently y dan, except in ‘A guedy hynny y | rodes y vryen vab kynuarch reget 
dan y theruyn’ (201.16). P22 occasionally drops y before dan where it is present in 3036, e.g. 
‘y arwein trag[y]wyda6l geithiwet dana6 ynteu’ (96.5) and ‘y rei a uydynt yno dan vyn traet’ 
(18.36).  
Elsewhere there is similar evidence of a gradual move towards use of dan alone:  
DV MSS 15
th
 century MSS 
P46 has dan alone, i.e. ‘reget dan 
y|theruyneu’ (278.18) but 5266 has a dan 
and P45 y dan. 
P263 has dan x 6, y dan x 4, a dan x 11. 
P23 has dan x 10, ydan x 15, adan x 12.  
                                                                                                 
ygyt 
3036 uses ygyt ac more often than gyt ac (though by no means exclusively) whereas in P22 
gyt ac is much more common than y gyt or ygyt.  
DV MSS 15
th
 century MSS 
5266 has almost exclusively y gyt ac. P45 
has predominantly y gyt ac, as have P46 
and H1 although the proportion of gyt ac is 
higher.  
ygyt ac is more common than gyt ac.  
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Verbs  
(i) preterite tense 
There is only a small number of instances where P22 has a different form of the verb from 
that used by 3036. The main difference relates to the form of the 3sg. pret.; the different 
endings of this tense are described by Evans
328
 and I follow his classification of them.  
(a)   Endings in -s 
(i)  -wys, -6ys ending.
329
  
This is by far the commonest ending. P22 tends to have -wys or -6ys (-wys becoming more 
common than -6ys from page 121)
330
 rather than -ws or -6s; in this it is consistent with 3036. 
There is only an occasional example of -ws or -6s, e.g. ‘Ac guedy ffo goffar hyt yn teruyneu 
ffreinc i c6yn6s 6rth i getymdeithion’ (11.15). 
-6ys, -wys are common endings in all the other DV MSS. In the fifteenth-century MSS -6ys is 
common in P263 and -ws in P23 (the endings are much less common in Jesus 23 and Titus 
D.xxii, given the (non-narrative) nature of the text).
331
  
(ii) -as.  
According to Evans, cafas, gwelas and amwelas are the only verbs in which -as is regularly 
attested in MW,
332
 although Rodway records that gweles is the most common 3sg. pret. form 
throughout the Middle Ages.
333
 Both P22 and 3036 use gafas/gauas consistently. P22 also 
uses welas consistently, whereas 3036 varies
334
 between weles and welas (and is the only one 
of the DV MSS to show uncertainty over which form to use). There are also two examples of 
a/na lewes in 3036 where P22 has lewas (91.40 and 125.29). There are no other examples of 
the use of an -as ending in P22. 
Among the other DV MSS an apparent shift to -as by P45, P46 and H1 can be seen:  
                                                          
328
 GMW:122 §133.  
329
 GMW:123 §133 (4). 
330
 See Chapter 5 on orthography. 
331
 See footnote 208 on p.53. 
332
 GMW:122 §133 (1). 
333
 Rodway (2013:72). 
334
 There is no clear change from one form to another in the course of the MS. 
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P22 3036 5266 P45 P46 H1 Llst 1 
welas  welas x 18 
weles x 17 
weles welas  welas 
(except  
weles x 3) 
welas  weles  
llewas 
x 2 
llewes x 2 lewes lewes x 1  
lewas x 1 
lewas lewas  
 
Rodway has, however, pointed out that these differences between the use of -es and -as may 
reflect a (dialect) morphological variant rather than an example of -es giving way to -as.
335
 
The evidence of the fifteenth-century MSS may also support this, in that it is P23 that has 
consistently (g)weles and (l)lewes whereas elsewhere P263 tends to be the more conservative: 
 Jesus 23 Llst 3 Titus D.xxii P263 P23 
(g)weles/as -as x 6 -es x 1 -es x 11 
-as x 1 
-es x 4 
-as x 15 
-es x 39 
(l)lewes/as - - -es x2 - -es x 2 
 
(iii) -es
336
  
There are no differences between 3036 and P22, or between these two MSS and the other DV 
MSS. Rodes, ffoes, foes, anuones, colles and dodes (no others) are used in both 3036 and P22.  
In the fifteenth century there are many examples of rodes. In addition there are three of 
ffoes/foes in P263 and five in P23. anuones is also common. P23 has three tokens of c/kolles 
but there are none in P263. P23 has one token of dodes and P263 has three.  
(iv) -is  
-is 
337
 is found in peris, ym/emedewis, gelwis, my/enegis and erchi/ys in both 3036 and P22 
and in all other the DV MSS. However, P22 uses dechreuwys/dechreu6ys (x 4) where 
dechreuis is almost consistently used in other DV MSS* (though not in Llst 1):  
                                                          
335
 See Sims-Williams (2007:238). 
336
 -es is normally added to stems containing -o- or -oe- (GMW:122 §133 (2)); Rodway (2013:72). 
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P22 3036 5266 P45 P46 H1 Llst 1 
dechreu6ys/wys 
(16.15, 60.21, 
125.39, 
131.30) 
dechreuis 
 
dechreuis x 4 
dechreu6ys x 2 
several dechrewys 
(also dechrevavd x 
1 (164.22)) 
 
In the fifteenth-century MSS there are two tokens of dechreu(e)is in Titus D.xxii and three in 
P263 – none elsewhere. There are also three tokens of dechreu6ys in P263 but none 
elsewhere (nor any dechreuwys). Titus D.xxii has five tokens of dechreua6d. P 23 nearly 
always uses the verbal noun dechrev, though there is one tokens of dechrevawd.  
(b)   -wys > -awdd 
The development of the 3sg. pret. form -awdd, and the transition from the use of the ending 
 -w(y)s to widespread use of -awdd has been comprehensively explored by Rodway.
338
 In 
considering the development of the -awdd ending, he describes the shift in thinking from the 
theory first put forward by Morris Jones, that -awdd developed from the verb gorddiweddyd, 
to current acceptance that the most likely candidate for the archetype from which the form 
developed was the verb lladd, given the high occurrence of the -awdd form with lladd at a 
time when the ending -w(y)s with lladd was very rare.
339
 This fits with the consistent use of 
lladdawdd in both P22 and 3036. The only instance of -(w)ys is with the compound form 
ymlad6ys.
340
  
 
Rodway points
341
 to a dramatic increase in the use of -awdd in prose at the turn of the 
thirteenth/fourteenth centuries (the two exceptions to the predominance of -wys in the 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
337
 -is is added to many, but not all, stems containing -a-/-aw- which are affected to -e-/-ew- (also -ae- > -ei-); 
GMW:122 §133 (3). Cf. Rodway (2013:72–73). 
338
 Rodway (2013:154–65). His statistics (p.162) show a dramatic increase in the use of -awdd in prose (and 
poetry) at the turn of the thirteenth/fourteenth centuries. He suggests (pp.164–5) that the use of -wys in 
preference to -awdd may have dialectal significance. 
339
 Rodway (2013:156). 
340
 P22:13.21. (3036:26.21). For thirteenth-century examples of ymladdw(y)s, see Rodway (2007:69, n.110). 
There are several examples of l/llada6d in each of the DV MSS which is consistent with Rodway (2013:160). In 
relation to poetry, not prose, he comments that ‘-awdd is extremely rare outside the verb lladd in hengerdd and 
court poetry up until the second half of the thirteenth century’. 
341
 Rodway (2013:162). 
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thirteenth century include Llst 1).
342
 However, the following table lists only a small number 
of instances in which -wys in 3036 is replaced by -a6d/awdd in P22, and three of these are on 
p.121.
343
 In one other case (26.14), P22 has a rare change of word (from traeth- to llywi-), 
which may suggest that, where he was not copying his exemplar exactly, Dafydd used the 
ending -awd. There is also one instance where P22 retains -6ys although 3036 (in one 
instance) and H1 have -a6d. (Llada6d/lladawd is an exception; there are several examples of 
l/llada6d in each of the DV MSS and, as mentioned above, 3036 and P22 have one example 
of ymladwys (but no ladwys)). 
P22 3036 5266 P45 P46 H1 
adeilia6d 
adeilia6d 
(15.31, 
15.34) 
adeila6d 
adeil6ys 
adeil6ys 
adeil6ys 
adeil6ws  
adeilws 
adeil6ys 
adeil6ys 
adeilya6d 
adeilya6d 
llywia6d (26.14)  traeth6s - traeth6ys - traeth6ys 
dywylla
wdd 
(121.28) tywyll6ys tywylla6s tywyll6ys
  
dy6yll6ys  tywylly6ys  
 
myn[n]a
wdd 
(121.29) mynn6ys mynn6s mynn6ys  mynn6ys  
 
myn6ys  
kiliawdd (121.37) kily6ys  kily6s kily6ys  kilya6d   kilh6ys  
cadarnh
a6ys  
 
(13.22 
25.15) 
katarnha6ys 
kadarnhaa6
d 
- - - kadarnha6d 
 
In the other fifteenth-century MSS evidence for these verbs is sparse, but illustrates the shift 
to the use of -awd, except in the case of P263 (which in this respect, as in others, tends to 
stick more closely to earlier linguistic forms).  
 Jesus 23 Llst 3 Titus D.xxii P263 P23 
traeth- 0 0  traeth6s/traeth6ys 0 
adeil-  adeila6d 0 adeila6d adeil6ys adeilawd(d) 
adeilws 
                                                          
342
 Rodway (2013:162). 
343
 Rodway (2013:164–5) discusses the extent to which the preservation of the language of earlier exemplars 
may explain the continuation of the use of -wys, noting also the possibility that this may have something to do 
with dialect. 
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dywyll- 0 0 0 0 dywyllawd 
mynn- 0 0 0 mynn6ys mynnawd  
cadarnha- 0 0 0 0 0 
 
More generally, the following table summarises the pattern of usage of the different 3sg. pret. 
endings for the five fifteenth-century MSS:  
 -awdd -awd -a6d -a6dd -6/wys -6/ws 
Jesus 23 55 39 62 2 6 0 
Llst 3 34 11 0 0 3 0 
Titus D.xxii 0 0 148 0 1 0 
P263 0 0 88 0 236 1 
P23 19 174 0 0 3 71 
 
The shift from -wys/-ws endings to -awdd is clear, with only P263 remaining faithful to -6ys, 
although both P263
344
 and P23 have significant numbers of both -awdd and -wys. 
(c) Endings in -t(-); kymyrth/kymerth  
A comparison of the DV MSS (and Llst 1) shows an apparent shift from kymyrth to kymerth, 
with P22 being consistently different from 3036.  
P22 3036 Llst 1 5266 P45 P46 H1 
kymyrth 
x 0 
kymerth 
x 10 
kymyrth x 
26 
kymerth x 
0  
kymyrth x 
74 
kymerth x 
0 
kymyrth x 
29 
kymerth x 
2 
kymyrth x 
27 
kymerth x 
0 
kymyrth x 
10 
kymerth x 
15 
kymyrth x 
20 
kymerth x 
5 
 
However, the evidence from the fifteenth century does not clearly support such a shift; P263, 
generally the more conservative MS, consistently has kymerth whereas P23 has kymyrth x 5 
and kymerth x 14. This may suggest that kymyrth/kymerth is a manifestation of the 
                                                          
344
 Earlier RBH texts, e.g. 3035 and P19 use -awd in adeilawd, where P263 has -6ys.  
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orthographical uncertainty y ~ e (see Chapter 5, pp.60–61) rather than of a phonological 
progression from kymyrth to kymerth.
345
 
(ii) imperfect 
There are also differences and some apparent uncertainty in the form of the 3sg. imperf. P22 
tends to use the ending -ai where 3036 has -ei (see Chapter 5, p.57). This may explain a 
tendency also to contract -aei to -ai in verbs with a root a-, which occurs for example in yd 
aei ef > yd ai ef (14.36, 90.28) and wnaei > wnai (63.20, 123.35). But the situation is 
confused. There is also one instance of g6naei > g6nei (59.28) although P22 has (g)wnaei 
twice and (g)6naei twice. Moreover P22 has [u]ryssyaei (95.12) where 3036 (and 5266, P45, 
P46) have uryss(y)ei, which seems likely to be an error on Dafydd’s part. There is one 
example of y ffoei ef > i ffoi ef (90.20). 
Evidence in the other MSS is inconsistent. P45* has consistently wnai (x 3) and P46* has one 
token of wnai and one of wnaei. 5266* and H1* consistently include the e. 
In the 3pl., Evans comments
346
 that there is much vacillation between -a- and -y- before -ss-, 
with a tendency for -a- to replace -y- by the late fourteenth century.
347
 This is exhibited in 
ymgynullyssant > ymgynullassant (P22 2.31); both 5266 and 3036 have -y- and H1, like P22, 
has -a-. But there is only one example of ymgynullyssant; in two other instances (93.29 and 
123.14) all extant DV MSS have -a- (where that form is used). In his last four pages Dafydd 
uses gwleddychassant, ymladassant and kyuodassant. 
(iii) pluperfect 
In the impersonal, there is also some shift from y to a, as in: 
 uagyssit > uagassit (57.13). Only P22 has -a-; all other DV MSS have -y- (but there is 
only this one instance). 
 deholyssit > deholassit. There is one example (121.9), but earlier (27.12) both 3036 
and P22 have deholassit. There is mixed evidence from other DV MSS, i.e. at P22 
                                                          
345
 Schrijver (1995:56–7) discusses the forms kymyrth and kymerth, both of which are linguistically real. He 
concludes that it is likely that kymyrth is the old 3sg. form that was gradually replaced by kymerth, which 
introduced the -e- which is found in all other finite forms of the verb, including those of the preterite.  
346
 GMW:125 §134. 
347
 Rodway (2013:75 n.228) points to 1139 examples of -as(s)-, in contrast to 29 -ys- in the corpora he studies, 
noting that -as(s)- was spreading at the expense of -ys(s)- in the historical period.  
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27.12, 5266, P45 and P46 all have -yssit; at 121.9, 5266 has -essit, H1 and P45 have   
-i/yssit and P46 has -assit.  
There are no examples of uagy/assit or deholy/assit in either P263 or P23.  
In the (3sg. and pl.) pluperfect of mynet, gwneuthur and dyuot P22 tends to insert the e in the 
first syllable, e.g.:  
 athoed (3036 and H1) > aethoed (18.24): athoedynt (3036 and all others) > 
aethoedynt (95.26) 
 wnathoed > wnaethoed (19.34, 23.23, 25.23, 59.28): gunathoedit (3036 and all 
others) > gunaethoedit (59.25): wnathoedit (3036 and others) > wnaethoedit (62.30, 
94.32): wnathoedynt > wnaethoedynt (and H1) (91.3) 
 dothoed > doethoed (6.1, 24.35, 121.1, 121.37, 123.1) and dothoedynt > 
doethoyddynt (126.3): but also omissions of -e- (21.21, 52.1, 60.19, 63.17). P46 also 
has doethoed x 6. 
In P263 and P23 both forms are found. For example, in P263 there are 26 tokens of -athoed- 
and only ten of -aethoed-; in P23 there are two tokens of -athoed- and four of -aethoed-. 
 
Verbal particle: ry
348
  
This is an area in which there are significant differences between 3036 and P22. Lewis 
comments
349
 that ry/yr occurs 113 times in BD and only 58 times in the RBH Brut, 
suggesting that the particle had lost ground quickly in the course of the fourteenth century.  
In those sections of 3036 for which the P22 text is extant, there are 34 instances of ry; in only 
14 of these does P22 retain ry. There are, however, also eight instances where 3036 has ar, 
i.e. a combination of the relative a and ry; in six of these P22 changes ar to a. Given the 
differences between 3036 and P22, and between the other early DV MSS, I attach details in 
Annex B; this gives all the examples of ry in 3036* and the equivalents used not only in P22 
but also in the other DV MSS.  
                                                          
348
 GMW:166 §185. 
349
 BD:xlix. 
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To summarise, the instances in which ry is used in 3036 fall into two categories: 
(i) use with the pluperfect tense. There are nine examples of this with the particle ry on 
its own, and a further eight where it is combined with a to form ar. The verbs with which it is 
used are doethoed, wnaethod,
350
 uuassei, dalassei, parassei, ordyfnassynt, ffoassei, daroed 
(imperfect with pluperfect meaning) and ga6ssei: 
(a)   use of ry (in 3036): 
In five of the nine instances of ry, the particle is used in a relative sense
351
 and in all of these 
five P22 uses a in place of ry, e.g: 
- ‘yr hon a uuassai y sa6l vil o vlynyded’ (7.35) 
- ‘Ar temhyl honno a wnaethoed ef yn enryded yr du6 bifrontis ianij’ (19.34) 
- ‘A rei o wyr y teyrnas a dywedei pan y6 g6rtheyrn a wnaethoed y brat h6nn6’ (59.28). 
Elsewhere the meaning is not relative and P22 does not use a, e.g.:  
- ‘nat or bradychu y doethoed namyn er dianc o garchar Brutus’ (6.1) 
- ‘llitia6 a oruc kanys kyn no hyn ry wnaethoed locrinus amot i gymryt i verch ef yn 
wraic’ (14.21). 
(b)   use of ar (in 3036): 
There are eight examples of 3036 using ar where this is short for a ry and in five of these the 
meaning is relative.
352
 Apart from the first and the last examples given in Annex B, P22 uses 
a rather than ar.  
(ii)     use with the verbal noun. There are 25 examples in 3036*. In these cases, P22: 
(a)   retains ry, as in e.g. ‘A phan gigleu Gracian rodgymryt ry lad maxen yn rufein’ (53.10); 
or  
(b)   omits ry altogether, e.g.:  
 ‘A dolurya6 yn vaur llad i wyr.’ (4.30) 
                                                          
350
 And wnaethoedit, i.e. the impersonal form. 
351
 Roberts (1971:lvi) comments that ry is used most frequently in relative clauses and in the mixed order.  
352
 In two of the others (58.14 and 90.3) P22 has the abnormal order with a followed by daroed; in the third 
(121.1) the meaning is ‘and’ with the pluperfect.   
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 ‘ kanys yno i tybygei vynet brutus’ (4.32) 
 ‘y g6r yd oedynt yn dywedut i lad (89.36). (3036 has ‘y g6r yd oedynt yn dywedut y 
ry lad’.) 
It is interesting that there are three instances of the omission of ry on pages 4 and 5. In one 
case ry is omitted after am in ‘Ac eissoes goualus oed am ada6 hywel vab Emyr llyda6 yn 
glaff yg kaer alclut’ (94.12); or 
(c)   uses i instead of ry. There are two examples of this close together (89.34 and 89.36): 
 ‘y g6r yd oedynt yn dywedut i lad’ (89.34)     
 ‘Ac eissoes dolur y6 genhyf i gaffel vyg kastell a llad vyg wyr’ (89.36). 
In the other DV MSS*, it is interesting to note that H1 largely retains the ry, though may add 
a before it. 5266 frequently uses ry, but does not use ar, preferring yr. Usage is more varied 
in P45 and P46, with ry retained less often than in P22 and less of a shift to a where the sense 
is relative.  
In the two Brut MSS of the fifteenth century, there is a contrast. P23 uses ry only seven 
times, i.e. before sorri, welsynt, varw, dodoed, vynet, lad, and ymchwelvd. 263
353
 uses ry 24 
times, i.e. before fo, lad x 5, uynet, d6yn, ada6 x 2, dathoed, dianc, vuassei, anreitha6, garu, 
dehol x 2, 6naethoed x 2, oruot, dallyassei, 6neuthur, doethoed and ymada6. 
To the extent that conclusions can be drawn from P22 on the more general development of 
the use of the verbal particle, the points which seem to emerge are:  
(i)   the use of ry is most common with verbal noun;  
(ii)   its use with other forms of the verb is limited to a small number, i.e, in P22, to doethoed, 
wnaethod, uuassei, dalassei, ordyfnassynt, ffoassei, daroed and ga6ssei;  
(iii)   the relative use of ry is beginning to give way to a (e.g. 7.35, 19.34); 
(iv)   there is a tendency to omit ry after am (and 6rth). This occurs more often in P22 than in 
P45 and P46, e.g. P22 94.12, but is not consistently the case;  
                                                          
353
 Brut section only.  
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(v) similarly, there is a tendency to omit ry after guedy (e.g. 52.19, 121.22), but again this 
is not consistent (ry is retained in 126.5 and in 27.13);
354
  
(vi) there are also examples of ry being omitted when – perhaps clumsily – it is used after 
a pers. pron. (e.g. 89.34 and 89.36). 
 
Mutations 
There are a number of instances in which mutation of initial consonants is indicated in P22 
where it is not in 3036, and occasionally vice versa. In this section I first of all summarise the 
mutations that are shown in P22, and then consider the grammatical circumstances in which 
these occur, together with a comparison with other early Brut MSS and other fifteenth-
century MSS.  
The mutations that are shown in P22 can be summarised as follows: 
Lenition Sometimes, but not always, shown. 
 radical mutation  
 k g gaffel, gerni6, gyntaf.  
 c g goron – lenition shown only in last section of MS. 
 p b Lenition of pen to ben and pop to bob consistent in last 
section of MS, e.g. o bob parth.  
  t d Lenition not normally shown, e.g. y tat, but occasionally 
drwy: also o dindagol. Lenition to dywyssa6c appears after 
p.90. 
 g - Frequent use of wlat.  
 b v, 6  Frequent use of i vab, yn vrenhin, yn 6renhin.  
 d dd o ddinas – lenition shown at end of MS. 
 m v Consistent use of vam e. g. oe vam, y vab. 
 ll l  Consistent use of drwy lawer. 
Nasal Mutation usually shown in the spelling of the poss. adj. or prep. but not that of 
the noun.  
                                                          
354
 For the redundant use of ry after guedy see WG:429 §219 v. 
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 k  vyg kyghor, yg kariz, yg kymry, vyg kyfoeth, but vy keredic 
verch 
 t  vyn traet 
 g (-) vyg wyr, vyg wlat, vyg wahard but vy gelynion. 
 b (m) vym bra6t, but vy mot. 
 p  vym porth, ymplith 
 d  No examples either way. The one example of yn dr6s in 
3036 (135.23) is not extant in P 22.  
Spirant Consistently shown. 
 p ph a phan, a pha6b, a phetwar 
 c ch a chan  
 t th a thri 
 
(i) lenition 
The differences between 3036 and P22 tend to occur more in the case of lenition than in the 
nasal or spirant mutation, though even in the case of lenition the differences between P22 and 
3036 (and the other DV MSS) are not great.
355
 They tend to occur in respect of:  
(a)   a noun following a preposition. There are a number of examples where P22 has lenition 
where 3036 does not: 
 ‘a | rodet ar vaeth ar kuhelyn’ > ‘at guhelyn’(57.17). All other DV MSS have 
c/kuhelyn, with either ar or at. 
 ‘a hanoed o groec’ > ‘o roec’ (3.6). P46 has roec (P45 not extant). Others have 
groec.  
 ‘Ac y bu reit udunt o tlodi b6yt a dia6t yna mynet yr tir.’ > ‘o dlodi’(9.33). P45 
and P46 have dlodi – other DV MSS have tlodi. 
 ‘tr6y tywyll6ch y nos’ > ‘tr6y dywyll6ch’ (6.27). 5266 has dywyll6ch and H1 
tywyll6ch – P45 and 46 omit. 
                                                          
355
 See GMW:14–21 §18–§23 for a description of lenition and its use. In the following examples I have on the 
whole limited comparison to the other DV MSS, given that the two fifteenth-century Brut MSS, P23 and P263, 
very rarely have wording that corresponds to the examples that I give.    
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 ‘6rth cad6 eu gulat onadunt’ > ‘6rth gad6’ (55.1). P45 and 3036 have cad6 – all 
other DV MSS have gad6. 
 ‘A ryfed oed gan pa6b’ > gan ba6b (10.35). 5266 and P46 have ba6b.  
 ganta6 kyuoeth > ganta6 gyuoeth (56.28). 5266 and H1 have gyuoeth - others 
have kyuoeth.  
A particular instance of lenition following a preposition occurs in the common construction 
where guedy + verbal noun + the preposition o followed by the subject are used to form a 
temporal clause. In this case lenition is usual, e.g. ‘A guedy guelet o vrutus hynny’ (10.23) . 
But P22 does not always show this lenition, e.g. ‘A guedy g6ybot hynny o gatwalla6n; 
anobeitha6 a oruc’ (3036 257/3) > ‘A guedy gwybot hynny o Catwallawn Annobeithia a 
oruc’ (125.17). In this case 5266, P45 and P46 also retain the radical and only H1 shares 
lenition with 3036. (In the fifteenth century there is also a variety of practice, with lenition 
sometimes but not always shown. Following trw/6y, mutation from t to d is common, though 
not consistent; following ar both t and d are found. Both gan paw/6b and gan baw/6b are 
found, though gan bob is consistently used. Lenition of c to g is always shown after w/6rth.)  
(b)   the object (including the verbal noun as an object), for example: 
 ‘a wnelei kyflauan kymeint’ > a wnelhei gyflafan (2.18). 5266 and H1 also have k 
– neither P45 nor P46 have this wording.  
 ‘kymyrth cordeila llywodraeth’ > ‘kymerth cordeila lowodraeth’ (19.33). All 
other MSS have ll.  
 ‘Ac rodes ef Constans y mab hynaf ida6’ > ... gonstans… (57.15). Only P22 has 
g.  
 ‘Ac yna y kenynt 6y kywydeu ida6’ > ... gywydeu… (59.7). H1 also has gywydeu - 
all other DV MSS have kywydeu.  
 ‘megys y caffo g6rtheyrn wedy hynny cadeir y teyrnas.’ > ‘…i caffo ... gadeir…’ 
(59.18). All other DV MSS have cadeir. 
 y dylyynt kyrchu > i dylyent gyrchu (11.36). Llst 1. H2, 5266 and H1 all have 
kyrchu neither P45 nor P46 have this wording.  
 ‘Ac yna y peris ef llad’ > ... lad (15.19). Other DV MSS express differently.  
But occasionally the position is reversed: 
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 ‘kanys rei a uynei wneuthur emreis wledic yn vrenhin’ > a vynnei g6neuthur 
(57.22). 5266 has guneuthur. The others DV MSS have wneuthur. 
(c)   the subject following the 3sg. imperf. and plup.:
356
  
The evidence is very limited and not conclusive, e.g.  
 ‘o darffei uot br6ydyr. y | rygtunt.’ > ‘ac o darffei bot br6ydyr rygtunt’ (7.17).  
5266 also has bot. H1 has o darffei vot.  
  ‘Ac yn yr amser h6nn6 mar6 uuassei kuhelyn’ > ‘…mar6 vuassai guhelyn’ (58.4). 
All other DV MSS have kuhelyn. 
 ‘ny allei gatwalla6n dyuot y ynys prydein’ > ‘ny allei Catwallawn…’ (125.16). 
Only 3036 among the DV MSS has gatwalla6n.  
(d)   a verb after a relative pronoun: 
 ‘Ar en6 h6nn6 a para6ys’ > ‘…a barha6ys’ (13.20). 5266, P45 and P46 all have 
bar- (H1 is not extant).  
 ‘kanys m6y lles a tebygei’ > ‘dybygei oe garcharu’ (6.34). All other DV MSS 
have tebygei.  
(e)   a proper noun in a genitival relationship:
357
 
 ‘Ac y teneuan iarllaeth kerny6.’ > ‘...gerni6’ (P22 28.32). 5266 and P46 show 
lenition of gerni6. P45 and H1 do not. 
(f)   after an intervening word or phrase (sangiad) which causes a break or change in the 
normal order of words. For example:  
 ‘ha6s y minheu kyrchu am pen y llu’ > ‘ha6s i minheu gyrchu am ben y llu 
(5.24). Neither 5266 nor P46 show lenition (P45 and H1 are not extant). 
 ‘y damwein6ys ida6 kaffel b6ell deu vinya6c.’ > ida6 gaffel (10.33). None of the 
other DV MSS show lenition.  
 ‘daroed udunt gorescyn’ > ... orescyn (92.13). All the other DV MSS have 
gorescyn (P46 is not extant). 
                                                          
356
 The lenition of the subject following a verbal form is discussed in GMW:18 §21(a) and much more fully by 
Morgan (1952: Chapters IX and X).  
357
 GMW:14 §19.  
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 ‘nat oed diga6n ganta6 keissa6 > geissa6 teyrnget (29.18). The other DV MSS do 
not lenite.  
There are occasional other instances where 3036 and P22 do not agree on lenition. For 
example, after the 2sg. and 3sg. masc. poss. pronouns a noun will usually show lenition. For 
example, both 3036 and P22 usually show lenition of genedyl as in oe genedyl (89.21) (so do 
all other MSS), but in one instance ‘ac adas yth genedyl ti’ > ‘yth kenedl di’ (9.16). No other 
DV (or fifteenth-century) MS has the unlenited kenedyl in this position. The lenition of 
kenedyl
358
 is very consistent throughout the DV MSS and this might simply be an error on the 
part of P22. 
(ii) nasal mutation 
As indicated in the above table, spelling the mutation of a noun, as opposed to the preceding 
word which causes the mutation, is rare in P22. It occurs occasionally in: 
(a)   b > m  
All the DV MSS* have tokens of vy mot, but these occur two or three times in quick 
succession in all DV MSS when the king declares y bratwyr t6yllwyr am gelwynt yn hanner 
mar6 6rth vy mot yn gorwed ar yr elor yn glaff … These are the only examples of vy mot in 
the DV MSS*. In the fifteenth-century MSS vy mod/mot is used only in Jesus 23 (once) and 
in Llst 3 (five times).  
5266* and H1* both have two tokens of vy mra6t where 3036 and P22 (and P45/46) have 
bra6t. P45 and P46 each have one token of uym or vy muched (other DV MSS use plural, i.e. 
an buched). Vy muched is used twice in Titus D.xxii and once (mvchedd) in P23, but not 
elsewhere in the fifteenth-century MSS. (In the fifteenth-century MSS there are also other 
tokens of the mutation of: b6yt > vy m6yt (Jesus 23 75) and vy mron (P23 60v) Neither occurs 
in the DV MSS.) 
(b)   vyg wyr, vyg wlat, vyg wahard
359
      
Each of these is found once in 3036* and P22 but not elsewhere in the DV MSS. In these 
instances indicating the nasalisation in the spelling of the 1sg. poss. pron. leads to the g being 
                                                          
358
 kenedyl is a very common word, with 113 tokens in 5266. 
359
 In each of these instances the two words are clearly separated. 
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dropped at the beginning of the next word. (There is only one instance of this in the fifteenth-
century MSS.)
360
  
(iii) spirant mutation 
As in P22 the spirant mutation is consistently shown in 3036 and the other DV MSS, 
especially in a phan, a phaw/6b, a chan and a thri.
361
 (It is also shown consistently in the 
fifteenth-century MSS.)  
 
The last four pages 
These pages suggest that Dafydd, when released from copying an exemplar: 
(i)      rarely uses gwnaeth or oruc as an auxiliary verb – see chapter 7 on style;  
(ii)     confirms a trend towards the use of -awdd rather than -wys in the 3sg. pret. The verbs 
for which the 3sg. pret. -awdd is used are: yscriuenawdd, ymchoelawdd, enillawdd, 
ganhyataodd, gorfwyssawdd, lywodraethawdd, (g)orescygawdd, (g)wleddychawdd, 
ymladdawdd, a lygrawdd, a barawdd, a ddeisynyawdd, gorchmynnawdd, teyrnassawdd, 
kymhellawdd. He uses the -awdd ending 21 times in the last three pages of the MS and the -
wys ending
 
only once. Prior to this, -awdd is used only in llada6/wdd and four times on pps. 
121–4; 
(iii)     seems more comfortable with other 3sg. pret. forms, e.g.: 
 roddes, briodes, golles. (There are no other examples, outside the last four pages 
of P22, of briodes).  
 clywas, kauas; none of the other MSS have clywas but see p.108 for kauas.  
 kyflenwis, kynhellis;  
(iv)  does not use ry as a verbal particle; and  
                                                          
360
 Titus D.xxii 164v.2. 
361
 Jesus 23 and P23 also have examples of ch being inserted where ac wedy is used, with the c being moved to 
the next word and mutating to ch, e.g. ‘A chwedy eu profes’ (Jesus 23 37) and ‘a chwedi tervynv o hoydyl 
eneas’ (P23 1r). 
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(v) uses mewn rather than yn before an indefinite noun.   
There are no examples of either ar or at being used with verbs of motion in the last four 
pages of the MS.  
In conclusion, the evidence given in P22 of grammatical change emerging in the fifteenth 
century is not striking, but taken together with P46 and H1, and with the other fifteenth-
century MSS, it gives some indication of consolidation of earlier change.  
 
 
Annex A: grammatical changes in the course of the MS  
 
Dafydd makes fewer changes in his grammar than he does in his orthography, as is reflected 
in the following table.
362
  
Change  1–30  51–64 89–96  121–126 and 
131–133 
dothoed > 
doethoed  
both dothoed and 
doethoed 
dothoed  doethoed 
ti > di  
(2sg. ind. 
pron.) 
 from 60… …to 89  
 
y my6n > my6n 
 
All P22 instances of 
using me6n without y/i 
occur before p.24 (except 
for 95.26). 
   
hyt ar > hyt at  Most examples of this 
shift occur in the first 
section. 
   
  ac guedy to   
                                                          
362
 The changes that occur in the final four pages, see page 121, are not repeated in this table. 
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ac guedy p.52; 
thereafter a 
guedy 
ry 3 instances of omission 
of ry on pp.4–5. 
   
-awdd    4 -awdd endings 
on pps. 121and 
124.  
   
 
 
Annex B: verbal particle – ry  
The following is a list of instances where 3036 uses ry on pages for which P22 is extant, 
giving the equivalent used in P22 and in the other DV MSS. (The table also includes 
instances where 5266 uses ry in those passages where 3036 is not extant.) 
Use of ry by 3036 
P22 3036 5266 P45 P46 H1 
4.30 A dolurya6 yn vaur llad i 
wyr a daly i vra6t  
ry lad ry lad lad lad ry lad 
4.32 kanys yno i tybygei vynet 
brutus ar carcharoryon 
ganta6vynet  
ry uynet ry vynet ry 
uynet 
ry 
vynet 
ry uynet 
5.27 A ph6y bynnac a gyfarfo a 
thi dyw[.]t 6rtha yn gall 
d6yn antigon{us} ohonot  
ry d6wyn ry dvyn d6yn d6yn - 
6.1 nat or bradychu y doethoed 
namyn er dianc o garchar 
Brutus  
ry 
doethoed 
ry 
doethoed  
yr 
doethoe
d 
- - 
7.35 yr hon a uuassai y sa6l vil o 
vlynyded ac amseroed [-] 
ry 
uuassei  
ry 
6uassey 
- - ry|uuasse
i 
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vrenhined groec yg 
keithiwet  
13.32 ac yd oedynt yn g6ledychu 
tro meibon ector guedy ry 
dehol plant Antenor ohonei 
ymdeith ry dehol  
ry dehol ry dyhol yr 
dehol 
yr 
dehol 
ry dehol 
14.21 llitia6 a oruc kanys kyn no 
hyn ry wnaethoed locrinus 
amot i gymryt i verch ef yn 
wraic ida6ry wnaethoed  
ry 
wnaetho
ed  
yr 
wnathoe
d 
- - ry 
wnathoe
d 
17.14 Ac yna atnabot a oruc 
Cordeila ry credu oe that yr 
ymadradyon hanhyedus 
t6yllodrus a dywedassei  
ry credu - - - ry credu 
 19.5 py furuf i gallaf i rac 
kywilyd adol6yn nerth na 
chanho[...]6y i genhyt ti 6rth 
ry sorri ohonof i 6rthyt ti 
am dy doethineb ti ath rodi i 
6r mor [..]ymygedic  
ry sorri ry sorri  ry sorri ry sorri - 
19.34 Ar temhyl honno a 
wnaethoed ef yn enryded yr 
du6 bifrontis ianij  
ry 
wnathoe
d 
ry 
wnathoe
d 
a 
wnatho
ed 
a 
6naetho
ed  
a ry 
wnathoe
d  
21..21 a choffau ida6 or dothoed 
tywyssogyon erill i ryuelu 
ac ef oruot ohona6 
ry oruot ry oruot ry oruot ry oruot ry oruot  
22.7 Erchi a wnaeth tr6y 
gennadeu y veli eturyt i 
gyfoeth ida6 ae wraic a 
dalassei ynteu gan 
vygythia6 onys atuerhei yn 
diannot o chaffei le ac 
ry 
dalassei  
ry 
dalyassei 
ar 
dalassei  
 
ry 
dalyass
ei  
ry 
dalyassei  
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amser i lladei y pen 
27.13 y g6r a deholassit oe 
vrenhinyaeth guedy rydyuot 
o gr6ydra6 g6ladoed erill 
am borth i geissa6 i gyfoeth 
trachefyn 
ry uot ryuot ry uot yr uot y ryuot  
29.21 kanys rydit ry ordyfnassynt 
6y yn gymeint ac na 6ydynt 
beth oed geithiwet 
ry 
ordyfnas
synt 
a 
ordyfnes
synt 
a ordyf
nyssynt 
(na 
ordyfyn
assant) 
a 
ordyffna
ssant 
52.19 ac ma yd oedynt guedy 
dyuot yn agos i traeth llyda6 
nachaf wynt kythra6l 
g6rth6yneb udunt  
ry dyuot ry dyuot yr dyuo
t 
- (yn 
dyuot) 
53.10 A phan gigleu Gracian 
rodgymryt ry lad maxen yn 
rufein kymryt a oruc ynteu 
brenhinyaeth ynys prydein  
ry lad ry lad llad llad ry lad 
53.15 A phan gigleu y 
racdywededigyon e 
lynyon vchot a ffoassynt y 
iwerdon ry lad Gracian 
kynulla6 a wnaethant 
ry lad rylad - ry lad ry lad 
59.10 ac or diwed guedy caffel 
g6ybot o 6rtheyrn ry gaffel 
eu karyat ac eu rybuchet yn 
ll6yr wedy eu medwi 
nosweith i dywat 6rthun i 
uot ef yn gada6 ynys 
prydein 
ry gaffel ry 
gaffael  
cael cael ry gaffel 
59.26 Ac odyna eu dihenedu 6rth 
ry wneuthur onadunt 
kyflafan honno gymeint a 
ry 
wneuthur 
yr 
wneuthur 
am wne
uthur  
am 6ne
uthur 
am 
wneuthur 
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honno nyt amgen llad y 
brenhin 
59.28 A rei o wyr y teyrnas a 
dywedei pan y6 g6rtheyrn a 
wnaethoed y brat h6nn6 
ry 
wnathoe
d 
yr 
wnathoe
d 
(a parys
sei) 
(a baras
sei) 
a ry 
6nathoed 
60.3 kanys y ffichtieit ae 
dyffynnassei or alban 
attadunt i dial eu 
kytuarchogyon a parassei 
6rtheyrn eu llad am ry llad 
onadunt 6ynteu constans 
vab custenhin ve{n}digeit 
am ry lad am ry lad am yr 
lad 
am ry 
lad 
am ry lad 
60.13 A chennadeu a doeth at 
6rtheyrn i vynegi ida6 dyuot 
g6yr ma6r!hedic heb 6ybot 
pan hanoedynt y me6n 
llogeu hirion a rodi na6d a 
wnaeth G6rtheyrn vdunt 
ry dyuot ry dyuot ry 
dyuot 
ry 
dyuot 
ry dyuot 
61.29 Ac odyna mal yd oed 
hengyst yn 6r doeth call 
ystrywyus guedy g6ybot 
ohona6 gaffel 
kytymdeithyAs y brenhint 
ae garyat 
ry gaffel cael caffel cael ry gaffel  
89.31 A guedy daruot y gyfranc 
honno i deuthp6yt i venegi y 
Eigyr
363
 lad yr iarll a chaffel 
y castell  
ry lad  rylad ry lad yr ry lad 
89.34 a ryuedu yn v6y no meint 
g6elet yno yn eu blaen y g6r 
yd oedynt yn dywedut i lad 
ry lad ry lad yr lad y ry lad 
                                                          
363
 This example is uncertain; there appears to be a hole in the MS, which might account for a missing ry.  
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89.36 Ac eissoes dolur y6 genhyf i 
gaffel vyg kastell a llad vyg 
wyr 
ry gaffel ry gael cael caffel ry gaffel  
91.6 A bot y brytanyeit hayach 
guedy goruot arnut 
ry oruot ry oruot yn 
goruot 
yn|y go
ruot 
ry oruot 
92.32 A phan gigleu bald6lf a oed 
a chwe mil o wyr arua6c 
ganta6 ffo i vra6t ae 
warchae yg kaer efra6c sef a 
wnaeth ynteu kyrchu parth 
ac yno a hynny a nifer 
ganta6 i geissya6 gell6ng y 
vra6t 
ry ffo ry fo yr fo ry fo - 
94.12 Ac eissoes goualus oed am 
ada6 hywel vab Emyr 
llyda6 yn glaff yg kaer 
alclut 
am ry 
ada6 
am ry 
adav 
am ry 
ada6 
am ry 
ada6 
am ry 
ada6 
95.12 A G6edy caffel o Arthur y 
vudugolyaeth honno ssef a 
wnaeth anuon kad6r 
dywyssa6c kerni6 y erlit y 
saesson a ffoassei tra 
[u]ryssyaei ynteu parth Ar 
alban 
ry 
ffoassei 
ry 
ffoassei  
ar 
ffoassei  
ar 
ffoassei 
a ry 
ffoassei  
96.22 A guedy ry 6rthlad y 
g6ynuydedic Samps6n 
[arcescob ar] d6y[ol]yon 
wyrda ereill effeireit a 
diagonyeit ac ysgolheigyon 
a gr[a] [ḍw] yr [eg]l6ys 
gatholic 
ry 6rtlad  ry 
6rthlad  
- - ry 
6rthlad 
121.22 Ac weithiau megis gwinllan ry ry ymchoe yr ymh ry 
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idd wyt titheu guedy 
ymchoelut yn chwerwedd a 
cheithiwet hyt na elly 
bellach amddiffyn dy wlat 
nath wragedd nath 6eibion o 
law dy elynion  
ymchwel
ut 
ymchuel
ut 
lut oelut ymchoel
ut 
 a ryueddu a wnaeth yn 6awr 
na rygawssei erioet y ry6 
chw[eith] 
a blas ar gawssei ar y 
golwyth hwnnw 
na ry 
ga6ssei 
na ry 
gavssei 
nar 
ca6ssei 
na|cha6 
ssei 
na ry 
gassei  
126.5 dolurius yw genhyf i etholed 
[-] eueink bot gwlat yn 
hentadeu ni guedy ry 
orescyn o estrawn ge [-] 
theu guedy awch dehol yn 
wradwyddus 
ry 
werescyn 
ry 
oresgyn 
ry 
oresgyn 
ry|oresg
yn 
y 
gwerescy
n 
131.11 llyma ynys prydein yn 
ddiffeith uddunt wy guedy 
y
364
 diffeithiaw o 6ar duw [-] 
allasant [h]wy oc eu holl 
gedernyt i diffeithiaw 
-
365
 ry 
diffeitha
v 
gwedyr 
diffeith
a6 
gwedy|r
 diffeith
a6 
y 
diffeitha
6 
131.32 coffau a wnaeth Catwaladyr 
ry peidiaw y [ - ]
366
 ar 6all 
oe gyffoeth 
- ry 
peidyav 
ry 
peidya6 
ry peid
ya6 
- 
132.31 Ac ni mawr ddygrynwys 
uddunt kanys y 6arwawl 
dy[.]estyl [-]assei o 6all 
newyn ry ddaroedd iddi a 
distriw syberw [gene...] [-] 
- yr daroed a 
daroed 
a|daroe
d 
- 
 
                                                          
364
 This might be a scribal error in P22. 
365
 3036 text not extant. 
366
 5266 has tymhestyl honno. 
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hyt na ellyng gwrthladd 
gormes estraw[n] genedyl 
[..]rth[.]  
Use of ar by 3036 
P22 3036 5266 P45 P46 H1 
57.18 Ac ym pen y deudec mlyned 
guedy hynny i doeth vn or 
ffichtieit ar auuassei
367
 6r 
ida6 kyn no hynny  
ar 
uuassei 
yr 
uuassei  
ar 
uuassei 
ar 
uuassei  
ar a  
uuassei 
58.14 damwein truan heuyt a 
daroed mar6 hynaf 
ar 
daroed 
ry daroed  ar 
daroed  
ar 
daroed  
- 
60.3 kanys y ffichtieit ae 
dyffynnassei or alban 
attadunt i dial eu 
kytuarchogyon a parassei 
6rtheyrn eu llad am ry llad 
onadunt 6ynteu constans 
vab custenhin ve{n}digeit 
ar 
parassei 
yr 
parassei 
ar 
parassei 
ar 
barassei  
ar 
parassei 
62.29 sef a wnaeth hengyst 
g6aha6d G6rtheyrn i edrych 
yr adeilat deissyuyt a 
wnaethoedit 
ar 
wnathoe
dit  
yr 
wnathoe
dyt 
a 
wnatho
edit 
- ar 
wnathodi
t 
64.16 sef a wnaethant Anuon 
G6rtheyrn a uuassei gyt ac 
6ynt ym pop br6ydyr yn 
porth vdunt 
ar 
uuassei  
yr 
uuassei  
a oed a oed ar 
uuassaei  
64.21 dechreu a wnaeth ynteu dalu 
i pa6b eu dylyet a daroed ir 
saesson i d6yn y arnadunt 
ar daroed yr daroed ar 
daroed 
ar 
daroed 
ar daroed 
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 Sic. 
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90.3 A guedy menegi ida6 yn wir 
a daroed dolurya6 yn va6r a 
oruc o agheu gorlois 
ar daroed yn
368
 
daroed 
- - ar daroed 
121.1 wnaethant hyt yn iwerddon 
Ar ddoethoedd a lyghes 
ddir6awr gantaw i orescyn 
iwerddon 
ar 
dothoed 
yr 
dothoed 
- - a 
dothoed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
368
 Sic. 
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Chapter 7: stylistic differences between the DV MSS 
In Chapter 4 I considered detailed differences between the DV MSS in terms of how these 
inform an understanding of the relationship between them. In this chapter I look at 
differences in style. As in previous chapters I refer for convenience to the scribes of the 
extant MSS but of course where there has been change this may well be attributable to the 
scribes of their exemplars.  
There are significant and fascinating differences between the three early Welsh translations of 
the HRB, which are neatly summed up Roberts.
369
 He describes the translator of Llst 1 as 
conscientious and careful, leaving out little of the Latin text but rather attempting to translate 
sentence by sentence.
370
 The interest of the P44 translator he describes as the flow of the 
story itself, demonstrated in his natural, direct and narrative style and his ability to abridge, 
cutting out sentences and whole sections to create a quite ruthless summary of the Latin.
371
 
However, he reserves his greatest praise for the translator of the Dingestow Version, who has 
produced a translation that is significantly shorter than the Llanstephan Version (LlV):  
Llwyddodd cyfieithydd Brut Dingestow yntau i gwtogi’r hanes, ond ceisiodd ef 
dalfyrru’n fwy deallus, nid trwy dorri adrannau allan, ond trwy grynhoi wrth 
gyfieithu, a thrwy aralleirio, gan gadw’r cyfan o’r hanes, a hynny mewn Cymraeg 
digon llyfn at ei gilydd, gydag adleisiau o’r addull draddodiadol. 372 
To a varying extent, the scribes of the early DV MSS introduce further stylistic changes. As 
Chapter 4 on the relationship between the MSS illustrates, the two texts that are most 
conservative, in terms of remaining faithful to their archetype, are 3036 and P22. Given the 
similarity of these texts to the Latin, and, for the section of the Brut that is shared with LlV, 
to that Version, it seems that the scribes of 3036 and P22 have not sought to impose their own 
style on the text; they appear to have been content to reproduce the text with very little 
attempt to edit it.  
                                                          
369
 Roberts (1974.289 et seq.). 
370
 Roberts (1974:292). 
371
 Roberts (1974:293). ‘Gall fywiogi’r hanes ond ei nodwedd gyffredin yw ei fod yn ei gwtogi fel yr â rhagddo, 
trwy dorri allan frawddegau ac adrannau cyfain, nes y ceir ganddo, erbyn y diwedd, grynodeb go chwyrn o’r 
Lladin.’ 
372
 Roberts (1974:293). Lewis (1942:xxiv) also refers to the skill of the 5266 scribe in shortening the text of his 
MS. Roberts comments (1969: lxxxii) that it appears that the DV translator/copyist abridged the passage taken 
from Ll V in the same way as the Latin source. 
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This means that they fit neatly into the range of possibilities that Paul Russell offers as to 
what medieval Welsh scribes do.
 373
 The 3036 scribe
374
 fits into the (a) category, copying his 
exemplar as faithfully as possible. Dafydd, writing a century later, seems to offer a 
reasonable fit with the (b) category, producing a faithful copy of his exemplar tempered with 
gradual updating throughout the MS of some orthographical points. Only occasionally is he 
tempted to incline towards (c) in modernising the language. Until, that is, he reaches his own 
translation at the end of the MS, where we see more significant changes. I pick up on these in 
both Chapters 5 and 6.  
There are, however, significant differences in style between 3036 and P22 on the one hand 
and 5266, P45, P46 and H1 on the other. For the purposes of this chapter, I divide these 
roughly into: 
(i) the extent to which the MSS are further abridged, and the ways in which this is 
achieved; and 
(ii)  other ways in which a scribe’s individual style is reflected, including his personal 
comment on the narrative.  
I also look in some detail at a particular issue, the extent to which the two different forms of 
the 3sg. pret. of the verb guneuthur – gwnaeth and goruc – are used, which is something on 
which there is varying practice among the DV scribes.  
As in the previous chapters on orthography and grammar, most of the statistics that I give 
relate to the whole of the MS in question; if I refer to only that part of a MS for which the 
P22 equivalent is extant I indicate this with a *.  
 
Shortening the text 
The most immediately apparent difference between the MSS is their length; some are 
considerably shorter than others, perhaps because the scribe is trying to save time or vellum 
or both. But the scribes are not consistent – a scribe will not necessarily seek to shorten the 
                                                          
373
 Russell (1999:79–96). These possibilities are: (a) copy the exemplar as faithfully as possible; (b) copy as 
faithfully as possible but regularise or modify the orthography; (c) as (b), but also regularise or modernise or 
(re)dialectalize the language; and (d) full-scale rewriting and modernization of the language of the text. 
374
 i.e. the Book of Taliesin scribe (Huws (2000:59)).  
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text to the same extent throughout the MS. The H1 scribe offers the best example of this. 
While he is skilled in shortening his text, there are also long sections where he appears to 
copy in a much more mechanical fashion.
375
  
The extent to which each of the DV scribes seeks to shorten his text can be illustrated by 
comparison of the length of passages taken from different parts of the Brut. I have chosen the 
following three passages partly because they are passages for which all the six DV MSS (and, 
in the case of the first, the Llst 1 MS) are extant, but also because they relate different parts of 
the HRB which may have had different degrees of appeal to Welsh audiences. In each case, 
the table shows three different ways of counting the length of the passages in question, given 
the inconsistency in the transcriptions of the MSS of spelling, spacing and transcription 
marks, although the middle option, characters without spaces, may give the most 
representative picture:  
a) the opening part of the Llyr story (BD II 11.) 
 Llst 1 H1 3036 P22 5266 P45 P46 
words 717 648 661 654 583 525 570 
characters 
no spaces 
2822 2527 2508 2481 2284 2002 2049 
characters 
with 
spaces 
3539 3188 3185 3151 2867 2529 2619 
 
b) a passage from the section on Vortigern (BD VI 5. and VI 6.) 
MS H1 3036 P22 5266 P45 P46 
words 440 520 515 511 462 486 
characters no 
spaces 
1,863 2,219 2,213 2,246 2,026 1,963 
                                                          
375
 There are a number of passages where H1 is just as long as the corresponding passages in 3036 or P22. The 
Llyr passage is an example, so is the narrative about Antigonus (BD I 8. –9.) Also, much later in the Brut (BD 
XI 12. and 13.), after Augustine lands, the H1 MS is, with only a few minor omissions, almost exactly the same 
as 3036.  
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characters with 
spaces 
2,303 2,749 2,730 2,756 2,493 2,448 
 
c) the opening of the Arthur story (BD IX 1. – IX 3.)
376
  
MS H1 3036 P22 5266 P45 P46 
words 1138 1225 1188 1180 1131 1096 
characters no 
spaces 
4668 5041 4903 4988 4711 4379 
characters with 
spaces 
5831 6269 6103 6168 5851 5474 
 
Although the figures for 3036 and P22 might suggest otherwise, the two MSS are in fact very 
similar in length; to a large extent the differences reflect the spacing, deletions and other 
errors. 5266 is close in length to these two MSS, except in the Llyr section where it is 
significantly shorter. H1 in contrast is roughly the same length as 3036 and P22 in the Llyr 
passage, but 4.8%
377
 shorter than P22 in the Arthur section and 15.8% shorter in the 
Vortigern section (where it is as short as P46). P45 and P46 are in each case significantly 
shorter than 3036 and P22, and are roughly the same length as each other, although the 
Arthur section of P46 is 7% shorter than that of P45.  
Do the differences in these figures reflect the personal interest and sympathies of the scribes? 
That might be the case in the case of the H1 scribe. Llyr makes a good story, which he might 
be reluctant to abridge, and he can take pride in the narrative of Arthur. He may have less 
interest in writing in such a fulsome manner about Vortigern, especially given the welcome 
given by the latter to Hengistus and the Saxons (see references below, p.151, to the H1 
scribe’s animosity to Hengistus). The quality of the Llyr story does not explain, however, the 
relative brevity of the 5266 passage on Llyr. Moreover, the Llyr passage in P45 is a full 
19.3% shorter than that in P22, whereas the equivalent figures for Vortigern and Arthur are 
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377
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only 8.4% and 3.9%. It may be that, for whatever reason, the scribe of the (c) MS,
378
 ancestor 
to 5266 as well as P45 and P46, felt the Llyr story was longer than it need be.  
Against this background, what techniques do the scribes employ in curtailing the length of 
their MSS? There are two main ways of shortening a text; summarising the content or simple 
omission of parts of the text. The second is easier, i.e. omission of words, phrases, longer 
parts of sentences and in some cases whole sentences;
379
 this is what has happened in 
particular in the case of P45 and P46. There are a number of circumstances in which words 
may appear unnecessary and have been omitted.  
First, there are standard introductory words or phrases, including eissoes, or parth arall, ac 
odyna, ac yn diannot and sef a wnaethant. There are numerous examples where eissoes is 
omitted by P45 and P46, as for example when Mempricius holds talks with his brother 
Malim. All the MSS have : 
A membyr eissoes a | wnaeth ae vra6t ar uessur tagnouedu ac ef.  
except P45 and P46 which omit eissoes. Or, when Uther Pendragon learns of Gorlois’ death, 
5266 has: 
dolurya6 yn ua6r a wnaeth o angheu Gorlois. Ac eissyoes or parth arall llawen uu o 
acha6s bot eigyr yn ryd ellyngedic o r6ym
380
 y briodas. (5266: 217.1).  
P45 omits eissoes or parth arall, despite the function it serves in presenting the contrast of 
sadness over the death of Gorlois and his joy that Igerna is free, and has simply: 
…A llawen heuyt oed o uot eigyr yn ryd o r6ym y priodas. (P45: 259.1). 
But, despite a clear tendency on the part of P45 and P46 to omit some linking words or 
expressions, they are still very commonly used in all the MSS. The following table
381
 gives 
an impression of the overall level of usage, and the extent to which their usage by different 
scribes does vary.  
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 P22
382
 3036 5266 P45 P46 H1 
ac yn diannot 10 17 22 5 14 15 
eissoes 55 130 48 59  73 93 
or parth arall  6 13 17 9 12 11 
 
In a different context, words may be omitted in the description of a character who may be 
thought to be well known to the reader. For example, Constantinus’ wife has been brought up 
by archbishop Guithelinus. 5266 (and all others apart from H1) have:  
ac a uagyssyt yn llys kuhelyn archescob llundein. (5266: 128.1). 
The H1 scribe, however, feels it unnecessary to spell out that Guithelinus was archbishop of 
London and has only:  
 ac a uagyssit yn llys a
383
 kuhelyn (H1: 44r/22).  
And when on Uther Pendragon’s death Dubricius archbishop of Caerleon is urged to crown 
Uther’s son Arthur as his successor,384 5266 (and all others apart from H1) have: 
Ac o gytsynhyedigaeth pa6b yd archassant y dyuric archesgob caer llion kyssegru 
arthur uab uthyr yn urenhin arnadunt. (5266: 223.7) 
but the H1 scribe does not see it as necessary to spell out that Dubricius is archbishop of 
Caerleon or that Arthur is the son of Uther. For him:  
o gytsynedigyaeth pa6b yd archassant y dyfric archescob kyssegru arthur yn vrenhin 
arnadunt. (H1: 75r.14) 
is sufficient.  
Similarly, in the next sentence the Saxons, having heard of the death of Uther Pendragon, 
have invited in their countrymen from Germany. 5266 (and all others apart from H1) have: 
pan gigleu y saesson mar6olaeth uthyr bendragon yd anuonassant 6ynteu ar eu 
kenedyl hyt yn germania (5266: 223.11). 
H1 has only: 
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pan gigleu y saesson mar6olyaeth vthyr. yd ymhoelassant 6ynteu hyt yn Germania 
(H1: 75r.17). 
as the scribe presumably found it unnecessary to include bendragon. 
Then there is apparent duplication. The Romans make it clear to the Britons that they should 
get used to defending themselves and, by fighting bravely, protect with all their strength their 
country, possessions, wives, children and, above all, their freedom and lives, ‘ut pocius solis 
consuescendo armis ac uiriliter dimicando terram, substantiam, coniuges, liberos, et quod his 
maius est libertatem uitamque totis uiribus defenderent.’385 5266, 3036 and P22 have a full 
translation: 
ac y gyt a hynny bot yn ia6nach udunt e hunein gymryt dysc ac aruer ar ymlad mal i 
gellynt amdiffyn eu g6lat ac eu g6raged ac eu plant ac eu goludoed ac eu rydit a thros 
eu buched e hunein no dodi eu gogn6t ac eu hymdiret yn wast
386
 yg g6yr rufein’ (P22: 
54.3). 
P45 and P46 shorten this to: 
Ac y gyt a hynny dywedut uot yn ia6nach udunt e | hunein kymryt dysc ac aruer o 
ymlad mal y gellynt amdiffyn y g6raged ae plant ae rydit no dodi y hymdiret yn 
wastat yg gwyr ru{uein}. (P45:114/2). 
H1 goes further in reducing this to: 
Ac y gyt a hynny bot yn ia6nach udunt e hunein kymryt dysc ac aruer o ymlad mal y 
gellynt amdiffyn eu g6lat. no dodi eu hemdiret yn wastat ar wyr rufein. (H1: 41v.6). 
In this case it is Geoffrey who lists all the things that the Britons should defend and it is 
faithfully translated by the author of DV. But there are other instances where the Latin is 
brief and the translator has enhanced the effect in Welsh by using more than one word or 
expression. Roberts
387
 sees this as an example of familiarity of the translator with the 
characteristics of vernacular prose, in that, in the same way as in the chwedlau, effect is 
added by the use of pairs of synonyms to translate a single Latin word. He cites the Llst 1 
translation of pulchritudinis Cordeille
388
 as  
clot tekcet Cordeylla, nat oed nep o’r a alley y chyffelybv o pryt a gosceth a thegwch’ 
(Llst 1: 34.22), 
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where the added detail brings Cordeilla’s beauty to life in a way that is not present in the 
original Latin. (5266, H1, 3036 and P22 all have clot. a phryt. a theg6ch (P22:17.32)). 
Roberts gives as a further example the occasion on which, in plotting to depose Constans, 
Vortigern asks to be allowed to guard the king’s treasure and walled cities; ‘Coepit igitur 
petere thesauros regis ab ipso in custodiam eiusque ciuitates cum munitionibus’.389 P22 (as 
also 5266 and 3036) has: ‘Ac yna i kymerth i s6llt ae tryssor ar kestyll ar karoed ar dinassoed 
cadarn yn i vediant e hun’ (P22: 58.19) and P45 and P46 (H1 is not extant) have only a 
slightly shorter version.
390
 
But the scribes do not always preserve this effective use of synonyms. There is a neat 
complementarity in the translation of ‘Vergente tandem ad occasum sole’391 when, after the 
day of battle between Arthur and the Saxons, the latter occupy a nearby hill as the sun begins 
to set. 3036 and P22 have two balanced sentences: 
Ac val yd oed yr heul yn est6g. Ar dyd yn daruot ar nos yn dyuot. (P22: 94.35). 
5266 is very similar. But H1 abridges this to: 
Ac val yd oed yr eul yn gest6g ar dyd yn daruot. (H1: 77v/28) 
and P45 to: 
Ac ual yd oed y | dyd yn daruot ar nos yn dyuot. (P45 203/24). 
Shortest of all, P46 has: 
ac ual yd oed y dyd yn daruot. (P46 272.18). 
Is this an instance where the desire for brevity on the part of (some of) the scribes intrudes on 
the quality of the exemplar (and the original translation), especially if the text is to be read 
aloud?  
Similarly, when Arthur gathers together all the clergy and nobles of the realm to ask what is 
the best and safest course to adopt against enemy invasion, the Latin has clero et primatibus 
tocius potestatis suae.
392
 5266, 3036 and P22 all have: 
holl wyrda ynys prydein ieirll a bar6neit a marchogyon urda6l. Ac escyb ac abadeu ac 
athra6on. (P22 93.15). 
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H1 has: 
holl wyrda ynys prydein ieirill a bar6nyeit a marchogyon vrda6l ac escyb ac abadeu. 
(H1 75r.13). 
P45 has a slight variation on this with: 
holl wyrda y teyrnas. Jeirll. A bar6neit a marchogyon urda6l. Ac esgyb ac athrawon. 
(P45 135/21). 
But the P46 scribe has only: 
holl 6yrda y|teyrnnas. Jeirll. a|bar6neit. a marchogyon urdolyon (P46 268.12). 
To him the dramatic effect of listing the clero et primatibus appears less important than 
brevity.  
The omission of words, phrases or even sentences is a relatively easy task for a scribe. It is 
less easy to summarise sentences or a group of sentences, and this is found less frequently. 
But there are some examples, with the H1 scribe taking the lead. When Vortigern plans how 
to take the throne, given that Constans lacks the necessary abilities, his two brothers are too 
young and Vortigern seems to be the only person able to assume the role, he decides to 
depose Constans and embark on subterfuge in deceiving Constans. 5266 has a lengthy 
account of this (though it does not reflect the full account given in the Latin):
393
 
A guedy caffael o gortheyrn medyant kymeint a h6nn6 yn y la6. medylya6 a oruc pa 
ansa6d y gallei caffael ehun y urenhinaeth. canys hynny yd oed yn y damuna6 ac yn 
ystrywa6 oe holl dihewyt. damwein truan heuyt ry daroed yr uar6 hynaf guyr y 
teyrnas ae chyghorwyr yn llwyr. megys nat oed un gur mor arbennic a gortheyrn a 
megys meibyon oed pa6b o wyrda y teyrnas oll y 6rtha6 ynteu. Ac euo a gaffei 
anryded pa6b onadunt hwy. canys ef a uedei y kyghor.A guedy guelet o ortheyrn y 
uot yn caffael pob peth 6rth y ewyllys. medylya6 a wnaeth oe holl ethrylith pa wed y 
gallei diot constans uynach or urenhinaeth. Ae chymryt ida6 ehun.Ac yna y kymyrth y 
swllt ar tryzor ar kestyll ar caeroed ar dinassoed cadarn. yn y uedyant ehun. gan 
uenegi yr brenhin bot dygyuor lluyd am eu pen or enyssed. A guedy caffael ohona6 
gan y brenhin pob peth o hynny 6rth ẏ uynnu. gossot a wnaeth 394 ynteu y annwyleit 
ehun ae diwydyon y warchad6 y lleoed hynny. 
Ac odyna medylya6 a wnaeth pa wed yd ystrywei urat y brenhin. A dywedut 6rth 
constans ual hynn. Argl6yd heb ef. reit oed iti achuanegu dy deulu mal y bo 
dibryderach yt. Ac y bych ehofnach rac dy elynyon. (5266 130.15). 
3036 and P22 share this account, while it is somewhat shortened in P45 and P46: 
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Ac g6edy caffel o ortheyrn y medyant yn holla6l medylya6 a wnaeth pa wed y gallei 
caffel y urenhinyaeth ida6 e hun Canys hynny yd oed yn|y ystrywa6 o|e holl 
dihewyt. A pheth truan heuyt ar daroed yr uar6 henhaf gwyr y teyrnas hyt nat oed un 
g6r mor arbenhic a gortheyrn. Ac megys meibon oed pa6b o wyrda y teyrnas y 6rtha6 
ef. Ac g6edy gwelet o| ortheyrn uot pob peth 6rth y gynghor a|e ewyllis. y kymyrth y 
s6llt ar tryzor. Ar kestyll ar dinassoed cadarn yn|y uedyant e|hun Gan uenegi yr 
brenhin bot dygyuor o|r ynyssed am eu pen. Ac gwedy cael hynny ohona6 gan y 
brenin. 6rth y uynnu Gossot a|wnaeth y an6ylyeit e hun y warchad6 y lleoed hynny. 
Ac odyna medylya6 pa wed yd ystrywei brat y brenin. A dywedut a|wnaeth 6rth 
constans ual hyn. Argl6yd heb ef reit oed ini ychwanegu dy teulu ti mal y bo di 
bryderach it rac dy elynyon. (P45 122.26).  
 
H1, however, omits several sentences but then summarises them:  
A g6edy kaffel o 6rtheyrn medyant kymeint a h6nn6 yn|y la6; medylya6 a oruc py 
wed y gallei gaffel e hun y vrenhinyaeth a distry6 constans. Ac o|r diwed g6edy 
ystrywya6 pop peth mynegi a wnaeth y constans bot dygyuor llu am eu pen 6o wedyd 
ereill Ac argl6yd vrenhin heb ef goreu y6 itti ychwaneccau dy teulu mal y bo 
tibryterach itt rac dy elynyon.’ (H1 45r.7). 
The H1 scribe seems to be frequently alert to possibilities of neater, more concise expression. 
As a further example, when the Romans make it clear to the British that they should get used 
to defending themselves, and summon all men of military age to London as they are 
preparing to return to Rome,
395
 5266 has ‘canys yt oedyn 6ynteu yn mynnu ymchuelut y 
ruuein tracheuyn’ (5266: 118.22) with 3036, P22, P45 and P46 all having similar wording. 
H1 has simply: ‘kanys ar ymhoel y oedynt tu a rufein.’ (H1: 41v/14). 
Although this tendency to summarise, rather than omit text, is mainly to be found in H1, there 
is occasional rephrasing to be found in P45 and P46 (or their common archetype) with a view 
to shortening the text. When Pandrasus responds to the Trojans, asking who could have freed 
the Trojans from their bonds and offering to the young man who has resisted him so stoutly 
his daughter Innogin and gold and silver and whatever is necessary for their journey,
396
 5266 
(and others) has: 
a ph6y a alley ell6ng kenedyl tro hedy6 yn ryd yr hon ry 6uassey y ssa6l 6l6ydyned ac 
amseroed yg keithiwed a dan 6renhyned groec pwy keuey a geissei llauurya6 y gyt ac 
wynt6y y geyssa6 rydyt or ryw geythywet honno a chan gallws y g6as yeuanc h6n 
hynny mynneu a rodaf 6y merch yda6 ef yn lla6en ac eur ac aryant a llogheu a phob 
ky6ryw beth or a uo reyt y hynt 6rtha6.’ (5266 13.26). 
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P45 and P46 summarise this adeptly as : 
a ph6y a | allei rydhau gwyr tro or hir geithiwet hon yn gystal a | h6n ac achos hynny 
mi a | rodaf uym merch ida6 ac eur ac aryant yn llawen a llogeu a phob peth or a uo 
reit 6rthunt’. (P45: 14/16). 
 
Other stylistic points  
There are a number of other points of style on which there are differences between the DV 
MSS. Again, the scribe who appears to be least constrained by his exemplar is the H1 scribe.  
(i)  direct and indirect speech 
HRB makes frequent use of direct speech, typically for longer speeches (or letters). The 
Welsh translations make more use of indirect speech and, as Roberts says, shift with 
confidence between the two.
397
 But in this respect there are differences between the two main 
groupings of the DV MSS, and where there is a difference it is H1, 3036 and P22 who use 
direct speech and 5266, P45 and P46 who have the indirect form. It seems likely that the 
scribe of the common archetype for 5266, P45 and P46
398
 introduced the indirect speech, 
which the P46 scribe, exceptionally, changed back to direct speech.  
The Llyr story offers an example. There are four instances where the Latin has direct speech, 
which serve to give narrative effect to the main speeches in the story. These are: 
(a)    Leir’s reply to Goronilla, when she has declared to him that he was dearer to her than 
the soul in her body, ‘ Quoniam senectutem meam uitae tuae praeposuisti, te, carissima filia, 
maritabo iuueni quemcumque elegeris cum tercia parte regni Britanniae.’399 All the DV (and 
LlV) MSS have this in indirect speech;  
(b)   Cordeilla’s response to her father’s question, that she has loved him as a father and will 
not be diverted from that course. If Llyr persists in trying to get more out of her he should 
hear the true love she bears him; he is worth what he has, and that much she loves him.
400
 
3036 (and H1, P22, Llst 1 and H2) retain direct speech: 
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Ny chredaf ui bot merch a allo caru y that yn u6y noc y dylyho y garu. nac ae dyweto 
onyt tr6y gellweir gan gelu guiryoned. Ac 6rth hynny; miui ath gereis ti eiroet megys 
tat. Ac etwa heb peida6 or aruaeth h6nn6. Ac o cheissy ti m6y no hynny; guaranda6 di 
diheur6yd meint dy garyat ti genhyf | i. A gossot teruyn yt orcheston. Sef y6 hynny. 
yn | y veint y bo dy gyuoeth ath iechyt ath de6red; yn | y veint honno y caraf | i ti. 
(3036 35.1); 
But 5266 (and P45 and P46) have: 
Ac y dywa6t hitheu ry garu ef eryot mal y dylyei uerch caru y that. Ac nat yd oed 
etwa yn peida6 ar caryat h6nn6. ac erchi ida6 g6aranda6 yn graff pa ueint oed hynny. 
A sef oed hynny yn y ueint y bei y gyuoeth ae yechyt ae dewred. (5266 31.2); 
(c)   Llyr responds to Cordeilla that since she despises her father so much that she does not 
honour him even with the same love as her sisters, he in turn will dishonour her and she will 
never have a share in his kingdom with her sisters;
401
 
303B (and H1 and P22) again retain direct speech: 
Kanys yn | y ueint honno y tremygeisti heneint dy tat. Hyt na charut ti ef megys dy 
chwioryd. minheu ath diuarnaf ti heb ran ygyt ac 6ynt o ynys prydein. (3036 35.11). 
5266 (and P45 similar) has the indirect: 
can oed kymeint y tremygassei hi euo a hynny ual na charei hi euo megys y chuyoryd 
y lleill y diuarnei ynteu hyhy hyt na chaffei neb ryw ran or enys y gyt ac wynt6y. 
(5266 30.24), 
but on this occasion P46 has the direct: 
kanys kymeint y|tremygeist|i vivi ac na charut ti vi yn|gymeint a|th ch6ioryd ereill. 
minheu a|th diuarnhaf titheu hyt na cheffych byth neb ry6 rann o|r ynys ygyt ac 6ynt’ 
(P46 49.19). 
Roberts cites this example
 
in commenting
 402
 that there is more use of direct speech in P46 
than in P45. But when Llyr continues to tell Cordeilla that he does not however refuse to 
marry her to some foreign husband,
403
 only 3036 (and H1 and P22) continue with direct 
speech: 
Ny dywedaf ui can 6yt merch ti imi na rodh6yf ti y 6r ny hanfei or ynys hon os y 
tyghetuen. a damweinha hynny heb argyfreu. (3036 35.15). 
On this occasion 5266, and both P45 and P46, have: 
ny dywa6t ynteu na rodei hyhy.y wr ny hanfei or enys o damweinhei yr kyfry6 wr 
h6nn6 y herchi hep argyureu genthi’ (5266 31.2); 
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(d)   finally, there is Llyr’s soliloquy in the boat taking him to Cordeilla in France, when he 
laments his position and his treatment of Cordeilla.
404
 In this instance all the DV and LlV 
MSS respond to the drama of the situation and keep Llyr’s words in direct speech, as in 3036: 
Oi a d6yeu nef a dayar py bryt y da6 yr amser y gall6yf ui talu y chwyl yn y 
g6rth6yneb yr guyr hynny. y rei a oruc i minheu dyuot yn yr aghennoctit h6n. Och 
cordeila vyg karedic verch i mor wir yr ymadra6d teu di. (3036 38.13). 
There are in addition other examples, outside the Llyr story, where H1, 3036 and P22 all have 
direct speech and 5266, P45 and P46 all have indirect speech. These include: 
(a)   when Cassibellawnus responds to Caesar’s letter, the Latin uses direct speech,405 
although Cassibellawnus begins by speaking of the Romans in the third person. All the DV 
MSS reflect this in: 
KAswalla6n brenhin y brytanyeit yn anuon annerch y vl!kessar. A ryuedu meint 
sychet a chwhant guyr rufein y | eur ac aryant mal na atant dynyon odieithyr y byt val 
ydym ni heb ef yn diodef perigleu yr eiga6n y my6n ynyssed heb gymhell teyrnget 
arnadunt. (3036 58.26). 
But while the Latin continues in direct speech, all the DV MSS are consistent in using 
indirect speech until, when Cassibellawnus makes it clear that the Britons will fight for their 
freedom and country, ‘nos pro illa et pro regno nostro pugnaturos si ut comminatus es infra 
insulam Britanniae superuenire inceperis’,406 3036, P22 and H1 revert to the first person: 
Ac 6rth hynny menegi y vlkessar an bot ni yn para6t y ymlad dros an gulat Ac an 
rydit. A thros y teyrnas os euo a geissei dyuot ynys prydein megys y | gogyuadawei. 
(3036 59.13), 
whereas 5266, P45 and P46 all have this in the third person: 
Ac 6rth hynny menegi y ulkessar eu bot 6ynth6y yn bara6t y ymlad tros eu gulat ac eu 
rydyt a thros eu ternas. Os euo a gessei dyuot enys prydein megys y gogyuada6ei. 
(5266 57.9); 
(b)   Brutus writes to Pandrasus, saying that it is unjust that people descended from the 
famous stock of Dardanus should be treated in his kingdom otherwise than their serene 
nobility demands, and so they have retired to the heart of the forest in order to maintain their 
freedom, they prefer to eke out their lives eating meat and grass like wild beasts, rather than 
to enjoy every delicacy, while still enduring the yoke of slavery to him.
407
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5266 (and P46 - P45 is not extant) has: 
ac 6rth hynny y mae brutus yn menegy yda6 bod yn well ganthunt 6ynteu press6ylya6 
a charthtre6u yn y dyffeyth ac ymborth mal any6eyleyt ar gyc amr6t a llysseu gan 
rydyt nog yn y kyfanned ar wledeu a melyster a dan geythy6et. (5266 6.4). 
3036 (and H1 and P22) have: 
ac 6rth hynny y | mae brutus yn menegi iti bot yn well gantunt 6y press6yla6 a | 
chartreuu yn y diffeith ac ymborth mal aniueileit ar kic amr6t a | llysseu gan rydit. noc 
yn | y kyfanhed ar wledeu a melyster y | dan geithiwet. (3036 6.10). 
But there is also an example of P22, 3036 and H1 having direct speech where the Latin does 
not, when Vortigern asks Horsus and Hengistus their religion. The Latin has this in indirect 
speech:  
rex inquirit cuiusmodi religionem haberent.
408
 
which is retained in 5266 (and P45 and P46) as: 
A gouyn pa ry6 gret oed ganthunt (5266 138.6). 
But P22, 3036 and H1 have: 
a gouyn py ry6 gret yssyd genh6ch (P22 61.3). 
There is therefore a mixed picture. It would appear that the ancestor of 5266, P45 and P46, 
i.e. (c) in the stemma diagram, took the initiative in shifting some passages of direct speech 
into indirect, although the P46 scribe on at least one occasion switched back to direct speech. 
For the most part 3036, P22 and H1 stick to the direct speech of the Latin, although not 
invariably so.  
(ii) clarification 
In a number of cases the scribe of H1 in particular seems to feel the need to clarify the 
meaning of the text where there might be ambiguity. For example:  
(a)   while Colgrimus is fighting the battle (with Arthur) the scribe spells out that it is (his 
brother) Baldulfus who is waiting on the coast for the arrival of Chelricus (as indeed does the 
First Variant Latin),
409
 H1 has: 
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 HRB VI 98.275. 
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 ‘Erat autem tunc ipse Baldulfus quando frater pugnauerat expectans aduentum Cheldrici ducis Germanorum 
iuxta maritima’; Wright (1988:138 [143]). cf. ‘Erat autem tunc ipse quando frater pugnauerat expectans 
aduentum Chelrici ducis iuxta maritima’; HRB IX 143.24. 
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a hynny o niuer ganta6 y geissa6 gell6g y vra6t kans pan ymladassei arthur a golgrim 
yd oed bald6lf ar lan y mor yn aros dyuot geldrig tywyssa6c a llu ganta6 o germania 
yn porth udunt. (H1 75v.24). 
5266 and all the other DV MSS have: 
A hynny o niuer gantha6 y geissya6 ell6ng y ura6t. canys pan ymladassei arthur a 
cholgrym. yd oed ynteu yna ar glan y mor yn arhos dyuotedigyaeth cheldric 
dywyssa6c a llu gantha6 o germania yn borth udunt. (5266 225.4); 
(b)   when messengers come to Igerna to report Gorlois’ death and see the king sitting beside 
her in the duke’s guise, they are abashed and amazed that the man they had left for dead at 
the siege is alive and has arrived before them; they have no idea of the effect of Merlin’s 
herbs.
410
 H1 has: 
A phan welas y kenhadeu y brenhin eissoes yn drych gorlois yn eisted ar neilla6 y 
eigyr. (H1 72v.19). 
The other MSS all have yr iarlles; 
(c)   when rumours circulate that Octa and Eosa have roused the Germans and built a huge 
fleet to return and destroy the island.
411
 H1 has: 
kans beunyd y | dytgenit udunt bot y saesson yn parattoi llyghes.  
The other MSS all allow an element of ambiguity in saying ‘canys peunyd y dedkenyt y 
6rthunt eu bot yn paratoi llyghes’;  
(d)   the H1 scribe attempts to clear up confusion over the identity of Hoelus, king of 
Brittany. He is described as the son of Arthur’s sister and of Budicius, king of the Armorican 
Britons - ‘Erat autem Heolus filius sororis Arturi, ex Budicio rege Armoricanorum Britonum 
generatus.’412 5266 and the other MSS create some uncertainty as to whose nephew he was 
with ‘nei uab chuaer y arthur oed h6nn6 o emyr llyda6 y tat.’ H1 expresses the relationship 
more clearly with ‘nei y Arthur vab ch6aer oed hywel.’ (H1 76v.7); 
(e)   when Arthur speaks to his men before their battle with the Saxons and before Dubricius 
addresses them,
413
 5266 and the other MSS have an accurate translation of ‘Haec eo dicente, 
sanctus Dubricius Vrbis legionum archiepiscopus, ascenso cuiusdam montis cacumine’:414 
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Guedy dywedut ohona6 ef yr ymadra6d hynn6 y kyuodes dyuric, archesgob cae llion 
ar wysc (5266 229.19). 
The H1 scribe however avoids any doubt as to who is the subject of the first clause with: 
A G6edy dywedut o arthur yr ymadra6d h6n y kyuodes dyfric archescob kaer llion. 
(H1 77v.3); 
(f)   H1 makes it clear that it is Morvidus that has five sons; Generauerat ipse quinque 
filios:
415
 
A phym meib a uu y uorud (H1 21v.18).  
The other MSS have ida6; 
(g)   similarly, when the queen of Sheba comes to hear Solomon’s wisdom, ‘Tunc Salomon 
coepit aedificare templum Domino in Ierusalem et regina Saba uenit audire sapientiam 
eius’,416 H1 makes it unmistakeably clear that it is Solomon’s wisdom that the queen has 
come to hear: 
Ac yn|yr amser h6nn6 y dechreu6ys selyf vab dauyd adeilat temyl ygkaerusalem. Ac 
y doeth brenhines salba y waranda6 doethinab selyf. (H1 12v.7). 
He may have been concerned to make clear that the wisdom could not be mistakenly 
attributed to Solomon’s father David, a potential confusion that does not arise in the Latin as 
David is not mentioned. All the other (DV and LlV) MSS omit selyf.  
This concern on the part of the H1 scribe to resolve any ambiguity is seen only to a much 
lesser extent in the other scribes, but there are occasional instances. For example, P45 spells 
out that amongst the Trojans it is Brutus’ nephew (Turnus) who killed 600 men (as do Llst 1 
and H2):  
ac yna y llada6d gwas ieuanc o tro nei y Brutus Turn oed y eno (P45 23/22). 
The other DV MSS have nei y brenhin. 
In the same way, when Merlin is transformed into Britahel,
417
 5266 alone makes sure that 
there is no mistake that it is Merlin who is transformed: 
Ac ynteu uyrdin ehun yn ryth brythael arall (5266 214.12). 
The other MSS omit uyrdin.  
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(iii) word order and syntax 
There is a small number of examples where in one or more of the MSS the word order is 
altered in a way which sounds more natural in Welsh. For instance: 
(a)   when Horsus and Hengistus arrive and Vortigern grants them peace, ‘dedit pacem’,418 
5266, H1, 3036 and P22 all have ‘A rodi na6d a wnaeth Gortheyrn udunt’ (P22 60.14). P45 
and P46, however, have ‘A rodi na6d udunt a wnaeth Gortheyrn’ (P45 126/25) which offers a 
more natural flow to the sentence;  
(b)   when Arthur runs out of gifts for his knights, ‘quod dispensaret deficeret’,419 5266 (and 
P45, P46, 3036 and P22) all have: 
hyt nat oed ha6d ida6 caffael o da kymeint ac a oed reit ida6 y rody yr sa6l 
uarchogyon a lithrei atta6 (5266 224.6). 
H1 changes the word order to a more natural: 
ac nat oed ha6d ida6 gaffel kymein
420
 o da ac a od reit ida6 y rodi yr sa6l varchogyon 
a lithrei atta6 (H1 75v.3); 
(c)   when the Saxons run out of food and ask to be allowed to leave, ‘petierunt eo pacto 
egressum’, H1 has: 
anuon kenhadeu ar arthur y adol6yn… (H1 77r/7).  
5266 (and 3036/P22 similar) have: 
anuon kennadeu y adol6yn y Arthur… (5266 228.13). 
There are also occasional examples of a different word order contributing to a more effective 
narrative. Llyr loves most his youngest daughter, Cordeilla, which is expressed by most of 
the MSS as:  
 A mwyaf i karei ef eissoes y verch ieuaf ida6 Cordeila. (P22 17.2). 
But P46 introduces Cordeilla and her role in the story, second only to that of Llyr, by saying: 
A m6yhaf yn da y carei ef y Jeuhaf. Gordeilla oed honno (P46 48.10). 
Dramatic effect is also achieved by the H1 scribe in the way he relates the division of the 
kingdom between Brutus’ three sons. Llst 1 has: 
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Ac er rannassant y 6eybyon er enys en teyr ran er rygth6nt. Ac y locryn6s kanys 
hynaf oed y dygwyd6s er ran per6ed or enys er hon a elwyr lloegyr oe enw ef. Ac e 
kymyrth kamber or t6 arall y hafren er rann a elwyr oe enw ente6 kymry. Ac e 
kymyrth albanact6s e gogled er rann a elwys ente6 oe enw ef er alban. (Llst 1 27.24). 
5266 is similar:  
Ac yna y .ann6t y teyrnas y rung y ueibyon ynteu. A locrinus canys hynhaf oed a 
gymerth y rann berued or enys yr honn a elwir lloegyr oe enw ef Ac y kymerth 
kamber or tu arall y hauren yr hon a elwir oe en6 ef kymry. Ac y kymerth albanactus 
y gogled yr hon a elwis ynteu oe enw ef yr alban. (5266 23.16). 
But H1 has: 
Ac yna y veibyon ynteu a rannyssant yr ynys y rydunt. Ac y locrinus can oed hynaf y 
doeth y ran perued o|r ynys. yr hon a elwit o|e en6 ef; lloeger. Ac y kamber y doeth o|r 
tu arall y hafren y ran a elwir o|e en6 yntei kymry. Ac albanactus a gymyrth y gogled. 
y ran a elwis ynteu o|e en6 ef yr alban. (H1 10r.12). 
thus giving emphasis and symmetry by placing the names of each of Brutus’ sons at the 
beginning of the sentence.
421
  
P45 (and P46) introduce some of the same effect with:  
AC yna y rann6yt y teyrnas r6ng tri meib Brut. locrinus Canys hynaf oed a|gymyrth y 
rann perued o|r ynys yr hon a|elwir o|e en6 ef lloygyr. Ac y kamber y doeth o|r tu arall 
y hafren y ran a elwir o|e en6 ynteu kymry. Ac y albanactus y doeth o|r parth arall y 
h6myr y rann a|elwir o|e en6 ynteu yr alban. (P45 27.20). 
A change from the frequent use of kymyrth also adds emphasis. Once Mempricius is crowned 
king of the whole island, he rules his subjects with such despotism that he kills almost all the 
nobility.
422
 Llst 1 has: 
a chymeynt y crevlonder a kymyrth enda6 en erbyn e pobyl (Llst 1 30.14)
423
 
whereas H1 has: 
A chymeint vu y greulonder yn erbyn y pobyl. (H1 11v.7). 
Roberts
424
 points to a number of instances where 5266 has guedy and a verbal noun while 
3036 has pan with the preterite. There are five instances (in the parts of the MSS included in 
the concordance in vol.2) where 5266, P45 and P46 have guedy plus verbal noun and 3036, 
P22 and H1 have pan or phan and only one where the reverse is true. There are also isolated 
instances where only H1 has pan/phan or only H1 has guedy plus verbal noun. So there is 
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modest scribal preference, but this seems most apparent in the case of the scribe of the (c) 
MS. The preference of the H1 scribe may be for variety, where either guedy or pan/phan 
would otherwise occur twice in quick succession, as for instance in: 
A chedernyt y lle. A g6edy clybot o goffar bot g6yr tro yn kastellu yn | y gyuoeth. ny 
orffowyss6ys na dyd na nos hyny doeth yno. A pan welas ef gestyll brutus gan edrych 
yn ar6 arnadunt. y dywa6t val | hyn. Och o tristyon tyghetueneu. lauassu o alltudyon 
kastellu ym perued vyg kyfoeth val hyn. (H1 8v.25). 
All the other DV MSS others have guedy plus verbal noun twice.  
(iv) vocabulary  
Another area in which H1 tends to take the lead is in using varying individual words. 
Examples include:  
(a)   Hengistus explains the custom of Saxony when the population increases so that the 
people become weak. H1 has ‘A pha{n} amlaont y pobyl yno mal nac eiguont yno.’ (47r/8). 
5266, 3036 and P22 all have anhont/anh6ynt; 
(b)   Turnus, Brutus’ nephew is described as a g6r ieuanc (9v/3) where all the other MSS 
have gwas ieuanc; 
(c)   Locrinus visits Estrildis secretly. In the words of the H1 scribe ‘Ac yno y da6ei ynteu yn 
rinya6c attei’ (H1 10v/29). All the other MSS have k6dya6c or gudyadan; 
(d)   since custom demands that the crown should go to the elder brother (Belinus): 5266, 
3036 and P22 all have ‘can oed dyledocaf gadu yr hynaf yn urenhyn’ (5266 39.20). P45 and 
P46 have tekaf (P45 43/24) and H1 has ia6nach (H1 16v.19). 
But there are other instances of a scribe using a different word. Guithelinus inherits the crown 
and rules with mercy. On this occasion P22 has ‘a hyt tra para6ys yn tagnefedus i llywia6d i 
teyrnas’ (26.14) while all the other MSS have traeth6ys. (This is one of very few instances 
where P22 differs from 3036.)  
There are also interesting differences between P45 and P46. Roberts gives examples
425
 of 
instances where the two MSS omit different words from an expression that is used in 5266. 
For example, where 5266 has ty6yssogyon y dinassoed ma6r bonhedic
426
 this is abbreviated 
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to tywyssogyon y dinassoed mawr in P45 and tywyssogyon bonhedic in P46 (thus illustrating 
that they belong to different branches stemming from (e) and that scribes in both branches 
saw fit to shorten their exemplars).  
(v) personal feelings 
The scribe of H1 goes further than the scribes of the other MSS in allowing his anti-Saxon 
sentiments free rein
427
 when relating the arrival of Horsus and Hengistus. There are five 
examples of this: 
(a)   when Horsus and Hengistus arrive,
428
 H1 has:  
Ac ar hynny nachaf teir llog hiryon yn lla6n o varchogyon arua6c yn discynnu yr tir 
yn s6yd geint; A deu 6r yn deu vroder yn tywyssogyon arnadunt; Sef oed eu henweu; 
hors; a hengyst; Ac yn uffern y maent. (H1 46v.16); 
(b)   a few lines later, when Vortigern asks their country of origin and their reason for coming 
to his kingdom, Hengistus replies for the others, as befits his greater age and wisdom. The 
other DV MSS reflect the Latin ‘nam ipsum et maturior aetas et sapientia praeponebat’429 
with ‘Canys hynaf oed. A megys aeduetaf A doethaf. A phrudhaf.’ (5266 137.1). The H1 
scribe however, changes this completely to read ‘kanys ystrywyssaf a oed ef a m6yaf y dr6c 
pei gallei’ (H1 46v/29);  
(c)   then when Vortigern asks the religion of the Saxons and Hengistus replies, the scribe 
cannot resist adding his own attribute: ‘Ac yna y dywa6t hengyst yscymun’ (H1 47r/22);  
(d)   when Vortigern is grateful to Hengistus for his victory against the Picts, Hengistus is 
described as an experienced and artful or cunning man ‘cum esset uir doctus atque astutus’.430 
The wording used by all the DV MSS picks up on the negative connotations of this 
description in using the words call and ystrywys, but 5266, 3036 and P22 also have him as 
doeth (this is omitted by P45 and P46). H1 ensures there is no ambiguity, in using the 
description ystrywys a ffalst (H1 48r/3);  
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(e)   similarly, the H1 scribe (48v/24), after Hengistus’ creation of Kaercarrei,431 inserts a 
whole sentence, extending his criticism of the actions of the infamous Saxon pagans into his 
own time:   
Ac velly yd oed hengyst yn g6neuthur lleoed kadarn ae vryt ar t6yllya6 y bryttanyeit a 
g6neuthur dr6c dros da. Ac y uelly y g6na y peganyeit saesson escymun vyth. (H1 
48v/24).  
There is a further instance of anti-Saxon sentiment on H1’s part after Arthur and Hoelus go to 
Kaerluidcoit (Lincoln) which is under siege by the pagans, ‘a paganis quos supra memoraui 
obsessam.’432 Whereas 5266 and all the other DV MSS have simply ‘…am ben y paganyeit 
oed yn y chywarsangu’, the H1 scribe refers to the ‘accursed Saxons; 
A g6edy mynet ychydic o diheuoed heiba6 kych6yn a | wnaethant odyno parth a chaer 
l6ytgoet am pen y saesson yscymun a oed yn | y chawarsa{n}gu (H1 76v.14). 
On the other hand, the scribe tempers his anti-Saxon feeling when Arthur addresses his men 
before the battle with the Saxons: ‘Quoniam impiissimi atque inuisi nominis Saxones fidem 
michi dedignati sunt tenere, ego fidem Deo meo conseruans sanguinem conciuium meorum 
in ipsos hodie uindicare conabor.’ 433 5266 describes the Saxons as yr ysgymunedigyon 
saesson bratwyr anudonyl; P45, 3036 and P22 have yr ysgymun(edigyon) t6yllwyr saesson 
bratwyr anudonul (P22 94.14) though in P46 this is shortened to y brat6yr ysgymun anudonul 
(271.4). H1 moderates this to t6yllwyr saesson brad6yr (77r/27). 
(vi)   geographical accuracy  
Though perhaps not a matter of style, there are a few interesting discrepancies which seem to 
reflect on the geographical knowledge of the scribe.  
First, at the time of the reign of Rud Hudibras, Capys, son of Epitus was reigning (and 
Haggai, Amos, Jehu, Joel and Azariah prophesied); ‘Tunc Capis filius Epiti regnabat (et 
Aggeus Amos Ieu Iohel Azarias prophetebant.’434 The Latin does not say where Capys was 
reigning, though Llst 1 has him, correctly, in Italy; in contrast all the DV MSS have him in 
Egypt except for 5266. As this is in the section of the Brut where a source was shared by LlV 
and DV, is this an instance of each of the LlV and DV scribes adding what they thought to be 
helpful detail, with the “Egypt” of the DV being subsequently corrected by the 5266 scribe?  
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Southampton (mentioned six times in the Brut) is Portus Hamonis in the Latin. Llst 1 uses 
porth ham6nt or porth ham6nt ne6 ente6 s6dhampt6n (e.g. 80.28). But DV seems to have 
translated the Latin as norhamton, which is used consistently in the extant DV MSS, except 
in P22 and 3036. P22 consistently uses southampton; 3036, while using norhamton in the 
majority of cases, also has, variously, suuthict6n, Coth[.]t6n, and sautha[m]t6n. It is not 
surprising that Dafydd knew that the port on the south coast of England was Southampton; it 
is perhaps more surprising that the much earlier 3036 scribe was also in two minds about it. 
Could the scribe of their common archetype have been unsure and used wording that 
confused the 3036 scribe?  
There is confusion in the Welsh texts between the two places Silchester and Cirencester; the 
Latin has, for example, infra Silcestriam,
435
 in ciuitatem Silcestriae
436
 and, for Cirencester, in 
Cirecestriam.
437
 All the MSS with the exception of P22 and P46 have very similar spellings 
for both names. 5266, H1 and 3036 have cyrcestyr, circestyr, circestir or circestyr; P45 has 
cyrcester and cyrcestyr. P46 has cyrcetyr (could this be a scribal error?) and cyrcestyr. P22 
has Cystetyr and Cistestyr. Did they realise that they were different places? A complicating 
factor may have been the fact that c = /c/ and /s/ in French and then Middle English 
spelling.
438
 (Kaer vudei/uudei is also used by all the DV (including P22) for Silchester, as it is 
in Llst 1.) 
Finally, there is one instance, when Ebraucus builds the city of Dumbarton towards Scotland, 
in which H1 uses gyuerbyn ar alban for uersus Albaniam.
439
 All the other DV MSS, and Llst 
1 and H2, have a version of yscotlont . But there are no other instances of H1 replacing 
yscotlont with alban. 
 
gwnaeth and gorug 
In the chapter on grammar (Chapter 6, p.108) I look at the personal endings used by P22 – 
and other (DV) MSS – to denote the 3sg. pret. form of a verb. But in the majority of cases the 
preference of the scribes of the Dingestow MSS was to use a third person form of the 
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auxiliary verb gwneuthur, with a verbal noun, rather than to use the inflected forms of the 
verb itself. Both forms of the 3sg. pret. were in common usage, gwnaeth and gorug. Both 
were also commonly used with the introductory words sef a… with the subsequent order of 
subject followed by verbal noun, e.g. ‘sef a wnaeth y bratwyr hynny llad y ran v6yaf 
onadunt’ ( P22 52.32).  
Peter Wynn Thomas
440
 analyses extensively the incidence of gwnaeth and gorug in 90 texts 
which comprise a good portion of the manuscripts which have survived from the years 1250 
to 1400 and some from the second half of the fifteenth century. These include 7,953 forms of 
the verb gwneuthur, of which 5,877 are forms of the 3sg. (and 1,605 of the 3pl.). He therefore 
focuses in particular on the use of the gwnaeth(ant) and goru(gant) forms (i.e. the 3sg. and 
3pl.forms), in their usage both as an auxiliary verb and as a complete verb. As a result of his 
analysis he divides the texts into three clusters which are similar in terms of their pattern of 
use of the forms of gwnaeth and gorug.  
His conclusion
441
 is that the three clusters are represented by: 
 BD, which favours gwnaeth;  
 YSG,442 which favours gorug as an auxiliary verb and gwnaeth as a complete verb; 
and  
 Peredur P7,443 which favours gorug. 
Thomas shows that for BD, in 78.44% of the instances where the 3sg. auxiliary is used 
gwnaeth is used in preference to gorug, with this figure rising to 98.31% when this is used 
after sef a.  
The comparable figures for P44 and Llst 1 are: 
 gwnaeth sef a wnaeth 
Pen 44 72.92% 98.28% 
Llst 1 27.41% 15.79% 
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On the basis of these figures P44 would join BD in the first cluster, whereas Llst 1 would fit 
into the second. Given that the two MSS were the work of the same scribe, it seems likely
444
 
that the MSS he was copying demonstrated different traditions of the use of gwnaeth and 
gorug.  
It would, however, be a mistake to conclude that BD is representative of the DV texts as a 
whole. I have prepared a comparison of the usage of forms of gwnaeth and gorug in the five 
early DV manuscripts which shows that there are significant differences. I have focused on 
the use of gwnaeth and gorug as auxiliary verbs in the 3sg. because the plural forms are 
rarely used as auxiliary verbs and as “independent” verbs it is only the gwnaeth(ant) (as 
opposed to the gorug(ant)) form that is used. In contrast, the use of the 3sg. pret. forms - 
gwnaeth and gorug – as auxiliary verbs with a verbal noun is a very common construction in 
all the DV MSS. There are, for example, no instances of personal endings being used with 
erchi, kynulla6, llidia6, llawenhau, although personal endings (for the 3sg. pret.) are more 
common with a fair number of other, on the whole common, verbs, e.g. anuones (14 tokens 
in 3036), rodes (32 tokens in 3036) and kyuodes (16 tokens in 3036).  
The comparative figures for the use of gwnaeth as the 3sg. aux. verb for the six versions of 
the DV text are as follows: 
 gwnaeth as 3sg. aux. (inc. sef a -) 
Brut Dingestow 82.8%  
3036 51.5% 
H1 51.5% 
P45 55.4% 
P46 48.4% 
P22 42.6%
445
 
 
which suggests that BD is the exception; the other four texts show a remarkable degree of 
consistency with the use of gwnaeth and gorug being broadly equal, except perhaps in P45. 
However, a more detailed examination of the of the figures reveals that the picture is far from 
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3036. The differences are accounted for by the gaps in P22 (and to a smaller extent in 3036). 
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consistent throughout the course of the MSS (for comparison I have included total figures for 
P263 and P23):  
 total 
instances 
of both 
gorug and 
gwnaeth as 
3sg. aux. 
(total in 
first half) 
gorug as 3sg. aux.(inc.sef a orug) 
as % of the total instances of both 
gorug and gwnaeth 
gwnaeth as 3sg. aux. (inc. sef a 
wnaeth) as % of the total instances of 
both gorug and gwnaeth 
  first 10 
pages
446
 
first 
20 
pages 
first 
half 
whole 
text 
first 
10 
pages 
first 
20 
pages 
first 
half 
whole 
text 
5266 576 
(331) 
18 
56.3% 
23 
37.7% 
70 
21.1% 
99 
17.1% 
14 
43.7% 
38 
62.3% 
261 
78.8% 
477 
82.8% 
3036 598 
(323) 
24 
96% 
48 
94.1% 
173 
53.6% 
290 
48.5% 
1 
4.0% 
3 
5.9% 
150 
46.4% 
308  
51.5% 
H1 565 
(290) 
28 
87.5% 
53 
88.3% 
156 
53.8% 
274 
48.5% 
4 
12.5% 
7 
11.7% 
134 
46.2% 
291 
51.5% 
P45 509 
(279) 
9 
37.5% 
20 
40.0% 
128 
45.9% 
227 
44.6% 
15 
62.5% 
30 
60.0% 
151 
54.1% 
282 
55.4% 
P46 592 
(305) 
35 
85.4% 
53 
63.9% 
152 
49.8% 
306 
51.6% 
6 
14.6% 
30 
36.1% 
153 
50.2% 
286 
48.4% 
P22 277 
(144)
447
 
44 
95.6 
87 
82% 
106 
73.6% 
159 
57.4% 
2 
4.3% 
19 
18% 
38 
26.4% 
118 
42.6% 
P263 224    99 
44.1%  
   125 
55.8% 
P23 356    326 
91.6% 
   30 
8.4% 
                                                          
446
 In comparing these figures, note that the pages of the different MSS may be very different in length.  
447
 The figures for 3036 and P22 are not the same, although there are no instances in which P22 differs from 
3036. The differences are accounted for by the differences in page length between the two MSS as well as by 
the gaps in P22 (and to a smaller extent in 3036). 
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In all cases, except P45, the scribe favours gorug to begin with; indeed in 3036, H1 and P46 
there is a strong preference for gorug, but this has levelled itself out by the end of the first 
half to not much above the proportion for the whole text. There is also striking similarity 
between the figures for 3036 and H1 (although a count of the instances in which gwnaeth or 
gorug are used in the passages of the MSS included in the concordance (in Appendix D) 
shows 17 instances where H1 has gwnaeth and 3036 gorug or vice versa).  
Thomas comments
448
 that the exclusion of gorug as a consequence of its being lost from 
informal usage in society is the most likely reason for the shift towards gwnaeth. But in fact 
the early MSS of the Dingestow recension – with the exception of 5266 – do not illustrate a 
movement towards the exclusion of gorug. Nor does P23, in the second half of the fifteenth 
century.
449
 This MS contains 326 instances of gorug,
450
 compared with 27
451
 instances of 
gwnaeth. In other words, the scribe of P23 seems to have had a greater preference than his 
predecessors for the more formal, and by the end of the fifteenth century even more archaic, 
gorug form. (P23 also exhibits greater numbers of gorugant. It has 27 tokens compared with 
5266 (4), 3036 (3), P45 (0), P46 (5), H1 (3) and P263 (6).)  
So what is determining the choice of the scribe? Thomas has not found a connection to a 
regional or dialectal preference, which suggests it is more of an issue of style, yet it is not 
easy to see any pattern to this. I cannot establish any evidence of a tendency to use certain 
verbal nouns with either gorug or gwnaeth. For example, with dolurya6 P45 only uses gorug 
once, P46 uses gorug on every occasion and H1 uses gwnaeth only once (out of seven 
tokens). Ffo is used by P45 exclusively (four tokens) with gwnaeth, by P46 predominantly 
with gwnaeth (six tokens to one with gorug) but 3036 has three tokens of gwnaeth and five of 
gorug. Erchi is used more commonly with gwnaeth than with gorug by all three MSS, but 
there are still significant numbers of instances where gorug is used.
452
 Moreover, in the case 
of P45 and P46, which stem from the same archetype, there is a confusing mix. For example, 
P46 has overall more instances of gorug than has P45, but there are a number of individual 
instances where P45 has gorug while P46 has gwnaeth.  
                                                          
448
 Thomas (2003:265). 
449
 Huws (2000:61). 
450
 Plus 28 x gorugant. 
451
 This figure excludes plurals. 
452
 The ratio of the use of gwnaeth to that of gorug is 13/9 for 3036, 17/3 for P45 and 16/8 for P46.  
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Thomas considers
453
 whether in certain instances a scribe might introduce a deliberate 
alternation between gwnaeth and goruc. He quotes a passage from Culhwch ac Olwen
454
 and 
refers also to a number of instances in Brut Dingestow where both gorug and gwnaeth occur 
one after the other.
455
 It is possible to find something similar in P45 and P46, e.g. in P45: 
ac g6edy bydina6 pa6b o bob parth ymlad a | wnaethant yn drut ac yn galet ac g6edy 
treula6 lla6wer or dyd yn | y wed honno kewilydhau a oruc Corine{us} h6yret yd 
oedynt yn caffel y (u) uudugolaeth ar y fichtyeit ac sef a wnaeth Corine{us} kymryt y 
wyr e | hun (P45 20.7) 
and also: 
Ac gwedy caffel o beli y chwedyl h6nn6. Sef a oruc ef ae lu y pydya6 y my6n glyn 
dyrys (dyrys) oed ar eu ford. A phan doeth gwyr ru{uein}. tranoeth yr glyn h6nn6. 
Sef y gwelynt y (g) glyn yn echtywynygu gan yr heul y ar arueu y gelynyon. A 
chymra6 a | wnaethant o tebygu mae bran ae lu oed yn | y ragot. Ac yna gwedy y 
kyrchu o beli wynt yn diannot gwasgaru a | oruc gwyr ru{uein}. yn diaruot a fo yn 
warad6ydus. Ae hymlit a | wnaeth y brytta{n}neit yn greula6n tra parha6ys y dyd gan 
wneuthur aerua trom o!nadunt. (P45 50.6). 
But as Thomas points out sequences of this sort are not common and in the DV MSS there 
are many, many instances where gwnaeth is followed by gwnaeth and gorug by gorug.  
It is also interesting to look at the extent to which the construction sef a with the auxiliary 
gwnaeth or gorug is used. The following table shows the figures for sef a orug/sef a wnaeth: I 
give also the number of instances in which sef a wnaethant is used (sef a orugant is not found 
in any MS): 
 sef a orug (% of 
total 
gorug/gwnaeth 
examples) 
sef a wnaeth (% of 
total gorug/gwnaeth 
examples) 
total sef a 
wnaethant 
5266 2 (1.7%) 114 (98.3%) 116 30  
3036 22 (36.7%) 38 (63.3%) 60 6  
H1 10 (31.2%) 22 (68.8%) 32 4  
P45 23 (40.4%) 34 (99.6%) 57 6  
P46 27 (37.5%) 45 (62.5%) 72 17  
P22 7 (18.9%) 30 (81.1%) 37 15 
                                                          
453
 Thomas (2003:266). 
454
 Rhys and Evans (1887:137).  
455
 Thomas (2003) The references in BD are 3.12–13, 5.15–16 and 50.24–26.  
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P263 8 (21.0%) 30 (78.9%) 38 10 
P23  34 (100%) 0 34 0 
 
What emerges is a distinct variation between the scribes in terms of their use of the structure 
with sef. Some of the apparent variation in the total numbers can be accounted for by the fact 
that gaps in the manuscripts mean that the texts are different lengths, but that would be 
insufficient to account for the whole difference.
456
 The use of sef a seems to be a stylistic 
matter on which different scribes had different preferences; in particular some scribes may 
well have had more of an attachment than others to old-fashioned grammatical and 
syntactical forms.  
Finally, it is once again worth looking at the final four pages of P22. These reveal that, in as 
far as the pages are legible, sef a wnaeth is not used at all, which may suggest that the scribe 
felt the formality of the form was either not appropriate to the subject matter or simply not 
appropriate to being used in any translation in the middle of the fifteenth century. Moreover, 
gwnaeth as an auxiliary form (without sef) is used only once, in its plural form: ‘Ac eissoes or 
diwedd heddychu a wnaethant’ (136.5) and, similarly, gorug is used only once: ‘Gwedy 
hynny rA[nn]6 lloegyr a orugant y saesson’ (133.118).  
 
Conclusion  
In matters of style both 3036 and P22 are at the conservative end of the spectrum, remaining 
faithful to their exemplars and archetype. In the 5266/P45/P46 sub-group of the DV MSS, in 
contrast, there has been significant shortening of the text. The scribe of their common 
ancestor, (c), may have been responsible for much of this although the scribes of both P45 
and P46 appear to have taken this considerably further. But the H1 scribe is in a class of his 
own. He seems to read his text carefully and introduce changes that make it more readable, 
shortening it significantly in some places, adding clarity and narrative effect in others. And in 
places he gives vent to his own feelings. 
                                                          
456
 The figures for the comparative numbers of words in the extant MSS are 5266 – 68,346; 3036 – 79,108; H1–
75, 920; P45 – 71,511; P46 – 60,251; P22 – 39,112; P263 – 42,504; P23 – 69,865. (These figures include the 
numbering of the lines.)  
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Chapter 8: the final section of Peniarth 22 – Dafydd’s Brenhinedd y Saesson  
 
The final four pages of P22 (pp.133–136) comprise a unique continuation of the Brut y 
Brenhinedd, introduced with the words ‘Ac yma ual i dechreu ystoria brenhinedd y saesson a 
ymchoelawdd y racddywededic dauid o ladin yn gymraec oed crist mil CCCCXLIIIJ’. 
Thereafter the text is in two parts. It begins with a summary description of the division of 
England into five kingdoms, and follows that with a brief account of each of the Saxon kings, 
beginning with Ecgberht. The MS is incomplete, breaking off with the marriage of Edward 
the Confessor to the daughter of the Earl of Kent (in 1045).  
I have not been able to trace a direct Latin source for Dafydd’s translation;457 it may well be 
lost. Moreover, as the Welsh text is so brief, it seems possible that the Latin may have 
comprised notes made from a longer source or sources. Thomas Jones comments that ‘its 
original, as yet untraced, must have been one of the many continuations of the Historia 
Regum Britanniae that were compiled from time to time'.
458
  
In the absence of a direct source, I have considered what might have been an indirect relative. 
As a starting point I have taken the Brenhinedd y Saesson included in Cotton Cleopatra B.v, 
Part I,
459
 which has been translated and edited by Thomas Jones.
460
 P22 does not compare in 
length with this and there are differences in style and content, as I describe below. But there 
are clear similarities between P22 and those parts of BS which concern the kings of England.  
In terms of the source or sources for these sections of BS, Jones concludes that the ultimate 
major source for English events used by the compiler of BS down to the beginning of the 
twelfth century was some form of the Annals of Winchester (AW)
461
 as found in CCCC MS 
339,
462
 of which he made varying use, at times translating whole passages almost word for 
word, at other times selecting certain sentences and at yet other times compressing the entries 
in his source.
463
 There are, however, passages in BS for which no parallel is to be found in 
                                                          
457
 There does not appear to be any mention of a possible text in Crick (1989) or Hardy (1862).  
458
 Jones (1971:xxv).  
459
 BL, MS Cotton Cleopatra B v Part i. Daniel Huws dates this as in the middle of the fourteenth century. 
460
 Jones (1971) and Luft et al. (2013). Down to 1092, Brenhinedd y Saesson combines a history of the princes 
of Wales with that of the Saxon kings (Jones (1971:xii)).  
461
 Luard (1865).  
462
 Cambridge, Parker Library, Corpus Christi College, MS 339. The version of AW given in Annales Monastici 
Vol. 2 is Cotton MS Domit. A. xiii, which is an almost exact copy of CCCC MS 339.  
463
 Jones (1971:xlvi). 
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the extant AW. Jones suggests that these may derive from whatever version of AW the 
compiler had before him, or that they may have been added from another source or sources 
by the compiler of BS.
464
 He adds that ‘they are, for the most part, fairly commonplace and 
their substance is to be found in many medieval annals and chronicles which trace English 
history… It would be mere chance that would establish the exact source or sources of these 
passages.’465  
 
The division of England by the Saxons 
The first part of the P22 text comprises a description of the division of England into five 
kingdoms, which can be summarised in the following table (problems of legibility of the MS 
explain why this table is incomplete):  
Peniarth 22 
 Kent Essex
466
 Mercia  Region 
beyond the 
Humber
467
 
Anglia 
 
County
468
  Wiltshire 
Berkshire 
Dorset 
Essex
469
 
[So]uthampton 
Cornwall  
Devon 
Gloucester 
Worcester 
Hereford 
Shrewsbury 
Stafford 
Warwick 
Chester 
[Derby] 
Buckingham 
Oxford 
Huntingdon 
Cambridge 
Norfolk 
Suffolk 
Essex
470
 
 
 
                                                          
464
 Jones (1971:xlvii). 
465
 Jones (1971:xlvii–viii). 
466
 Sic. Presumably a mistake for ‘Wessex’. 
467
 It would appear that the headings of the final two columns should be reversed.  
468
 ‘County’ is used as a translation for swydd, despite this being anachronistic.  
469
 Sic. This may be a mistake for ‘Sussex’. 
470
 Sic.  
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[half of 
Bedford] 
Bishops Archbishop 
of 
Canterbury 
Rochester 
Salisbury 
Chichester 
Winchester 
Oxford
471
 
Four 
[ - ] 
Three  
[London] 
[Nor]wich 
Ely 
Archbishop 
of York 
 
Durham 
 
There is apparent confusion in P22 over Essex, Wessex and Sussex, which may not be 
unusual; all the extant MSS of the Anonymous Short English Metrical Chronicle (ASEMC) 
have Essex where Wessex is intended.
472
 But allowing for this confusion and for problems of 
illegibility, this P22 listing is close to a similar summary of the division described in BS
473
 
and given in the following table: 
Brenhinedd y Saesson - Cotton Cleopatra B. v. Part 1 
 Kent Wessex Mercia Essex Northumbria 
(from 
beyond the 
Humber to 
the Pictish 
Sea) 
County Kent  Wiltshire 
Berkshire 
Sussex 
Southampton 
Devon 
Cornwall 
 
Gloucester 
Worcester 
Warwick 
Stafford 
Derby 
Chester 
Shropshire 
Hereford 
Oxford 
Cambridge 
Norfolk 
Suffolk 
Essex 
half of 
Bedford 
  
                                                          
471
 Sic. P22 uses ryt ychen. 
472
 ASEMC (1935:15–17, ll. 325–382). Zettl comments (p.lxxiii) that owing to some curious mistake on the part 
of the author of the original version Wessex is given as Essex, a mistake which goes uncorrected in all the MSS. 
473
 Jones (1971:3). 
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Buckingham 
Huntingdon 
Half of 
Bedford 
Northampton 
Leicester 
Lincoln 
Nottingham 
Bishops Archbishop 
of Canterbury 
 
Rochester 
Salisbury  
Bath (formerly 
Wells); 
Chichester; 
Winchester; 
Exeter (in two 
halves – 
Crediton and St 
Germans in 
Cornwall) 
Chester 
Hereford 
Worcester 
Norwich 
London 
Ely 
Archbishop 
of York  
 
Durham 
 
It is tempting to draw the conclusion that they are from the same source, albeit not AW.
474
 
However, I give in the following table a comparable version offered by William of 
Malmesbury in 1125:
475
  
William of Malmesbury 
 Kent  West 
Saxons 
Mercia Northumbri
a 
East Saxons East 
Angles 
Countie
s  
- Wiltshire 
Berkshire 
Dorset 
Gloucester  
Worcester 
Warwick 
All the 
country 
beyond the 
Essex 
Half of 
Hertfordshir
Cambrid
ge 
Norfolk 
                                                          
474
 Jones (1971:xlvii). 
475
 William completes his first book ‘with the union of the four kingdoms of Britain into one’ (see Mynors et al 
(1998:147)). He presents the information in a very similar way to AW, though the detail is different. Thomson 
(2002:72) comments that ‘this material is similar to that of JW Accounts not included in Oxford, Corpus Christi 
Coll. MS 157, the base MS of John of Worcester (and so not found in the earlier versions of his Chronicle)’.  
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Sussex 
Southampto
n 
Surrey 
Somerset 
Devon 
Cornwall 
Chester 
Derby 
Stafford 
Hereford 
Oxford 
Buckingha
m 
Hertford 
Huntingdon 
half of 
Bedford 
Northampto
n 
Leicester 
Lincoln 
Nottingham 
river 
Humber, 
even into 
Scotland 
e Suffolk 
Bishops Archbishop
s of 
Canterbury 
and 
Rochester 
Salisbury 
Chichester 
(formerly 
Selsey) 
Winchester 
Bath 
(formerly 
Wells) 
Exeter 
 
Worcester 
Chester or 
Coventry 
(formerly 
Lichfield) 
Hereford 
Lincoln 
(formerly 
Dorchester) 
(formerly 
Leicester, 
now part of 
York) 
Archbishop 
of York 
Bishops of 
Lindisfarne 
(now 
Durham) 
and 
Candida 
Casa 
(Whithorn); 
(and the 
former 
Bishops of 
Hexham 
and Ripon) 
London Ely 
Norwich 
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There are few differences beyond the fact that the kingdoms of the East Saxons and East 
Angles are listed separately.
476
 Otherwise there is close similarity between all three, which 
may endorse Jones’ view477 that the descriptions of the realm of Britain by the Saxons, 
together with some other passages, were, for the most part, fairly commonplace. (Thomson’s 
view is that the difference in style of these pages from William’s usual style suggests that he 
is quoting a document, perhaps from Worcester.)
478
 
 
The kings of England  
After this first section, P22 appears (though the text is scarcely legible) to begin the next 
section with the first king of the whole kingdom of England. The author continues with brief 
- in some cases extremely brief - details of each succeeding king. He uses a formulaic 
approach; the length of time each king reigned is a standard inclusion, as is his place of 
burial. There may also be a brief description of the king’s character or accomplishments, in 
which Dafydd uses what seem to be favourite stock expressions such as karedic gan dduw
479
 
or marchawc kadarn, and in some cases giving greater detail. He does not write in the style 
of an annal, with entries given by year; nor does he give dates for royal accession or death.  
Dafydd’s grammatical style in these four pages also differs from what has gone before in the 
Brut y Brenhinedd. I summarise on p.122 the grammatical changes that are consolidated in 
these pages. He abandons some of the elements of the formal style used by the translators of 
Geoffrey, notably the use of gwnaeth as an auxiliary verb, including in the common 
construction sef a wnaeth. He continues to use the word sef, but uses it exclusively with the 
imperfect of the verb bod, as in sef oedd hwnnw marchawc teg kadarn.
480
  
Dafydd’s spelling of the names of some English kings is idiosyncratic. While BS appears to 
use more straightforward translations of a Latin source, including on occasion preserving the 
                                                          
476
 William regards the kingdoms of the East Saxons and the East Angles (which together might account for 
Anglia and Essex in P22 and BS respectively) to be ‘unworthy of my own labours, and of the attention of 
posterity’. Mynors et al (1998:17). 
477
 Jones (1971:xlvii).  
478
 Thomson and Winterbottom (2002:72). 
479
 In the four pages of his Brenhinedd y Saesson Dafydd uses karedic (three times), cymeredic (once) and 
deddwal (once) gan dduw; early MSS in the Dingestow recension of the Brut contain only five instances of gan 
du6/w; four are gassach/atgas or gas gan duw (3036 31.2, 129.25, 246.12, 246.25 and 260.25) and only one da 
gan du6 (3036 129.25). P263 (fifteenth-century) has one gassach gan du6 (col. 127.20).   
480
 P22:135.4. 
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-us ending as in Edwinus, or Edredus (Ethelred), Dafydd at times seems to use or create more 
unfamiliar names, as for example in the case of Ebricir for Eadric (Streona),
481
 for which I 
can find no precedent and which may reflect Dafydd’s uncertainty as to how to read or 
translate Edricus.
482
 Edderth, used as a translation of Ecgberht, is another example. P22 also 
appears to use Merthenerich for Mercia; in doing so Dafydd may have been influenced by the 
Old English mercna rice, i.e. ‘Mercians’ kingdom’, with t for c.483 (The ASEMC484 refers to 
Merkyneriche.) 
The chronicle begins with Ecgberht, the first Saxon king, though not all details are legible. 
His burial in Winchester is recorded, as it is in AW.
485
 Of more interest is the reference to his 
marrying the daughter of Charles the Bald, an unusual suggestion and not a credible one. 
Charles (a grandson of Charlemagne) was born in 823 and married his first wife, Ermentrude, 
in 842. Her first child, Judith, was born little more than a year later, c. 844, and in 856 
married Ecgberht’s son, Ӕthelwulf, after he had spent three months at Charles’ court on his 
way home from Rome.
486
 Judith was however a widow within two years and then, still only 
fourteen, married her stepson, Ӕthelbald of Wessex, in 858, only to be widowed again in 
860.
487
  
It seems that the reference to Ecgberht marrying the daughter of Charles may have been an 
innocent mistake on the part of either Dafydd or the author of his Latin text. Early sources do 
not mention a wife of Ecgberht; the only other known source to suggest a wife is Trinity 
College Oxford MS 10,
488
 which records that his ‘consort’ was a sister of the king of the 
Franks: ‘Anno…regis Egbricti secundo consors ejus regina Redburga regis Francorum 
sororia regi consilium adhibuit, ut nullum de stirpe Britonum in Anglorum finibus 
toleraret’.489 Powel adds more detail,490 as does John Speed in his history of Britain, 
attributing the story of ‘Redburg’ and the Welsh to John Bever.491  
                                                          
481
 Earl of Mercia from 1007–1017. 
482
 BS uses Edrich. 
483
 Wyatt (1908:10. l. 18) has Mercna rice in the extracts given from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. (Mierce, masc. 
pl. = Mercia(ns) and rice = kingdom.)  
484
 ASEMC:79. 
485
 AW:8. 
486
 For discussion of the implications for both kings, see Nelson (1992:182).  
487
 She subsequently eloped with Count Baldwin in 862. See Nelson (1992:203).  
488
 Held in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. I am grateful to Prof. Richard Gameson, Durham, for the information 
that this MS is datable on internal grounds to s. xv 4/4 (more specifically c.1484). 
489
 p.74v. This can be translated as ‘And in the second year of King Egbert, his ‘consort’ Queen Redburg, sister 
of the king of the Franks, gave counsel to the king that he should not tolerate anybody of British blood within 
the boundaries of the English.’ The following sentence refers to the issue of an edict which requires ‘those of 
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The Anglo Saxon Chronicle (ASC) does not mention Redburga, but relates in the annal for 
s.a. 830 that, in his second year as Bretwalda,
492
 King Ecgberht led his levies into Wales, and 
reduced them to humble submission.
493
 In a later annal, for [839], the ASC refers back to the 
time thirteen years before Ecgberht became king when Offa, with the assistance of Ecgberht’s 
predecessor Beorhtric, expelled Ecgberht to the land of the Franks ‘and Beorhtric supported 
Offa because he had his daughter as his queen’.494 The combination in this annal of Ecgberht 
and the land of the Franks and 'had his daughter as his queen' could have been misunderstood 
and given rise to the story of Ecgberht marrying the daughter of the king of France, who by 
843 was Charles the Bald. Or the author of Dafydd’s Latin text might have made a simple 
mistake in associating Charles’ daughter with Ecgberht rather than with his son (or 
grandson).  
Forty years after P22 was written, Trinity College Oxford MS 10 introduces Redburga (and 
her anti-Welsh influence). This has been thought to be a fifteenth-century attempt to forge a 
link between Charlemagne and the English monarchy, taking advantage of the fact that King 
Beorhtric had helped Offa drive Ecgberht into exile in France some years earlier,
495
 at which 
time Charlemagne was king in France.
496
 It is conceivable that the author of Dafydd’s Latin 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
British blood to leave the land of the Angles within six months upon pain of decapitation, with their wives’. 
(‘Edictum ergo regis in epistolis volauit ut infra sex menses post clamorem terram Anglorum relinquerent et ad 
transmarinas sub pena decapitionis cum pertinentiis et vxoribus convolarent.’) I am grateful to Dr Susan Davies 
for her assistance with this translation. 
490
 David Powel (1584:67) relates how, after the Welsh had joined forces with the Danes, Ecgberht took the 
town of Chester which had remained in the hands of the Welsh and subsequently ‘made proclamation (by the 
setting on of Redburga his wife, who bearing malice towards the Brytaines could not abide any of that nation) 
that no Brytaine should remaine within the confines of England, commanding al and singular which were of the 
Brytish bloud, should within sixe moneths avoide with their wives and children out if his kingdome, upon paine 
of losing their heads’. 
491
 Speed (1632:366): ‘Redburg, the wife of Egbert was the first of the West Saxons that by their new made law 
was stroke with her husband, in that Iohn Beuer, the Monke of Westminster reporteth; that shee procured a law 
to bee made against the Britaines, the penalty whereof was present death for any of them to set footing within 
the realme of England , or to passe the Ditch that King Offa had made.’ On p.365 Speed attributes (in the 
margin) another paragraph to John Beuer which refers to wars ‘against the Cornish and their associates the 
Welsh…’. Bever has also been associated with Flores Historiarum (Luard (1890)) where his name appears at 
the end of a version, i.e. the St Albans chronicle of Matthew Paris with its continuation composed at 
Westminster and going up to 1306, found in Harley MS 641 (see Jeremy Catto’s article in ODNB s.v. John  
Bever), although Redburg does not appear to be mentioned in any of the texts given in Luard’s edition.  
492
 The first recorded use of Bretwalda, to denote overlordship by an Anglo-Saxon king of other Anglo-Saxon 
kingdoms, was used of Ecgberht by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle MS A [829].  
493
 Garmonsway (1953:62) [830]. 
494
 Garmonsway (1953:62–3) [839] records that Ecgberht had been expelled to the land of the Franks by Offa 
and Beorhtric thirteen years before he became king. 
495
 ODNB, s. v. Ecgberht. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/8581     
496
 Charlemagne was king from 768 and emperor from 801. 
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text had something similar in mind, but the simpler explanation of confusion on the part of 
Dafydd, or the author of his text, seems the more likely.  
 
P22 allots little space to Ecgberht’s son, Ӕthelwulf, and even less to Ӕthelwulf’s sons 
Ӕthelbald and Ӕthelred. Ӕthelwulf’s son Alfred is given more liberal coverage. The focus is 
on Alfred’s division of [the revenue of] his kingdom into four parts; the recipients of the first 
part are not legible, but the second part he gave to his workers, the third to the poor and 
pilgrims and the fourth (which again is scarcely legible) to monasteries and churches. This 
distribution is not included in AW or BS. It is, however, a simplified version of that of 
William
497
 (and that of John of Worcester
498
 and that recorded in ASEMC),
499
 to which the 
author might have had access but felt to be too long and complicated, though it is also 
possible that there was another, simplified, written or oral tradition of which he was aware.  
After Alfred there is a short and positive but now in parts illegible passage on Edward his 
son, Edward the Elder, followed by a longer section on the latter’s son Ӕthelstan (Elystan) – 
‘a hwnnw gyntaf a orescygawdd500 dywyssogyon kymry ac ai gwnaeth yn drethawl y loegyr’. 
Dafydd
501
 continues that ‘am hynny y dyweit ystoria y brytanyeit mae hwnnw 66 y brenhin 
kyntaf or saesson a wiscawdd coron y deyrnas’, a reference back to the final sentences of the 
Brut (only two pages earlier in P22).
502
  
There follows a summary of the annual tribute that Ӕthelstan is said to have demanded from 
the Welsh princes: 300 pounds of silver, twenty pounds of gold and 5,000 oxen. These are the 
same figures as in Cotton Cleopatra B v,
503
 but are not included in AW. Figures are also 
given by William
504
 and a number of other sources as illustrated in the following table. 
(Armes Prydein also has several references to heavy and much-resented tribute to be 
collected by the ‘Great King’, i. e. Ӕthelstan.)505   
                                                          
497
 Mynors et al. (1998:194–5).  
498
 Darlington and McGurk (1995:330–31).  
499
 ASEMC:20–21, ll. 471–92.   
500
 Sic.  
501
 P22:135.5. 
502
 P22:133.2. 
503
 Cotton Cleopatra B v p.116v. 
504
 Mynors et al (1998:216–7). 
505
 Williams and Bromwich (1972: xviii–xix, and ll. 21–24, 72, 78, 84, 86 and 122–3). These references lead 
Bromwich, given that historians date the Council of Hereford at which these tributes were imposed at between 
927 and 930, to date the Armes ‘about 930’ (1972:xx). Charles-Edwards (2013: 527–32) discusses more fully 
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Tribute demanded by Ӕthelstan from the Welsh princes 
 date of text pounds of 
silver 
pounds of 
gold  
oxen 
Peniarth 22 1444 300  20 5,000 
William of Malmesbury 1125 300 20 25,000 
Peter of Langtoft Chronicle
506
                                                                                    
North Wales c. 1300 
 
300 24 
 
10,000 
         South Wales   1,200 
BS First half 
of 14th 
century 
300 20 5,000 
ASEMC Auchinleck version
507
  c. 1330s 300 20 5,000 
Robert Mannyng:
508
   
         North Wales 
 
1338 
 
300 
 
20 
 
500 
         South Wales   1,000 
Brut y Saesson
509
 c. 1400 300 20 20,000 
 
The figure for the number of pounds of silver is undisputed at 300, and there is near 
agreement also on the number of pounds of gold at twenty (Peter of Langtoft has twenty-
four,
510
 though Robert Mannyng who follows Langtoft closely has only twenty).
511
 But there 
is wild variation in the number of oxen that were demanded. Frank Stenton, describes 
William’s figure for the number of oxen, 25,000, as well as those for silver and gold, as 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
the date of Armes Prydein. He concludes that the best hypothesis is that it is no earlier than 927 and no later than 
942. 
506
 Wright (1866:324–5). 
507
 ASEMC:22, ll. 527–533 and http://auchinleck.nls.uk/mss/smc.html l.1591. 
508
 Sullens (1996:503, l. 595–6). 
509 Rhys and Evans, (1890: fols 249r–249v, cols 1001.35–1002.30).  
510
 Wright (1866: vol. 1. 325).  
511
 Sullens (1996: part 2. 503. l.595). 
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‘figures which verge on but perhaps do not quite reach the incredible’. 512 What does, 
however, emerge is agreement of P22, BS and the ASEMC on the figure of 5,000, which 
might suggest that P22 (and BS) had access to a version of the Chronicle; I return to this 
possibility later.  
There is then a mention of Edmund (the Elder), who succeeded Ӕthelstan (but was not, as 
P22 asserts, the latter’s son),513 which is followed immediately by a reference back to the 
legendary duel, in Ӕthelstan’s reign, between Guy of Warwick and the giant Colbrand:514  
A Gwedy marw Elystan y doeth Edmwnd y 6ab ynteu yn 6renhin de[.] honneit yw 
mae yn amser y raddywededic Elystan yr ymladdawdd [G - ] o wairwik a Cholbrwnt 
dros iawn y deyrnas yr hwn iawn idd oedd brenhin de[n]mar[k] yn y ofyn o herwydd 
llew 6ab kyn6arch y hyneif a briodassei Anna 6erch 6thyr bendragon a 66assei 
brenhin ar ddenmark tra 66 6yw.
515
   
This fight between Guy and giant is recorded in three of the sources listed in Table 4, i.e. 
Peter of Langtoft;
516
 the ASEMC
517
 and Robert Mannyng of Brunne 
518
 as well as in P22. It is 
a key element of the Guy of Warwick romance.
519
 Peter of Langtoft and Robert Mannyng
520
 
preface the story of the fight with a reference to the battle of Brunanburh in 937, at which the 
West Saxons and Mercians, under Ӕthelstan521 and the atheling Edmund (born about 922), 
were pitted against the forces of Anlaf, the Norse king of Dublin, Constantine, king of 
                                                          
512
 Stenton (1971: 340).  
513
 Edmund was a son of Edward the Elder and half-brother of Aethelstan; AW records him as a brother to 
Aethelstan.  
514
 ‘Colbrand’ is an Anglo-Saxon name which is listed five times in Searle (1897). The references are to a priest, 
a serf (c. 975), a bondsman of Ӕlfric abp Y.(c. 1023), a nomen viri in the Domesday book and a moneyer in 
Edward III’s reign. (See Searle (1897:141.) For twelfth/thirteenth-century records of ‘Colebrond’ see Wiggins 
(2004:148). According to Wiggins, the choice of ‘Colebrond’, which can be glossed ‘black sword’, clearly has 
significance in terms of race and religious imagery.  
515
 P22:135.10. 
516
 Wright (1866:330–333). Vol 1. pp.330–333. This section also cited in Livingston (2011:90-96). 
517
 ASEMC:25, ll. 595–99 and http://auchinleck.nls.uk/mss/smc.html l. 1663. This section also cited by 
Livingston (2011:122–27). This passage is not found in all versions of the ASEMC; in one version, ‘R’, Guy is 
mentioned but in a different context. Zettl was inclined to believe (p.lxxviii) that ‘R’ preserves the original text 
and that the common archetype of the others was responsible for the new passage on Guy, adding details and 
bringing it into a more convenient position.   
518
 Sullens (1996: part 2. 505–6. ll. 677–698). This section also cited by Livingston (2011: 126–33). 
519
 See also Wiggins (2004). The romance in both couplets and stanzas is also in the Auchinleck Manuscript, 
http://auchinleck.nls.uk/mss/guy_st.html , produced in the 1330s, and this section is cited in Livingston (2011: 
96–123). Guy first appears in the Anglo-Norman Gui de Warewic which was written between 1205 and 1215 
and gave rise to a number of Guy of Warwick texts; see Livingston (2011:221). 
520
 In his story of Guy of Warwick Robert Mannyng follows Langtoft closely. 
521
 There were two earlier successful military campaigns led by Ӕthelstan. The first in 927 was to retake the 
kingdom of York following the death of Sihtric and in so doing to prevent the attempt made by Guthfrith, king 
of Dublin, to gain the kingship; the second was in 934 against the Scots and led to the humiliation of 
Constantine, king of Alba, in 934. 
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Scotland and Owain, king of Strathclyde. Their account becomes one of two consecutive 
invasions by Anlaf, with the Norse king arriving on the second occasion in Sandwich and 
making his way to Winchester to challenge Ӕthelstan to give up the kingdom of England to 
him, unless he can find someone to fight and defeat the giant Colbrand. The ASEMC and 
Guy of Warwick on the other hand include no mention of Brunanburh (and their accounts of 
the fight with Colbrand vary enormously, from a very brief reference by the ASEMC to a 
lengthy blow by blow and graphic account of the fight between Guy and Colbrand in the Guy 
romance).  
Thus these documents illustrate the growth in popularity of the romance narrative of Guy and 
the displacement in English historical imagination – for a number of centuries – of the battle 
of Brunanburh by the fight between Guy and Colbrand, which Robert Rouse has discussed.
522
 
He also comments on the orientalization of the second invasion by Anlaf, ‘in typical 
fourteenth-century fashion’, with the introduction of Colbrand, a geaunt...out of Afrike523 who 
embodies a national threat in terms that would be appreciated by an audience familiar with 
perfidious monsters of crusade romance;
524
 there is, however, also resonance here with 
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s twelfth-century Gormundus, who leads 160,000 Africans in waging 
war on Kareticus,
525
 having been fetched from Ireland by the Saxons.  
Which, if any, of these chronicles might have been the source of the references to Guy and 
Colbrand in P22? The most likely would seem to be the account of the ASEMC, partly 
because the ASEMC does not refer to Brunanburh, which Langtoft and Mannyng do, and 
partly because the references in ASEMC and P22 are similarly brief. We may also surmise, 
from the fact that seven copies of ASEMC survive,
526
 that it was widely copied. Moreover, 
the first words of Dafydd’s ‘honneit yw mae yn amser y raddywededic Elystan yr 
ymladdawdd [G -] o wairwik a Cholbrwnt’ echo:  
  In Aϸelstones tyme, ich vnderstonde  
Was Gwi of Warwyk in Engelonde 
& for Engleond dude batail 
With a geaunt grêt sam fail  
                                                          
522
 See Rouse (2011:317–323). 
523
 Wiggins (2004:103, ll. 2815–16).  
524
 Rouse (2011:318). 
525
 HRB XI 184.122. 
526
 Livingston (2011:225). 
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Ƿe geaunt het Colbron.527 
One can perhaps detect in these lines from ASEMC that the paragraph has been inserted 
almost as an afterthought after a much lengthier account of the attempts of Hugh, king of 
France, to woo Ӕthelstan’s daughter Eadhild,528 in the same way that Dafydd’s reference to 
Guy and Colbrand fits rather uncomfortably in the style of his chronicle.
529
  
A consideration of other ‘Guy’ texts also offers pointers to the date of the Latin text which 
Dafydd translated. The Auchinleck manuscript, which contains both ASEMC and the Guy 
romance, was written in the 1330s. While other versions of each, and other texts, may have 
been circulating before this, it seems unlikely that the author of Dafydd’s Latin text would 
have written it much before the 1330s, given his omission of any mention of Brunanburh.  
There remains the question of the genesis of the final part of Dafydd’s sentence: ‘yr hwn 
iawn idd oedd brenhin de[n]mar[k] yn y ofyn o herwydd llew 6ab kyn6arch y hyneif a 
briodassei Anna 6erch 6thyr bendragon a 66assei brenhin ar ddenmark tra 66 6yw’.530 The 
author explains why the king of Denmark held territorial ambitions to the realm; according to 
him Llew, son of Cynfarch the Elder,
531
 (who had married Anna daughter of Uther 
Pendragon)
532
 had been king of Denmark. This suggests some confusion on the part of the 
author. According to Geoffrey,
533
 Loth had inherited the throne of Norway from his uncle 
Sichelmus but had not been accepted by the Norsemen. However, the Britons, after Arthur 
had decided to conquer all Europe, subjected the whole of Norway and Denmark to his 
control and Arthur made Loth (Llew) king of Norway.
534
 The author of Dafydd’s Latin text 
appears either to be misremembering the detail of the Arthur story, or assuming that the 
subjection by Arthur of both Norway and Denmark had led to Loth becoming king of both. In 
                                                          
527
 ASEMC:35: 25, ll. 595–604. This quotation is taken from the Brit. Mus. Royal MS. 12C.XII; fols. 62r–68v, 
printed in full by Zettl and described as MS B. The version in the Auchinleck MS (described as MS A by Zettl) 
says that Guy did battle for Athelstan rather than England. 
528
 This story seems curiously curtailed without clarity as to Ӕthelstan’s response to gifts from the king of 
France.  
529
 ASEMC:lxxix. Zettl comments on the fact that neither Robert of Gloucester nor William of Malmesbury 
mention Guy at all. He suggests that the passages were probably written down from memory.  
530
 P22:135.12. 
531
 This seems to be a rare reference to Cynfarch as Cynfarch the Elder. The LlV and DV translations of the 
HRB refer to him simply as Cynfarch.  
532
 Geoffrey does not mention Loth’s (Llew’s) father, though speaks of ‘regal descent’ (regali prosapia orti) 
(HRB IX 152.201). 
533
 This part of the Brut is missing from P22. 
534
 HRB IX 154.235–55. 
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either case, his reason for inserting this is unclear, given the straightforward nature of the 
narrative in which explanatory text does not otherwise occur.  
To return to that narrative, after Edmund’s death at the hands of Liofa, the thief , P22 has him 
buried in Canterbury,
535
 not Glastonbury as in BS (this is not included in AW); William also 
describes the death of Edmund at Canterbury,
 536
 which might account for the apparent 
mistake in P22. P22 has him succeeded by his son ‘Ethelred’537 who reigns for nine years, 
although AW describes him, ‘Edred’, as Edmund’s brother. He is followed by Edwin, brother 
of Ethelred
538
 (or son of Edmund in AW)
539
 – P22 has a brief reference to his lascivious 
nature
540
 – who in turn is succeeded by Edgar. P22 is very close to BS
541
 in quoting St 
Dunstan, albeit at Edgar’s birth rather than in his lifetime,542 as hearing an angelic voice 
saying ‘heddwch a bo yn lloegyr mewn amylder o ddaeoni tra 6o byw yr Edgar brenhin 
hwn’.543 This seems to derive from AW ‘Pax Angliae non deerit quamdiu puer iste 
regnaverit’,544 although both P22 and BS have elaborated on the Latin text; P22 has ‘mewn 
amylder o ddaeoni’ and BS ‘ac ammylder o frwitheu’. This shared expansion of the AW text 
appears to provide firm evidence either of a link between BS and P22, or that the two are 
both following a Latin text fuller than AW. (There is no equivalent phrase in the ASEMC.)
545
 
The lengthy commentary on Edgar that appears in BS is then absent from P22, although there 
is a reference to his building a monastery or church every year, with P22 expressly 
commenting that this was at his own cost. The latter does not appear to be in AW, nor in 
William. P22 has Edgar buried at Winchester,
546
 although both AW and BS have 
Glastonbury.  
After Edgar’s death came his son Edward (the martyr); P22 refers very briefly to the role of 
his stepmother (Ӕlfryth) in his murder, which is recounted in detail by BS.547 Then there is a 
                                                          
535
 P22 135.15. 
536
 Mynors et al (1998: 232–33).   
537
 P22 135.16. 
538
 P22 135.19. 
539
 AW:11. 
540
 P22 135.20. 
541
 Jones (1971:37). 
542
 Jones (1971:36–7). 
543
 P22 135.27. 
544
 AW:11. 
545
 ASEMC:27–28, ll. 645–653 and http://auchinleck.nls.uk/mss/smc.html l. 1722.  
546
 P22:134.31. 
547
 Jones (1971:43). 
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short reference to Ethelred, his brother, and to the slaughter of Danes (though there are 
legibility problems) as a result of their high numbers. There follows a passage in which P22 
is much shorter and somewhat at odds with BS. BS narrates the story of Sweyn, son of 
Harold, king of Denmark, conquering England through the treachery of Eadric, ‘earl of 
Shrewsbury and Worcester and Gloucester’, the succession of Canute to Sweyn and Ethelred 
reconquering his territory, Canute’s arrival in England and his conquest as far as London 
before Ethelred’s death and Edmund Ironside, his son by a concubine, becoming king. P22 
has a much abbreviated version, with Canute coming with his great force to England and the 
battle going first one way and then the other before peace being made in the end through the 
treachery of Eadric. It seems possible that P22 had a similar source but in shortening it also 
somewhat confused the narrative.  
The P22 account of the death of Edmund Ironside is interesting. John of Worcester says that 
he died at about the time of the feast of St Andrew
548
 in London and was buried in 
Glastonbury. Both AW
549
 and BS
550
 describe an unpleasant death,
551
 also attributed to him by 
Henry of Huntingdon
552
 and Roger of Wendover, the latter of whom places the scene at 
Oxford;
553
 Walter Map has his death at Ross.
554
 William also has him meeting his end on St 
Andrew’s day ‘by what accident is an open question’ (though he does go on to relate the 
story that Eadric (Streona) had him killed in a particularly gruesome manner).
555
 P22, 
however, relates that Edmund went on a pilgrimage to St Andrew’s in Scotland (‘idd aeth yr 
Edmwnt hwnnw y pererina hy andras Abostol y yscotland’) and on the way was killed though 
the treachery of Eadric – ‘drwy 6rat yr enwedic iarll yn 6radychus y lladdwyt’. I have been 
unable to find another source that refers to a pilgrimage to Scotland; it may be that either 
Dafydd or the author of his Latin text has misunderstood the reference to St Andrew’s day.  
                                                          
548
 Darlington & McGurk (1995:492–3). The ASC has Edmund dying on St. Andrew’s day (Garmonsway 
1953:152).  
549
 AW:15.  
550
 Jones (1971:53).  
551
 Jones (1971:53) refers to Edmund’s servants ‘piercing him through upwards with an iron spit the first time he 
should go to the privy’. 
552
 Greenway (1996:360–361). 
553
 Giles (1849:292). 
554
 James (1983:431). N. 4 comments that the murder was unlikely to have taken place in either London or 
Ovford, as these were probably in Canute’s dominions; it was likely to have been further west, but there is no 
supporting evidence for Ross (a possession of Hereford cathedral). See also Wright (1939: 200–203) for detail 
of accounts by Geffrei Gaimar and John Brompton. 
555
 Mynors et al (1998:318–9). Eadric is said to have seduced Edmund’s servants and persuaded them to drive 
‘an iron hook into his hinder parts’. 
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The main event in the reign of Canute as related by P22 is the fate of Eadric. Canute orders 
his death for treachery, concluding with Eadric’s body being thrown into the Thames. AW 
and BS both narrate that Canute had his head struck off and his body cast into the Thames.
556
 
In comparison, William’s account is of his body being ‘thrown out of the window into the 
river Thames’557 while John of Worcester has his body being ‘thrown over the city walls and 
left unburied’. Henry of Huntingdon has his own story of Eadric’s death,558 as do the 
anonymous author of the Encomium Emmae Reginae
559
 and Peter of Langtoft;
560
 none of 
these refer to Eadric’s body being thrown into the Thames. However, the account that most 
resembles that of P22 is that of the ASEMC which similarly has him ‘cast out of a window 
into the Thames, bound hand and foot’.561 Once again it appears that the author of Dafydd’s 
Latin text may have had access to the ASEMC.  
Thereafter AW refers to the expulsion from England of the traitors Thurkil and Eric,
562
 and 
BS to the expulsion of ‘the others’ from the realm; William goes further in saying that 
Thurkil and Eric were ‘turned out by the English’, ‘returned to their native land’ and that 
Thurkil was ‘eliminated by the nobles as soon as he set foot on the coast of Denmark’.563 The 
ASC does not refer to the expulsion of Thurkil and Eric
564
 but to the death of three other 
nobles,
565
 on which Charles Plummer comments that the suggestion that the other victims 
were put to death as adherents of Eadric is inferred by later authorities but cannot be 
assumed.
566
 P22, however, has a different account, that Canute caused the cowardly
567
 
hanging, as a warning to others, of all the traitors of Edmund.
568
 This appears to be another 
illustration of a curious deviation by the author from his main sources.  
                                                          
556
 BS:55. 
557
 Mynors et al. (1998:320–1). 
558
 Forrester (1853:196).  
559
 Campbell (1949:32–33) records that Knútr odered Eadric’s head to be cut off so that soldiers might ‘learn 
from this example to be faithful, not faithless, to their kings’.  
560
 Wright (1866:369). 
561
 ASEMC:35, ll. 835–40. 
562
 Luard (1865:15). 
563
 Mynors et al (1998:181.3). 
564
 Garmonsway (1953:157) records a reconciliation between Canute and Thurkil.  
565
 Garmonsway (1953:155) ‘In this year was ealdorman Eadric slain, and Northman, son of ealdorman 
Leofwine, and Ӕthelweard, son of Ӕthelmӕr the Stout, and Beorhtric, son of Ӕlfgeat of Devon.’   
566
 Plummer (1892:201).  
567
 dilew = llwfr, ofnus; aghelfydd, anfedrus: timorous, cowardly, timid; unskilful (GPC (s.v. dilew)).  
568
 P22 136.18: ‘ef a barawdd yn ddile6 [gyf]grogi holl 6ratwyr Edmwnd 6renhin er ofyn a rybudd i ereill’. 
Neither er ofyn nor er rybud appears in any of the MSS included in the prose websites Isaac et al. (2013), Luft et 
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In the case of Harold Harefoot there is a less complicated difference between P22 and BS. 
P22 has him buried at Winchester; BS – and AW – have him buried at St Pauls in London. 
(William, and John of Worcester, have Westminster.) The MS then offers positive comment 
on the reign of ‘Saint’ Edward and breaks off after his marriage to the daughter of ‘Edwin, 
Earl of Kent’.569  
  
Conclusion  
The very close similarity of his copy of Brut y Brenhinedd in P22 to that in 3036 suggests 
that both the scribe of the latter and Dafydd must have been faithful in copying from their 
exemplars. It seems likely that Dafydd will have remained equally faithful to his Latin 
exemplar for the final section of P22; indeed he may have taken his adherence to the text of 
the Latin original as far as to ignore factual errors (e.g. of geography), of at least some of 
which he must surely have been aware.  
It seems unlikely that the direct Latin source for Dafydd’s translation will be found (and even 
if it is still extant it might be that it has been ignored as too slight and lacking in original 
material to be of interest). However, there are a number of indications as to what its nature 
may have been. The overall brevity of the text may suggest that it comprises notes made by a 
scribe from a longer manuscript or manuscripts.  
Moreover an examination of the content of Dafydd’s Brenhinedd y Saesson suggests that 
there is no single indirect source (that is still extant), although much of the content could have 
been taken from a version of AW, as is also the case with the Brenhinedd y Saesson included 
in Cotton Cleopatra B v. There are a number of elements that are not included in AW, which 
may reflect additions from a variety of other sources, including the ASEMC.  
There are other differences between P22 and other texts, which are more or less capable of 
explanation, as for example his mention of places of burial; Edgar’s burial at Winchester, not 
Glastonbury, similarly Edmund’s burial at Canterbury, not Glastonbury, and then Harold 
Harefoot’s burial at Winchester rather than London. These may have been simple errors, 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
al. (2013) and Roberts et al. (2015). Er rybudd is first cited in GPC (s.v. rhybudd) in the context of Salesbury 
NT, 1567, ‘A’r petheu hyn oll a ddeuth yddynt wy er esemplae, ac a escrivenwyt er rybudd i ni.’. 
569
 In fact he married Edith, daughter of Godwin, Earl of Wessex (in 1045). 
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given that Winchester was the default royal burial place at the time, or possibly the omission 
of Glastonbury on two occasions might suggest that the author of the Latin text was 
unfamiliar with the town.  
Finally there appear to be some inconsistencies between P22 and other texts which are 
intriguing and more difficult to explain, as in the reference to the hanging of the traitors of 
Edmund. If, as I suggest above, Dafydd tended to copy faithfully from his exemplar, it seems 
likely that these originated with the author of the Latin text, rather than with Dafydd himself. 
As to the date of the Latin text, the closest that we can get to this may be that it is unlikely to 
have been much before the 1330s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Concluding Summary 
 
 
 
Chapter 9: Concluding Summary 
At first sight Peniarth 22 may appear to be one of the less interesting late medieval copies of 
Brut y Brenhinedd. It is very similar to the earlier NLW 3036B MS. But study of this MS, 
both the text of the Brut and the four page continuation chronicle that follows and which the 
scribe has himself translated from the Latin, has much to offer.   
 
Relationship of Peniarth 22 to other Brut manuscripts 
The existence of Peniarth 22 helps to consolidate our knowledge of the Dingestow recension 
of the MSS of the Brut y Brenhinedd. There are six extant medieval MSS of the recension, of 
which three, including NLW 5266 which has become widely known as the Brut Dingestow 
edited by Henry Lewis,
570
 clearly belong to their own distinctly separate branch.  
Of the other three MSS Peniarth 22 is very closely related to the fourteenth century NLW 
3036B although, as I confirm, it is not a copy. Both Peniarth 22 and 3036 appear to be 
faithful copies of their archetype and, because they are so similar, they provide convincing 
evidence of the detail of that archetype. Both Peniarth 22 and 3036 also share long sections of 
text with Havod 1, despite the Havod 1 scribe being much more innovative elsewhere; this 
suggests that in these sections there is a close relationship of all three MSS to an earlier 
archetype.  However, a tidily-drawn stemma of the Dingestow family of MSS, complete with 
straight lines between the MSS, may be misleading as there are instances where both Havod 1 
and the three MSS in the Brut Dingestow branch are superior to the other MSS, which 
suggests that the scribes had access to other sources.   
I also take the opportunity to look at the relationship between the two medieval MSS of the 
Llanstephan Version, Llanstephan 1 and Havod 2.  I suggest that, on the basis of the limited 
evidence available in that section of the Brut where the source text of the Llanstephan 
Version is shared with the Dingestow Version, there is some evidence to suggest that the two 
MSS share a common archetype rather than each being a direct descendant of the 
Llanstephan Version.    
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The Language  
The language of Peniarth 22 has to be seen in the context of a scribe who has, while copying 
the Brut, been for the most part faithful to his exemplar. What this can contribute to our 
knowledge of fifteenth century Welsh is therefore limited. But he does introduce 
orthographic change and gives freer rein to both grammar and style in his continuation 
chronicle. These final pages are particularly valuable in offering a rare example of the Welsh 
of a fifteenth century scribe who is freed from copying an earlier exemplar.  
In his orthography we see experimentation in the use of different letters. To some extent the 
scribe makes changes to which he then adheres throughout the MS (including the 
continuation chronicle), as, for example, in his shift from 6 to w for /u/ and his introduction of 
dd; in other cases he experiments with change but appears uncertain and is inconsistent. I 
offer comparison not only with orthographical practice in the earlier DV MSS but also with 
the five fifteenth-century MSS now available on line, which provide a useful context in 
which to assess change.  
In his grammar the scribe is not generally an innovator in the course of the Brut, although 
there is occasional experimentation, for example in his use of the verbal particle ry. Change is 
more evident in his continuation chronicle, with, for example, a shift from the use of yn to 
mewn before an indefinite noun and to the use of -awdd rather than -wys in the third person  
singular preterite. Again, I offer comparison with the earlier Dingestow MSS and other 
fifteenth century MSS. 
Similarly, stylistic introductions in his copy of the Brut are rare, although there is occasional 
change in vocabulary. We see a contrast between Peniarth 22 (and 3036) on the one hand 
and, on the other, the more innovative text of the otherwise closely-related Havod 1. But we 
can also see the Peniarth 22 scribe’s own style emerging in his continuation chronicle; there 
is, for example, a clear shift away from the more formal constructions which employ the third 
person singular preterite gwnaeth as an auxiliary verb.    
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The Scribe 
As well as having a date for Peniarth 22, 1444, we have the benefit of knowing that it was 
written by Dafydd ap Maredudd Glais. This adds an extra dimension to the study. We know, 
mainly from the Cardigan Ministers’ Accounts, a certain amount about his life and can 
conjecture more. He was a member of a leading family in Aberystwyth, probably saw 
military service in France and later in life followed family tradition in holding public office. 
He was also an accomplished scribe, and a translator from the Latin, but not a cleric.Violence 
and other felonious activity appears to have come naturally to him.  
This can be seen in the wider context of a town where violence, and the absence of the rule of 
law, were commonplace. There was also upheaval in the Cistercian monasteries in North 
Wales. In these circumstances, can Dafydd be regarded as a typical member of a leading 
family in Aberystwyth? Possibly not – the fact that the king ordered an enquiry into his 
activities, to be undertaken by a leading figure in the administration of South Wales, suggests 
otherwise. But nevertheless what we know and can surmise of his attributes and activities 
provides a helpful case study of a colourful career in one sector of society in medieval 
Aberystwyth.  
 
The continuation chronicle 
This unfinished text leaves us with something of a mystery. The Latin document that Dafydd 
was translating, probably dating from the early fourteenth century, appears to be based 
largely on material that is shared with the Winchester Annals (and Brenhinedd y Saesson).
571
 
Some of his additions and variations can be found elsewhere, particularly in the Anonymous 
Short English Metrical Chronicle.
572
 Others are less easy to explain and may of course be 
mistranslations of the Latin original. But those researching Latin chronicles of that period 
may find them of interest. 
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Appendices 
Finally I draw attention again to the Appendices which, in addition to a transcription of 
Peniarth 22, offer a summary concordance of most of the medieval Brut MSS (including 
Peniarth 23) and a full concordance of those sections of the Dingestow MSS for which  
Peniarth 22 is extant. I hope these will be useful in facilitating further study.  
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